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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of BCC Project

The Biodiversity Conservation in Corridors (BCC) project, funded by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), aims primality to 
establish sustainable management regimes for restoring an Ecology connectivity and integrity between Xesap National 
Protected Area (NPA) in Sekong Province with Dong Ampharm Attapue Province and Xepian and DongHuaSao 
Champasack province. The project will address fragmentation of the biodiversity rich Forrest landscape of southern part of 
the Lao PDR, impairing its ability to provide critical ecology services necessary for sustaining local livelihoods and other 
economic development (Including Hydropower, Water Food Security, enhancing, Sectors through promote use of 
sustainable natural resources.) The primary aims of the project is to protect and restores to system of connected habitats 
that support native wildlife and ecology upon which thy rely.    

The proposed project is classified as category B for involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples. The resettlement 
framework and IPPF of the original project were prepared in 2015 followed by the updated resettlement framework and 
IPPF for BCC-AF in 2016 as a guide to screen and assess the level impacts of the proposed subprojects. Under ADB SPS 
2009, the project’s activities that involved land acquisitions and have effects on both public and private asset will be 
identified through a feasibility study and DED to confirm the project category C. Based on the last review mission in October 
2020, ADB found that there were some gaps on social safeguards documentation of both BCC-GMS and BCC-AF. Under 
the livelihood programs of the original project, a number of community small infrastructure were developed to support the 
livelihood activities in 66 villages of G0242 and 17 villages G0488 for the additional financing. The feasibility study of the 
original project combined with involuntary resettlement impacts screening were prepared and submitted to ADB for no 
objection and contracts of the livelihood small infrastructure subprojects were approved in 2016. The project team claimed 
that the community small-scale infrastructure subprojects will positively impact the incomes and livelihoods of local people 
and the scale of impacts is minor. The project team informed ADB that the feasibility study of the small infrastructure 
subprojects confirmed that there were no involuntary resettlement impacts because the affected households volunteered 
to participate in the community small infrastructure development using their own land as well as communally owned lands 
in subproject areas. Thus, the involuntary resettlement was changed from categorized B to C without the prepared due 
diligence report for ADB clearance. To bring back the project into compliance with ADB SPS, social safeguards clinics and 
technical meetings were organized in the end of December 2020. ADB and EA have agreed on corrective action plan (CAP) 
as summarized in the action plan.  

1.2 Due Diligent Report objective; 

The purposed of DDR preparation is to confirm if the proposed infrastrcutre development (irrigation pipeline, Water supply,  HHs latrine) 

has IR and IP impacts. The mathod of applied is to review relevant project related documents and assess the current status and 
standing of the activities conducted to date, Conduct IR and IP impact screening (fieldwork and paper-based screening) of 
all the subprojects to determine compliance, conduct site visits to review what has been implemented by the Project. To 
include consultation with villagers and community representatives. (Can be sample of projects), review of IPP/IPPF activities 
completed in project, and compliance of IR implementation with the updated DDRs with.  

To comply with  social safeguard (IR and IP) required by funding agency ADB, and following ADB recommendations during 
mission held in December 2020 there are  commitments such as: Conduct and prepare DDRs with acceptable sampling size 
that cover each sub-project activity to confirm and validate the claim that there are no IR impacts from the project’s activities, 
project team to share the mission, EA to engage consultation to support existing national safeguard to prepare the DDRs 
and disclosed the safeguard related documents (IPP, FS and LAR screening checklist) on ADB websites.  
The Project Designed has been identified for the livelihood and agroforestry intervention under the BCCP-FIP, And 
implemented the 4 main group of activities comprised of (a) Agroforestry-tree establishment (Fruit tree plantation, and 
forage technology), (b) Support agriculture extension(provide livestock as a revolving fund (Cattle, Goat, Pig, Chicken and 
Fingerling), primary animal health care(vaccination), Improving rice production(By Paddy extension and provided rice seed), 
kitchen garden and Village Development Fund-VDF), (c) Individual level of capacity strengthening organization and 
individual, and (D) Support Sanitation(HHs Toilet), Small scheme of Irrigation, New water supply and Maintenance and  33 
sub-activities listed in the Operation Plan (See Annex7). 

According to the Operation Plan of Project activities intervention, it is estimated that the following beneficiary targets can 
be achieved. The total number of HH benefitting from the village infrastructure is estimated 1,8374 HHs, 2.274 Families, 
381 Poor HHs and 10.049 people, this number not include livelihood  individual support. 

Table 01: Expected beneficiaries per village and village infrastructure support
N
o 

District Proposed Activity Number beneficiary 

HHs FML Poor PPL 

1 9 Villages in Dakchueng 552 677 112 3.483 



2 
7 Village in Phouvong  

Community water supply, small scheme 
of Irrigation, Sanitation (Latrine) 

1.285 1.597 269 6.565 

 
Total 

 1.837 2.274 
 

381 10.049 

 
The operational plan activities were reviewed by ADB during the ADB mission in December 2020, and as per their Aid-
Memo required further study/impact assessment be carried out under the auspices of due diligence citing concerns over 
failure to comply with the communications, social and environment safeguard and ethnic minority development procedures 
laid out for the Project. 

 
Due diligence of the livelihood activities and in particular the small infrastructure mentioned above improvement works 
was requested which included: 
 

1.3 Time frame  

Work plan for whole assessment has been prepared under participatory process with NPMO, ADB and local partners for 
site selection and visited, the assignment took a maximum of 60 working days starting from 30 June 2021. The final report 
should be submitted before 31 December 2021 and will priority for G0488 first and G0242 later on. And the schedule was 
approved by the Executive Agency. The detailed schedule (See Annex 01). 
 

1.4 Team Composition  

The assessment conducted by the National Social Safeguard with supported by assigned project staff at central and local 
level such as: BCC representative from NMPO, National Project Coordinator/Deputy Director of Protected Area 
Management Division, National Project Manager, National Safeguard Specialist, Province and District coordinator 
(Champassak, Sekong, Attapue) 
 

1.5 Methodology/Tools  

The assessment applies both qualitative and quantitative method and participatory approach as following; Documentation 
review. The National Safeguard Specialist reviewed project documents, project report, work plan, IP, IR, IPPF, and Previous 
Safeguards Monitoring Reports, project document and maps, and design proposed activities. These will inform both the 
selection of sites for intensive assessment, and formulation of key data collection questions. 
The National Safeguard Specialist worked with the BCC Project team to identify suitable villages according to the sampling 
designed. And selected 9 Villages in Dakchueng district and 7 Villages in Phouvong district 16 out of 17 villages (94%) of 
G0488 sampling according to group of activities category where intensive assessment would be conducted (See Annex 
01).  
 
The assessment was conducted by interviewing project partners, SOFRECO, conducting village consultation, and 
developing minutes of meetings, screening check list forms of IP and IR, and Focus Group Discussion (FGDs) selecting 
HH interviews for case study by following best success and lesson learnt, cross check and Photo. Preliminary list of specific 
tools of PRA has been applied for this assessment.  
  

1.6 Limitation or Constraints encountered    

During Assessment team started conducted field visits in DC first and found that most of villagers are doing harvesting of 
dry season paddy rice, and weeding control for upland rice (Dakchung), Transplanting season of paddy field (In Phouvong 
district) and in some  village a few people able involved in village meeting, access to target village is difficulty cause of road 
condition particular in Dakcheung communication with communities are constraints particularly women and the team has 
asked village elder and head of village helped in translator, times Limitation. Interim of livelihood and income of communities 
currently impacted by lockdown country cause of COVID19. Such as Livestock product, NTFPs, Crop, are selling to Vietnam 
local boarder.   

2. SUB-PROJECT DESCRITION 
BCC project grant 0488 provided.  
The two irrigation schemes for increase rice yield production comprised Ban Dakyilang, Dakmuan, and water supply 
provides to the communities access clean water and reduced workload of women and child from daily rutine. , and supported 
household latrine are under Component/Output 3 Livelihood of BCC Project-AF 0488. The proposed three type small 
infrastructures mention aboved is to support livelihood improvement in the selected project villlages in Dakcheung (10 
villages), Sekong Province and Phouvong (7 villages) in Attapeu. Phuvong district follow by list of district and villages name 
who will recieve the proposed infra as provided in table 2.  

file:///C:/Users/Administrator.LAHSVB5HEBXQGC6/Final%20Safeguard%20workplan%20for%20BCC%20project.docx
file:///C:/Users/Administrator.LAHSVB5HEBXQGC6/Final%20Safeguard%20workplan%20for%20BCC%20project.docx
file:///C:/Users/Administrator.LAHSVB5HEBXQGC6/Final%20Safeguard%20workplan%20for%20BCC%20project.docx


2.1 Irrigation Sub-project  

The potential concept of the small irrigation system (small stream water intakes and pipeline system) is for diversion of 

sufficient water for use for paddy field activities along the stream. There are 2 proposed irrigation systems in 2 villages one 

system for in Ban Dakmouan and Ban Dakyrang. The two proposed irrigations proposed by communities and trhe designed 

will bring benefited for 20HHs and about 13 Ha of paddy land. The conceptual design is shown in the (Annex 06), with 

SOFRECO preparing the detailed designed and assisting the PPMO to engage a suitable Contractor/construction team for 

its construction in proposed in Q1-Q2 of 2021 see (Annex 07). The community consultation and information disclosed has 

been conducted in April 2020, and environment due diligent report also produced in January 2021.   

2.2 Water supply Sub-project  

The Rehabilitation and new installation of water supply is perceived/proposed by all villages as a key community 

infrastructure to improve, repair and extend. This is considered one of the most immediately and efficient actions that will help 

the population, especially vulnerable and poor, women, children and households in saving times of daily routine, limiting water 

disease, developing irrigated kitchen garden surrounding village and for small animals, Those mention intervention  will be 

linked to mitigate internal threat from livelihood activities to natural resources (for example wildlife hunting, gathering 

NTFP, slash and burn for shifting cultivation ).The sub-project activities water supply proposed for 7 villages in DC (Ban 

Dakmi, Dakley, Dakpranue, BrongNoy, BrongGni, DakPraMai and Mangha) more than 339 HHs, 448 FML, 82 Poor HH 

and about 2.181 people. and 3 Villages in Phouvong district, Attapue province comprised Ban Ghang, Phouhom and 

Vonglakhone more than 732 HHs, 939 FML, 129 Poor HH and about 3.604 people.  First Community consultation has 

been conducted in April 2021, with participant by BCC, SOFRECO, DoNRE, DAFO and Safeguard consultant. And the 

second consultation for DDR report also confirmed for social assessment in July 2021. (See minute of Community 

Consultation). Due to restriction of Covid19 restriction this sub-project activity proposed in Q3-Q4 in 2021.  

 2.3 Health Care Center toilet and household Latrine  

Regarding health, traditionally, the ethnic groups in the DC and PV have not used the modern health care system such as 
health centres.  Instead, they have relied mostly on natural herbal medicines and traditional healing methods Especially in 
DC.  The BCC has been working within the government healthcare system to improve access to Sanitation and improved 
access clean water as mention above. The BCC has improved a healthcare centre in some village’s village cluster.    

In respect of hygiene and sanitation, during visited both province villagers stated that assistance from the district 
in conjunction with the district health offices was given through awareness raising and the provision of instructions to each 
village in the method of installing improved latrines and ventilated improved latrines for each household for 7 villages.  
However, this activity was not so well received by the communities and currently it is estimated that only about 10-30% of 
the total and are using latrines. On a positive note, all the visited villages expressed their desire to have permanent health 
staff based in each of the health centres. Furthermore, they also proposed that the subproject should assist in identifying 
and training their own people/villagers who have also not yet received proper medical training. However, they also need to 
be given the confidence that those villagers trained in health care will not move away from their own villages.  

3. Impact Assessment of the proposed Sub-projects in target Districts 
 
3.1. Due diligence Assessment of proposed activity in target villages of Dak Cheung district: 

1. Water supply (Rehabilitation and new reservoir/tank installation) for Mangha, Dakpranue, Dakpra-Mai, Brongnoy 
(three construction site), Brong-gnai(two construction site), Dakley, and Dak-Mi 

2. Intakes/headwork, channel and pipe line in Dakmoune, Dakjilang 
3. Dispensary (Toilet for Health Care Center) Ban Dak-Muane ongoing  

 
Table 2: Proposed Activities per villages, Dak Cheung District. 

No Villages  Proposed Activity Number beneficiary 

HHs FML Poor PPL 

1 Brong-Noy (Brong-Noy, 
Dakmang) 

Water supply (Rehabilitation and New 
reservoir/tank construction) 

55 72 14 309 

2 Brong-Ngai (Khambao, 
Daknan, and Dakleang) 

Water supply (Rehabilitation and New 
reservoir/tank construction) 

43 71 5 355 

3 
Dakpra-Mai  

Water supply (Rehabilitation and New 
reservoir construction) 

39 49 4 221 

4 Dakley (Dakley, 
Daktaling, Dak Talang) 

Water supply (Rehabilitation and New 
reservoir/tank construction) 

50 58 25 306 



5 Dak-Mi (Dak-Mi, Dak-
Mong) 

Water supply (Rehabilitation and New 
reservoir/tank construction) 

56 74 12 377 

6 Mann-Ha (Tongpeaw, 
Khongkong, Ngorgar, 
Zongdabib) 

Water supply (Rehabilitation and New 
reservoir/tank construction) 

61 71 7 382 

7 Dakyilang Irrigation Intakes/headworks and pipe line 22 26 5 130 

8 Dak-Mouane (Dak-Mad 
and Dak-Mouane) 

Irrigation Intakes/headworks and pipe line 75 87  384 

Dispensary (Toilet for Health Care Centre)  / / 25 / 

9 
Dakpranue 

Water supply (Rehabilitation and New 
reservoir/tank construction) 

35 53 15 231 

10 Dak-Bue No construction activity  63 53  394 

 Total  552 677  112 3.483 

 
3.2. Due diligence Assessment of proposed activity of target villages in Phouvong district: 
1. Water supply (Rehabilitation and New reservoir/tank construction) for Vanggnang, Vongsomphou and 

Phouhome village.  
2. Sanitation (Latrine) for Vanggnang, Vongsomphou, Viengxay, Phouxay, Namkong, Vonglakhone 

 
Table 3: Proposed Activities, Phouvong district.  

No Villages  Proposed Activity Number beneficiary 

HHs FML Poor PPL 

1 Vang-Ngang Community water supply  256 349 42 1.284 

  Sanitation (Household Toilet) 51 0 0 0 

2 Vongsomphou (There are 3 hamlet 
Vongvilai-Tai, Vongvilai-Nue, and Ta-Oum) 

Community water supply  299 358 73 1.276 

  Sanitation (Household Toilet) 75 0 0 0 

3 Phouhome (Cluster1, Cluster2, Cluster3) Community water supply  177 232 14 1044 

4 Phouxay Sanitation (Household Toilet) 60 69 21 308 

5 Vonglakhone Sanitation (Household Toilet) 90 110 29 544 

6 Namkong  Sanitation (Household Toilet) 156 189 41 826 

7 Viengxay (there are three hamlet 
HouayKieng, Kayout and Vingxayyai) 

Sanitation (Household Toilet) 265 349 49 1.339 

 Total  1.285 1.597 2.69 6.565 

4. Social and Economic Profile. 

4.1 Site Visits 
By following recommendation mentioned above. The National Social safeguard consultant prepared workplan and it is 
approved by NPMO and ADB and arranged a field visit from 30 June-10 July 2021. As first trip only target villages under 
G0488 additional financing will be visited and conducted assessment of three small infrastructure mentions above with 
following information below:   
 

4.2 Social-Economic Profile of Dak Cheung district, Sekong province. 
Dakchueng District is one of the two poorest districts of Sekong Province and one of the 47 poorest districts nationwide. In 9 of 10 target 
villages, out of the total of 552 are112 HHs (20%) classified as poor, 45 HHs (8%) of Disadvantage, and 15 HHs (3%) women-headed 
HHs (Classified by Prime Minister Degree No 438/PM). Hai/Shifting cultivation with long cycle of fallow of 8-10 years (e, g Ban Dakmi) 
remains active livelihood activity; even the MAF as well as its sub-set structured of PAFO has adopted and proclaimed the “Shifting 
Stabilization Goal/Program” for the last five-year sectoral plan. With limited introduction of agriculture and livestock raising technique 
has resulted low yield of rice and coffee productions and large numbers of raised animals died every year. Na/Permanent lowland rice 
Cultivation System is also practiced; however, it was believed that the area to be tilled for this production system is not adequate for 
expansion Due to landslide and flooding area, also low fertility.  



 
Figure 1: Map of target villages G0488 DC district and visited village.  

Table 04: Existing Social and Economic information of BCC-FIP target Dakchueng district  

Village Name  
No of 

Families  
NoHHs  

Population  
Poor 
HHs 

Vulnerable 
HHs  

Women-
headed HHs Ethnic  

Remark 

Total  Women      

Dakpanue 
             

44          60  
       

249        124  
        

15                  5                   3  Yea 
1 Cluster 

Brong-Noy (Brong-
Noy, Dakmang) 

             
59          69  

       
322        141  

        
14                  5                   1  Yea 

2 Clusters 

Brong-Ngai 
(Khambao, Daknan, 
and Dakleang) 

             
53          82  

       
379        199  

          
5                  5                   1  Yea 

2 Clusters 

Dakpra-Mai  
             

41          46  
       

236        113  
          

4                  2                   1  Yea 
2 Clusters 

Ban Dakley (Dakley, 
Daktaling, Dak Talang) 

             
48          53  

       
287        157  

        
25                  6                   2  Yea 

3 Clusters 

Dak-Mi (Dak-Mi, Dak-
Mong) 

             
56          75  

       
389        183  

        
12                  2                   2  Yea 

2 Clusters 

Mann-Ha (Tongpeaw, 
Khongkong, Ngorgar, 
Zongdabib) 

             
62          75  

       
378        191  

          
7                  2                  -    Yea 

4 Clusters 

Dakyilang 
             

23          28  
       

148          70  
          

5                  7                  -    Yea 
1 Cluster 



Dak-Mouane (Dak-
Mad and Dak-
Mouane) 

             
67          68  

       
394        181  

        
25                10                   5  Trieng  

2 Clusters 

Dak-Bue Non-visit during conducted assessment and no construction activity  NA  

Total 
       453        556  

    
2.782     1.359  

      
112                44                 15    

  

% Of Women 
             
49          

% Of Poor HHs 
             
20          

% Of Disadvantage 
               
8          

% Women head of 
HH 

             
3          

4.3 Social-Economic Information and profile of the proposed subprojects in the areas.   

Founded that Yea and Trieng ethnic group is dominant populace in the project target area of 9/10 villages, and generally 
the livelihood of this ethnic group relies very much on slash and burn cultivation and paddy field system which is similar to 
an upland livelihood in different regions of Lao PDR (southern, middle and northern). Mountainous landscape with few and 
newly reliable and affordable agriculture and livestock farming techniques contribute very much to the hardship of food 
security. 

The total population of total 9/10 assessment villages in 2021 during the field visit is 2.782, of which are 1,359 women (or 
49%) including children. The average size of a household is 6 persons. The size of a HH looks larger than the national 
average of 5.7, 5.8 for rural area (see table 05:), the reason behind this figure is that the Yea ethnic families traditionally 
like to build the shelter together and live in the same shelter but have separate fireplaces and kitchen. Some HHs have two 
or more different families and some of families have no closed relationship (most of them are friends), but they could live in 
the same shelter.  

Traditionally, a Lao household may have several families, but most of the cases have the same blood relationship for instant 
parents, daughters and/or sons’ families. It is believed that inter-dependency among family members and the head of 
household is common, in particular relationship between parents and their children. Majority, a matured son and/or a 
matured daughter after getting married, he/she and her/his spouse would stay in the parents’ house for some time till they 
are ready to separate from their parents’ household. This traditional practice is commonly existed in the target villages, and 
some households have a size of 6 and over. Around 50-60% of household members of the size are children.  

Interestingly, the housings in almost the Yea and Triang Ethnic Communities are built surrounding the village ceremonial 
hall (Kuan Ban). The hall serves as the center for community gathering during traditional festivities and ceremonial events. 
Buffalos which are the biggest livestock are always chosen as sacrifice for the community’s ceremonial events; please see 
figure below:   

Figure 2 – Kuan Ban (Community culture Hall) 

       

 

Access to healthcare service appears to be available for every village, however, the frequency of using each service 
provider is different from one to another village, and it depends very much on distance and affordability from such health 
service provider, district hospital is the most used by farmers of target villages of over 60%, mainly in Brongnoy, BrongGnai, 
Dakpranue, Dakpra-Mai. Treatment and consultation are among forefront reasons for using these two healthcare providers.  

 

 

4.3.1 Social-Economic Profile of the target villages  

The BCC-FIP has been designed to help improving livelihood and Agroforest’s link to biodiversity conservation for farmer’s 
HHs in Dak Chueng district, mainly 10 target villages of G0488 (See table 04). The project has identified strategic impact 



which could contribute to the livelihood program of the GoL. Basically, the 10 targets +villages are located in the upland 
areas and the majority of the beneficiaries are Yea and Trieng ethnic groups. Previously, the understanding of local farmers 
toward land ownership (not only for arable land, but also residential land) was very low as they could till any plot which was 
not occupied by any neighbourhood. Recently, this understanding has been rapidly changed by more investment from both 
local and foreign which aim at natural resource extraction (mining, forest harvest, hydropower), there are some occurrences 
of agro-development enterprises (commercial livestock production, crop and coffee plantation). 

The Assessment found out that poverty in Dak Chueng District, in particular of 10 target villages is very high. Wealth   
ranking criteria for household status identified by farmers and in particular for Better-Off Ranked Group include (1) semi-
permanent wooden structure house (2) Rice Sufficiency (3) number of few large animals (buffalo and/or cattle (4) Arable 
Land Size (Na and Catimor Coffee Garden) (5) some production equipment and machinery such as hand tractor and (6) 
some HH have motorbikes. However, the rice insufficiency is also occurred to battle of HHS. This incidence is coinciding 
with the BCC-FIP Project Proposal that Livelihood and Conservation in corridors is serious in this particular area.  

 

4.3.2 Rice and Crops Production  

Food crop production in the project target villages zeroat rice, starchy (taro, cassava) and local corn. Ordinary rice is largely 
grown in the project target areas. However, the average rice growing area  (ha/HH) for paddy field (Na) that cultivated with 
glutinous rice looks larger than ordinary rice. paddy Hai, this does not mean that the area of Na is larger than the area of 
Hai as farmers could measure the size of Na more frequent than Hai. The area of Hai is always estimated through eye-
seeing and/or the total seeds used for each plot of Hai, for instant a plot of one-hectare Hai would use around 70 Kg of 
seeds. Food Crops Production that the yield per hectare for ordinary rice is much higher than glutinous rice that grown in 
both paddy production systems (Na and Hai). It was reported that the glutinous varieties used by farmers are not well 
productive in cold and child areas. 

Even the rice yield for ordinary rice is at 2.5-3 ton/ha, the rural farmers’ HHs remain experiencing rice shortage, the 
contribution to this was that the size of actual cultivable plot is quite small which is less than 0.1 ha/HH for Na and 0.5 ha/HH 
for Hai. In addition, the rice and other food crops were damaged by pests (rodden, wild pigs, small birds/Nok Piid), and flash 
floods from heavy rains. The rice fields are along the valleys which are risky from flash floods. 

HHs that experienced rice shortage would use the following mechamism to fill the gap, over 37% would borrow rice and 
money for rice from closed relatives, and about 36% purchased rice if they have some cash. Interestingly, farmers’ HHs 
exchanged some products and NTFP, Crop, Livestock for rice. 27% accepted that their HHs’ members have to work harder 
with additional jobs. 

Type of agriculture product  Area (Ha) Yiled (Kg) Average  Remark  

Ordinary rice NA 2.5-3 ton/ha rodden, wild pigs, small 
birds/Nok Piid and 37% 
would borrow rice, 36% 
purchased rice 

Rice platation area (Paddy) 0.1 ha/HH   

Upland Rice  0.5 ha/HH  

 

4.3.3 Land holding tennue: 

Land is the key asset that each HH has. However, land use planning was not strategically implemented. Most of villages 
reported that they do not know the exactly  actual size(estimate how many Ha) of their village administrative area. Farmers 
are free to choose the plot for tilling as farm land, residential land and other production land, but those plots must not be 
occupied by the others. If so, the farmers have to ask for permission from such individuals and it depends very much on 
who come first. However, this practice may no longer work and could secure the benefits of target beneficiaries as the 
outsiders ( investors) are coming in and occupy large areas of lands, most of which aim at natural resource extraction such 
as mining, hydropower, and commercial plantation. Land titling is very significant and could become one strategic step to 
secure the benefits of Lao, in particular for the benefits of local farmers in the project target area. 

The sub-set structure of National Land Management Authority in the province has shown that the land use planning through 
initial survey and conducting training for village land management volunteers is neccesary, and the land titling in Dak 
Chueng District is expected to kick-off in the district town, and then extend it to all villages in the district. However, the 
timeframe was supposed to be budgetary restricted.  

 

4.3.4 Livestock Production 

Livestock production is one of important food production activity. Farmers in rural area of Dak Chueng District like raising 
large and small animals including buffalo, cattle, goat, pig, poultry. In addition, dogs are favorably raised in almost every 
house. Domestic breeds are the most witnessed. 



Livestock raising remain traditional such as free ranging and keeping in pen in the evening. However, the goat raising has 
used more improved technique such as penning. the home-grown fodder crops are not witnessed, farmers largely collect 
crops from forest as fodders.  

Large animals including buffalo, cattle are included in the HH wealth ranking criteria, this could translate that number of 
these types of animal could tell the wealth of a HH. In fact, farmers said that they could yield quite big sum of cash from 
one of buffalos  sold out. The unit cost for a buffalo and cattle ranges from 3-8 million kip.  

However, it was found that the average livestock holding for each type of animals is quite small for instant, 2-10 heads of 
buffalos/HH and only 10-40% of HH have buffalo, 5-30 heads of poultry/HH, 1-8 heads of pig per HH. Poultry, goat, pig and 
cattle have been hit by animal desease outbreak in 2020-21 with the loss  of Pooltry 90%, Pig 77%, 21%-54% respectively. 
Seriously, poultry has been totally killed by such outbreak, but the figure has been slightly improving, it was reported that 
farmers have brought new poultry from other neighborhood that were not affected by the outbreak. Significantly, the value 
of livestock Mortality in 2020 alone was 10-50 Milion/2HHs (Case study Ban BrongGnai: (e.g Mr. Khambuang have 9 buffalo 
and die 7 heads estimated lost about 50Million, and sold 1 buffalo received 12 million LAK) same as Mr. Somebut. He lost 
3 big buffalos and about 20 million LAK.). It was found that the number of dead buffalos was lower than the others, but the 
value of losses was very high of total 50 million of one HHs.  

Farmers realize very much on VVW’s who are poorly equipped with vacinnation facility, vaccines and other responsive tools 
to the seasonal outbreaks. There is a serious lack of fast response measure and channel to contain outbreak in livestock 
in any affected area of target villages. DAFO was also reported of there availability and support for vaccination, Different 
Extension Service Providers Used by target villages as table below:  

Type of Livestock  No of livestock per HHs  Motarity in 2020-2021 Remark  

Large animal (Buffalo, Cattle) 2-10 heads or 10-40% 21%-54%  

Small animal (Pig, Goat) 1-8 heads 77%  

Pounltly (Chicken, Duck) 5-30 heads 90%  

 

4.3.5 Level of Incomes and Sources, Expenditure 

The main income sources are agronomy, NTFP (Anoectochilus (Doklai, ganoderma lucidum (Het-lin-jeu), orchid, Bamboo 
shoots (dry, and fresh), cardamom and wildlife and livestock which make up  49% and 33% respectively. The main drivers 
of income from agronomy including catimor coffee, local corn and gingers. The villages generated income from coffee 
including Damoune, Dakley, Dak-Mi, Mangha, where catimor coffee was firstly introduced for farmers in Dakchueng District. 
The local Ginseng (Som Dakchueng) was largely produced in all village . The average plot of ginseng size is 0.1-1 ha/HH 
beginning in 2017. The main source of expenditure mainly for social activity, health, education, traditinal and culture, 
purchase rice, communication and traveling.    

Income sources  Percentages % Remark  

NTFP (Oorchid, Wild mushroom, Cardamom, Bamboo)  16%  

Livestock (Buffalo, cattle, pig, Poultly) 49%  

Coffee (Catimor) 14% Low price  

Ginseng (Som Dakchueng) 16% 0.1-1 ha/HH 

Crop (Corn, Ginger) 5%  

 

4.3.6 Water resources .  

Water supply is one activity support reduce daily routine and workload of women and child  and recently, the development 
of WSS in targeted villages was assisted by Porvety Reductioin Fund (PRF), Care International Lao, Lao Red Cross, District 
Health Office and etc, resulted 77% of represented HHs used the water from WSS and 23% went to water from rivers. 

Sanitary systems have also been gradually introduced by concerned sector in collaboration with donor agencies. Resulting 
number of villages reported that HHs in their villages have and use different types of sanitary systems. The flush latrine is 
taking shape in number. However, farmers still use bushes for going toilets, followed by dry pit latrines, 

4.3.7 National Regulatory Authority/UXO 

The contamination of UXO in target villages is quite massive; This contamination creates difficulty in expanding permanent 
rice cultivation area. It also threatens lives of human and livestock. 

It was found that BCC-FIP and SOFRECO has collaborated with private company (Phanvila Coompany) relating clearance 
of UXO in target areas both Dak Cheung and Phouvong district since at the beginning the project.  

 Village Threats/Village problem  



During consultation the village constraints raised by community rang are animal disease outbreak killed a lot of animals, 
accessible to the village mainly and lack of communication especially Kumban Dakpranue, Brong-Noy, BrongGnai, Dakpra-
Mai, lack of clean water supply, low yield of rice production caused by landslide destroying paddy field, and impact from 
climate change, and rice deficiency.    

4.4 Social-Economic Profile of Phouvong district, Attapeu province. 
 

4.4.1 Social-Economic profile of of Target villages PV.   

Attapue province consist of 5 districts, which includes Samakyxay, Xaysettlha, Phouvong, Sanamxay, Sanxay, and 
Phouvong district, 2 of the poorest districts of Attapeu are Sanxay and Sanamxay district. Phouvong district is classified 
one of the non-poorest districts of Attapeu Province. In 7 target villages there was 1.397 Families with 1,655 HHs.  Out of 
the total population of 8,272 are 3,749 female (45%).  Out of 344 HHs are 269 HHs (12%), 64 HHs (3%) and 11 HHs (1%) 
classified as poor, disadvantaged and women-headed HHs respectively Livelihoods of people mainly rely on rice 
production, Livestock (Buffalo, Cattle, Goat, Pig, poultry and fish), and about 40-60% of People in villages go for labor 
worker at the industrial sugar factory (TTC Attapue sugar sole Company limited), rubber plantation (Hong-Eng-Yalai), and 
hydropower construction (Namkong Hydropower project). The observations during visit found that the constraint of the 
people in Phouvong district particular in 7 target villages is limited introduction of agriculture and livestock raising technique 
resulted in low yield of rice (1-2Tons/Ha) and large numbers of raised animals died every year. Na/Permanent Paddy 
Cultivation System is also practiced; however, it was believed that the area to be tilled for this production system is adequate 
for expansion.  

Founded that Brao ethnic group is dominant group in the project target area of 7 villages, and generally the livelihood of 
this ethnic group relies very much on rice plantation paddy filed system, livestock, crop and off-farming activity (seasonal 
Labor worker in industrial crop plantation) which is a bit different from Dakchueng district. 



 

Figure 3: Map of target villages G0488 PV district and visited village 
 
Table 05: Existing Social and Economic information of BCC-FIP target villages Phouvong 

Village Name  
No of 

Families  
NoHHs  

Population  
Poor 
HHs 

Disadv
antage 

HHs  

Women 
head of 

HH Ethnic 
Remark 

Total  Women 

Vang-Ngang 
           

221        244  

    
1.284        623  

        
42  

              
12  

                 
2  

97% Brao, 3% Lao, Oy 
and Cheng 

Vongsomphou 
(Vongvilai-Tai, Vong 
vilai-Nue, and Ta-Oum 

           
328        388  

    
1.732        868  

        
73  

                
7  

                 
1  

97% Brao, 
3% Lao, Oy 
and Cheng 

3 
Clusters 

Phouhome 
 (Cluster1, 2, 3) 

           
228        261  

    
1.888        567  

        
14  

              
13  

                 
2  

95% Brao, 
5% Lao, Oy 
and Cheng 

3 
Clusters 

Phouxay 
             

64          79  

       
340        181  

        
21  

                
5  

                 
1  

97% Brao, 3% Lao, Oy 
and Cheng 

Vonglakhone  
             

90        110  

       
564        277  

        
29  

                
5  

                
-    

97% Brao, 3% Lao, Oy 
and Cheng 



Namkong  
           

178        236  

       
982        508  

        
41  

                
8  

                 
3  

93% Brao, 
7% Lao, Oy 
and Cheng 

2 
Clusters 

Viengxay (HouayKieng 
, Kayout &Vingxayyai) 

           
288        337  

    
1.482        725  

        
49  

              
14  

                 
2  

95% Brao, 
5% other  

3 
Clusters 

Sub-total 
    1.397     1.655  

    
8.272     3.749  

      
269  

              
64  

               
11    

% Of Women          45          
% Of Poor HHs          12          
% Of Disadvantage           3          
% Women head of 
HH 

               
1          

 

4.4.2 Social-Economic Profile of the target villages  

The BCC-FIP has been designed to help improving livelihood linking to biodiversity conservation for farmer’s HHs in 
Phouvong, mainly 7 target villages of G0488 and 22 villages G0242 including 18 villages in Sanamxay district. The project 
has identified strategic impact which could contribute to the livelihood program of the GoL, 8th Social and Eco-nomic 
Development Plan. Basically, the additional fund for 7 target villages is located and connected in the corridor’s areas of 
Dong-Ampham and Xepain NPA and the majority of beneficiaries are more than 95-97% Brao and 3-5% of small ethnic 
groups (Lao, Cheng, Oy). Previously, the understanding of local farmers toward land ownership (not only for arable land, 
but also residential land) was very low as they could till any plot which was not occupied by any neighbourhood. Recently, 
this understanding has been rapidly changed by more investment from both local and foreign which aim at natural resource 
extraction (Mining, Hydropower), there are some occurrences of ago-development enterprises (Rubber plantation, and 
sugar gene). 

The Assessment found out that poverty in Phouvong District, in particular of 7 target villages is not too high if compared 
with Dakchueng district and access to the target is very different. The main wealth ranking criteria identified by farmers and 
in particular for Better-Off Ranked Group include (1) semi-permanent wooden structure house (2) Rice Efficiency (3) number 
of few large animals (buffalo and/or cattle (4) Arable Land Size (paddy Land) (5) some production equipment and machinery 
such as hand tractor and (6) some HH have motorbikes, and also classified by the degree No 438/PM. However, the rice 
insufficiency is also occurred to battle of HHS. This incidence is coinciding with the BCC-FIP Project Proposal that Livelihood 
and Conservation in corridors is serious in this particular area.  

4.4.3 Rice and Crops Production  

Food crop production in the project target villages includes mainly rice production, crop, Vegetable and livestock, starchy 
(cassava, corn, purple taro). Glutinus (sticky), and ordinary rice is largely grown in the project target areas.  

Even the rice yield for ordinary rice is at 1.5-2 ton/ha, the rural farmers’ HHs remain experiencing rice shortage, the 
contribution to this was that the size of actual cultivable plot is quite high which is not less than 0.5 ha/HH. In addition, the 
rice and other food crops were damaged by climate change (drougth) and some pest (small birds, rate), and flash floods 
from heavy rains. Especialy rice plantation  
HHs that experienced rice shortage would use the following mechamism to fill the gap, over 20-30% would borrow rice and 
money for rice from closed relatives, and about 10-20% purchased rice if they have some cash. Interestingly, farmers’ HHs 
exchanged some products and NTFP(From low land area), Crop, Vegatable, Livestock, and labor worker for rice.  

4.4.4 Land holding tennue: 

Land is the key asset that each HH has in Phovong district and in Laos. However, Most of villages reported that they have 
land use planning long times ago and mostly HHs have tempolary land title document. Land titling is very significant and 
could become one strategic step to secure the benefits of Lao and Phouving target village, in particular for the benefits of 
local farmers in the project target area.The sub-set structure of National Land Management Authority in the province has 
shown that the land use planning through initial survey and conduct training for village land management volunteers is 
neccesary, and the land titling in Phouvong District is expected to kick-off in the district town same as other district, and 
then extend it to all villages in the district. However, the timeframe was supposed to be budgetary restricted.  

4.4.5 Livestock Production 

Livestock production is one of important food production activity. Farmers in rural area of Phouvong District like rasing large 
and small animals including buffalo, cattle, goat, pig, poultry and fish. Livestock raising remain traditional such as free 
ranging and keeping in pen in the evening. However, the cattle raising has used more improved technique such as a started 
planting forage.  



Large animals including buffalo, cattle are included in the HH wealth ranking criteria, this could translate that number of 
these types of animal could tell the wealth of a HH. In fact, farmers said that they could yield quite big sum of cash should 
one of buffalos is sold out. The unit cost for a buffalo ranges from 5-10 million kip.  

However, it was found that the average livestock holding for each type of animals is quite small for instant, 1-2 heads of 
buffalos/HH, 2-50 heads of cattle/HH, 5-70 heads of poultry/HH, 1-3 heads of pig per HH. Poultry, goat, pig and cattle have 
been hit by outbreak in 2020-21 with a los   of Pooltry 95%(NCD), Pig 50%(SWF), cattle 15%-35%(HS) respectively. 
Seriously, poultry has been totally killed by such outbreak, but the figure has been slightly improving, it was reported that 
farmers have brought new poultry from other neighborhood that were not affected by the outbreak. Significantly, the value 
of livestock Mortality in 2020-21 alone was large amount (Not collect number).  

Farmers realize very much on VVW who are poorly equipped with vacinnation facility, vaccines and other responsive tools 
to the seasonal outbreaks. There is a serious lack of fast response measure and channel to contain outbreak in livestock 
in any affected area of target villages. DAFO was also reported of there availability and support for vaccination, Different 
Extension Service Providers Used by target villages. 

4.4.6 Level of Incomes and Sources, Expenditure 

The main income sources of 7 villages  are mainly daily wages as seasonal  labor worker with an average of 50-200 
labor/day/Village working at with industrial company after rice panting and harvesting season, selling livestock (Cattle, 
buffalo, pig, goat and puoltry), some HH selling rice, black smiths  (Make farming tools (VanGnang, Phouhom, 
Vongsomphou,)) and the drivers of income from agronomy including, Banana, Vegetable, are, and NTFP (musroom, 
bamboo, etc..), fish, and Petty trade, off-farming activity, and some village selling wood(See annex: 02).    

4.4.7 Water resources 

Water supply is one activity support reduce daily routine and workload of women and child and recently , the development 
of WSS in targeted villages previosly in 2010 up to now was assisted by Porvety Reductioin Fund (PRF), UN Habitus in 
2018, Health Porvety Action Project District Health Office and etc, resulted 85% of represented HHs used the water from 
WSS and estimated form consultation about 15% went to water from rivers, and other sources.  

Sanitary systems have also been gradually introduced by concerned sector in collaboration with donor agencies. Resulting 
number of villages reported that HHs in their villages have and use different types of sanitary systems. The flush latrine is 
taking shape in number. However, farmers still use bushes for going toilets, follow by dry pit latrines, 

4.4.8 National Regulatory Authority/UXO 

The contamination of UXO in target villages is quite massive same as Dakchueng district, but UXO contamination in 
Phouvong is denser than DC district. This contamination creates difficulty in expanding permanent rice cultivation area. It 
also threatens lives of human and livestock. It was found that BCC-FIP and SOFRECO has collaborated with private 
company (Phanvila Coompany) relating clearance of UXO in target areas both Dukcheung and Phouvong.   

4.4.9 Village Threats/Village problem  

During consultation the village constraint raised by community rang is animal disease outbreak killed a lot of animals same 
in Dakchueng district, Lack of water for HH consumption in dry season, No latrine with an  average only 30-70% , low 
income, drought and impact to rice planting season in 2021 expect 20-40% of rice yield will be decreased cause of delay 
rice planting , lack of clean water supply, low yield of rice production cause of landslide destroys paddy field, and impact 
from climate change, and rice deficiency.     

 

4.5 Impact Assessment of Sub-projects in Dak Chueng  
 

Regarding to the screening checklist (Cross checking, community consultation ), and also discussion with SOFRECO  
as the livelihood service provider, National Project Management Office (NPMO), Provincial Project Management Office 
(PPMO as Field Coordinator), District Management Office (DMO) and Village Authorities on progress of activity such as:  
Which activity are completed, ongoing and proposed activities and design activities, the rapid of social assessment checklist 
(IR an IP Checklist) was completed as given in each village summary  as below:  
 

4.5.1 Dakchueng district.  

The below information provided the project activities and  the summary of IR and IP impact. e.g any impacted land, 
strucutre, tree, crop, and update progress of IR/IP impacts or no impacts 

4.6 Community Water  supply.  

4.6.1 Ban Dakpranue. 

4 . 6 . 1 . 1  Existing water supply, use and organization 
 
In the village, there is an existing water supply system: 

file:///C:/Users/Administrator.LAHSVB5HEBXQGC6/Downloads/Summary%20community%20consultation%20Site%20visit%20PV.docx


A water supply system which was constructed in 2014 supported by Poverty reduction fund (PRF).  The water system was 
gravity system which was comprised of a weir intake at Dakkaet stream, a transmission pipe, an on-ground water tank with 
capacity of 12,000 liters, distribution pipes and 6 tap stands.  From the beginning to year of 2017, the system was working 
well and suppling enough water to the village but at the end of 2017, the existing intake was blocked by soil erosion from 
road construction works. In 2018, the water system has been repaired by the Road construction company and the water 
system is working normally. Then there is another problem when the water is not flowing from the tap stands again because 
11 households is connecting water from the distribution pipes directly to their houses without permission. During that time, 
19 households have solved the problem by making a simple gravity water system for themselves by their own money. 
Remaining household still is using water from the existing water system but there is not enough water for them. All tap 
stand is damaged and not functioned. Transmission pipe and distribution pipes are in poor condition and broken in many 
places.  The existing water source is dirty during wet season.  There is no water committee who are responsible for 
operation and maintenance of the water system and fee of water use has never been collected yet. When the system was 
broken then the villagers were organized all together to fix the system. 
 
In general, villagers’ consumption of water is for domestic use included drinking, cooking, bathing and clothes washing.  In 
dry season, there are many families who use water for gardening. 
 
4 . 6 . 1 . 2  Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 
 
The technical survey was done by SOFRECO in April 2021, and during the mission by using reading of GPS and use the 
marked points on google earth to prepare layout of the proposed water system because there is no any copy of 
design/data of the existing water system. 
 
 







During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social 
and environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction. There are no any affects in the area 
(See attachment files of IP screening form). 
 
Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 48,133,323.63 which excluded the contribution of the villagers on 
trench digging and back fill works at about LAK 37,076,689.09 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES and Drawings). 
 

For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by villagers only with 
project supervision.  The project is to supply pipes, fittings and other materials to the village. But villagers will participate 
as labor for all construction works and contribute sand, gravel, timber, logs for form work. The construction works will be 
supervised by technical staff of the project 
 

Photos during the assessment and Cross checking 

 

Figure 4:  An existing tap stands in main area & New Proposed tap point  
                           

 

Figure 5: View of sub-area Dakpranue Village  

4.6.2 Ban Brong-Noy 

4 . 6 . 2 . 1  Existing water supply, use and organization 
 

The village was moved from Brong Nyai and resettled at the present location in 1998.  As of April 2021, in the village, 
there is population of 318 of which 150 are female, 59 households, 74 families, 150 main labors. The majority ethnic group 
is Yea. There is a school with 120 students and 4 teachers.  In the village, there are two areas such as main area and 



sub-area which are far away each other about 3.5km. In the main area, there is population of 180 and 33 households and 
in the sub-area, there is population of 138 and 26 households. 
 
In the village, there is two types of existing water supply system: In the main area, a water supply system which was 
constructed in 2016 supported by Poverty reduction fund (PRF). The water system was gravity system which was 
comprised of a weir intake at Nyong stream, a transmission pipe DN63mm, an on-ground water tank with capacity of 
25,000 liters, distribution pipes and 7 tap stands for 33 households of main area.  At the beginning the system was 
working well and at the present, the system is working but not so well because the water system is not usually operated 
and maintenance so during the mission found that dam of intake is broken and water is leaking, there are no valve and 
air vent pipe, transmission and distribution pipes are damaged in many places, two tap stands are broken.  Many of 
households has a small tower tank to store water for using inside individual household by connecting directly from the 
distribution pipe or using plastic horse to connect to nearly tap stand when water filling to the small tower tank. There is a 
water committee with three members who are responsible for operation and maintenance of the water system, but fee 
of water use has never been collected.  When pipe was broken, they have used to fix it by rapping of old rubber tire. 
 
In the sub-area, there is no water supply system.  At the present, almost of household is using water from Kaet stream 
by making private small GFS by temporary small dam at the stream and laying each small pipe to supply water by gravity to 
each household with a tower plastic drum. Each owner has to operation and maintenance individually. 
 
In general, villager’s consumption of water is for domestic use included drinking, cooking, bathing and clothes washing.  In 
dry season, there are many families who use water for gardening. 
 







 
4.6.2.2 Propose, based on existing water supply system, based on needs and within available budget, water 
supply option per village 
 

In main area, the existing water sources are enough water to supply 2.83 l/s or 244,144 l/d which is more than the need 
of water demand of the area and the existing tank with capacity of 25,000 liters is more than enough for storage.   The 
dam of existing intake is broken, existing transmission and distribution pipe are in poor condition which need to be replace 
and all existing tap stands are damaged and leakage. Therefore, the existing system is proposed to be improved as below: 

1.   Improve existing intake, 
2.   Replace outlet pipes, valves, air vent and fittings of the existing intake, 
3.   Re-place existing transmission pipe and distribution pipes, 
4.   Disconnect all the existing tap stands, 
5.   Install 33 new house connection with meter. 

 
In sub-area, the proposed water sources are enough water to supply 5.70 l/s or 492,152 l/d which is more than the need 
of water demand of the area but capacity of 6,000 liters of the proposed tanks is for storage. Therefore, the new system is 
proposed to be constructed as below: 

1.   New intake, 
2.   New 6,000 liters on-ground tank, 
3.   New transmission pipe and distribution pipes, 
4.   Install 26 new house connection with meter. 

 
Before improvement of the existing water system and construction of the new water system, a water committee will be 
organized to operate and maintain the two water systems. Each committee will be trained as on the job training during 
construction period by construction engineer or Namsaat. The villagers initially agreed to pay fee of water use LAK 5,000 
per household per year and the fee will be discussed in the meeting of all villagers later. 
 
4 . 6 . 2 . 3  Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 
 

The technical survey was done by SOFRECO, and during the mission by using reading of GPS and use the marked points 
on google earth to prepare layout of the proposed water system because there is no any copy of design/data of the 
existing water system. In the main area, the design of proposed water system is comprised of improvement of the existing 
intake, replacement of intake’s outlet pipes, valves, air vent and fittings, replacement of existing transmission and 
distribution pipes, keeping of the existing tanks with capacity of 25,000 liters, disconnecting of all existing tap stands 
and installing of 33 new house connections.  The water is supplying by gravity from the existing intake via transmission 
pipe HDPE PE100 PN6 DN63mm and the water is supplying by gravity from the existing tank via distribution pipes HDPE 
PE100 PN6 DN50mm PN6 about 5,400m to the new house connections with meter including PVC pipe DN18mm PN13.5 
of 
20m per each house connection. 
 
In the sub-area, the design of proposed water system is comprised of construction of new intake, new tank with 6,000 
liters, new transmission and distribution pipes and installing of 26 new house connections. The water is supplying by 
gravity from the intake via transmission pipe HDPE PE100 PN6 DN63mm and the water is supplying by gravity from the 
tank via distribution pipes HDPE PE100 PN6 DN50mm PN6 about 5,400m to the new house connections with meter 
including PVC pipe DN18mm PN13.5 of 20m per each house connection.





During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social 
and environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction. There is no any affective in the area 
(See attachment files of IP screening form). 
 
Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 60,783,292.29 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers on 
trench digging, back fill and construction works is about LAK 36,895,747.47 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES and 
Drawings). 
 

For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by villagers only with project 
supervision.  The project is to supplying of pipes, fittings and other materials to the village. But villagers will participate 
as labor for all construction works and contribute sand, gravel, timber, logs for form work. The construction works will be 
supervised by technical staff of the project  

Photos Cross checking during the Mission 
 

  
Figure 6: Meeting with villages authority   & an existing water source in Vilan hamlet Brongnoy      

      
Figure 7: An existing tap stand in Brongnoy & An existing water tank for household Using in Brongnoy      
 

 
Figure 8: View of sub-area Brongnoy 



4.6.3 Brong-Gnai 

4.6.3.1 Existing water supply, use and organization 
 

The village was moved from old location of Brong Nyai near Xekhaman and resettled at the present location in 2010. 
As of July 2021, in the village, there is population of 397 of which 192 are female, 52 households, 82 families, 230 main 
labors.  The majority ethnic group is Yea.  In the village, there are three areas such as Daknan, Daklaeng and Vilan which 
about 2-3km from each other. In Daknan, there is population of 174 and 22 households, there is a school and kindergarten 
with 125 students and 3 teachers, in Daklaeng, there is population of 133 and 18 households and in Vilan, there is 
population of 90 and 12 households. 
 
 In the village, there are three existing water supply systems: 
In Daknan, a water supply system which was constructed in 2017 supported by Poverty reduction fund (PRF). The water 
system was gravity system which was comprised of a weir intake at stream, a transmission pipe, an on-ground water tank 
with capacity of 12,000 liters, distribution pipes and 4 tap stands for 22 households.  At the beginning the system was 
working well.  In October 2020, it was heavy storm in this area and the water system was damaged such as intake, 
transmission pipe along river.  In 2021, the water system has been repairing by the PRF but not completed the work yet. 
At the present, the system is working but not enough water when all taps are using in the same time because the water 
system is not completed the works of intake improvement and transmission pipe crossing at stream. There is a water 
committee with three members who are responsible for operation and maintenance of the water system, but fee of water 
use has never been collected yet. 
 
In Daklaeng, there is no standard water supply system. At the present, almost of household is using water from Dakchoob 
stream and Daklaeng stream which is flowing round year by making private small GFS by temporary small dam at the 
streams and laying transmission pipe to supply water by gravity to 7 households and supply to a temporary tap stand for 
11 households. There is no water committee for operation and maintenance of the water system and no fee collection. 
 
In Vilan, there is no standard water supply system.  There is a temporally water supply which was constructed in 2018 
by the villager’s fund. The water system was gravity system which was comprised of a temporally weir intake at “Charoot” 
stream, a transmission pipe and distribution pipe HDPE DN32mm and six temporally wooden tap stands for 12 
households.  There is no water committee for operation and maintenance of the water system and no fee collection. 
 
In general, villager’s consumption of water is for domestic use included drinking, cooking, bathing and clothes washing.  
In dry season, there are many families who use water for gardening. 
 
 









4 . 6 . 3 . 2  Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 

The technical survey was done during the mission by using reading of GPS and use the marked points on google earth 
to prepare layout of the proposed water system because there is no any copy of design/data of the existing water system. 
In Daklaeng, the design of proposed water system is comprised of construction of new intake, new transmission pipe, new 
distribution pipes and three new tap stands.  The water is supplying by gravity from the intake via transmission pipe HDPE 
PE100 PN6 DN50mm about 1,100m and the water is supplying by gravity from the tank via distribution pipes HDPE PE100 
PN6 DN50mm about 100m and HDPE PE100 PN6 DN32mm about 300m to the three new tap stands. 
In Vilan, the design of proposed water system is comprised of construction of new intake, new transmission pipe, new 
distribution pipes and four new tap stands.  The water is supplying by gravity from the intake via transmission pipe HDPE 
PE100 PN6 DN50mm about 400m and the water is supplying by gravity from the tank via distribution pipes HDPE PE100 PN6 
DN50mm about 250m and HDPE PE100 PN6 DN32mm about 100m to the four new tap stands. 

 
In Daknan, the design of proposed water system is comprised of supply of 10 tons of cement, 20 pieces of dia.10mm steel 

bar and 3 kg of wires for improvement of the existing intake. 
 

During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social and 
environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction. There is no any affective in the area (See 
attachment files of IP screening form). 

 
Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 66,838,486.26 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers on trench 
digging, back fill and all construction works is about LAK 51,489,605.18 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES and Drawings). 

 
For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by villagers only with project 
supervision.  The project is to supplying of pipes, fittings and other materials to the village. But villagers will participate as labor 
for all construction works and contribute sand, gravel, timber, logs for form work. The construction works will be supervised by 
technical staff of the project. 

 
Photos during Mission and Cross Checking 

   
Figure 9: Villages meeting Ban Brong Gai (Dakleang) & Exiting Water tap Ban Brong Gai (Dakleang Hamlet) 
 

 
Figure 10 – Ban Brongnoy-(Dakleang hamlet) Dakchueng district (Site selection for sub-reservoir in stellation) 

4.6.4 Dakpra-Mai 

4.6 . 4 . 1  Existing water supply, use and organization 
 

The village was moved from Dakprakao and resettled at the present location in 2005.  As of July 2021, in the village There 
are 41 HHs 46 Families, population 236 people, 113 women, Poor 4 HHs, Disadvantage 2 HHs, 1 women head of HH, 3 

The proposed program Ban Brongnoy-(Dakleang) had 
been addressed into the village level consultation 
meeting and site selection for Water thank installation, 
the village authorities and community members had 
acknowledged and agreed with the proposed activities 
and 
willing to participate and donate private, communal land, 
contribute local materiel, labor and establishments 
management system. (Water technician, regulation, 
maintenance plan and water user group) 



Hamlets, Ethnic Yea. Religion spiritual, 115 main labors.  The majority ethnic group is Yea.  There is a primary school with 57 
students and 4 teachers, a secondary school with 94 students and 16 teachers. There are two dispensaries and an army camp. 

 
 In the village, there are two existing water supply systems: The first: a water supply system which was constructed in 2013 
supported by Poverty reduction fund (PRF). The water system was gravity system which was comprised of a weir intake at 
stream, a transmission pipe, an on-ground water tank with capacity of 9,000 liters, distribution pipes and 4 tap stands.  In the 
beginning, the system was working well and supplying enough water to the village but at the present, the water system is not 
working well and is supplying not enough water to the village because the system was not properly maintained by the villagers 
such as many tap stands are damaged, transmission pipe and distribution pipes are leakage and last year, the existing pipe 
was broken due to heavy storm in the village.  There is no water committee who are responsible for operation and 
maintenance of the water system and fee of water use has never been collected yet. When the system was broken then the 
villagers were organized all together to fix the system. 
The second: a water supply system which was constructed in 2016 supported by Poverty reduction fund (PRF). The water 
system was gravity system which was comprised of a weir intake at stream, a transmission pipe, two on-ground water tanks 
with each capacity of 15,000 liters, distribution pipes and 9 tap stands including 2 tap stands in the army camp. The system 
was working but sometime suppling not enough water to the village because no properly maintenance of the system, pipes 
are leaking, many tap stands are broken and 8 households are connecting water from the distribution pipes directly to their 
houses without permission.   There is no water committee who are responsible for operation and maintenance of the water 
system and fee of water use has never been collected yet. When the system was broken then the villagers were organized all 
together to fix the system.  
 
In general, villagers’ consumption of water is for domestic use included drinking, cooking, bathing and clothes washing.  In dry 
season, there are many families who use water for gardening.









4.6.4.2  Propose based on existing water supply system, based on needs and within available budget, water 
supply option per village 

 

The proposed existing water source is enough water to supply 1.51 l/s or 130,637 l/d which is more than the need of water 
demand of the village but for sufficiency water use in the village, the existing capacity of 39,000 liters of the existing tanks 
are needed.   Therefore, the new system is proposed to be constructed as below: 

1.   Improve outlet pipe of existing intake and existing tank of the first system, 
2.   Replace some section of the existing transmission pipes of the both systems, 
3.   Adding some new section to and replace some section of existing distribution pipes, 
4.   Improvement pipe and fittings of 6 existing tap stands, 
5.   Construction of 11 new tap stands included reconstruction of 7 existing tap stands, 
6.   Disconnect all existing house connections. 

 
Before improvement of the existing water system and construction of the new water system, a water committee will be 
organized to operate and maintain for each water system. Each committee will be trained as on the job training during 
construction period by construction engineer or Namsaat. The villagers initially agreed to pay fee of water use and the fee 
will be discussed in the meeting of all villagers later. 
 
4.6.4 3 Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 
 

The technical survey was done during the mission by using reading of GPS and use the marked points on google earth to 
prepare layout of the proposed water system because there is no any copy of design/data of the existing water system. 
 
The design of proposed water system is comprised of improvement of outlet pipe of existing intake and existing water tank 
of the first system, replacing of transmission pipe of both systems, add new section of pipe to existing distribution pipes and 
replacing of the existing distribution pipes of the both system, construction of 11 new tap stands and improvement of 6 
existing tap stands. The water is supplying by gravity from the intakes via transmission pipe HDPE PN6 DN90mm, HDPE 
PN6 DN63mm, HDPE PN6 DN50mm and the water is supplying by gravity from the existing tanks via distribution pipes 
HDPE PE100 PN6 DN63mm, HDPE PE100 PN6 DN50mm PN6 and HDPE PE100 PN6 DN32mm to the 11 new tap stands 
and 6 existing tap stands.





During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social 
and environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction. There is no any affective in the area 
(See attachment files of IP screening form). 

Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 50,866,336,08 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers on 
trench digging and back fill works is about LAK 44,719,869.44 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES and Drawings). 

 
For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by villagers only with project 
supervision.  The project is to supplying of pipes, fittings and other materials to the village. But villagers will participate as 
labor for all construction works and contribute sand, gravel, timber, logs for form work. The construction works will be 
supervised by technical staff of the project. 

Photos Cross checking  
 

  

Figure 11: 1st 15,000 liters Existing Tank of 2nd System & Existing pipeline along villages                                                      

  

Figure 12: An existing tap stand proposed for maintain & an existing tap stand proposed for maintain  

4.6.5 Dak-Ley 

4.6.5.1   Existing water supply, use and organization 

As of July 2021, in the village, there is population of 286 of which 153 are female, 47 households, 52 families, 
192 main labors.  The majority ethnic group is Yea. There is a school with 38 students and 3 teachers. In the village, there 
are two types of existing water supply system: 

A water supply system which was constructed in 2013 supported by the Poverty reduction fund (PRF). The water system 
was gravity system which was comprised of a weir intake at Chak stream, a transmission pipe, an on-ground water tank 
with capacity of 7,200 liters, distribution pipes and six tap stands.  The water system was working so well during six years.  
And in 2019, the water system was improved by UN-HABITAT. The improvement was comprised of construction of a new 
additional on-ground tank with capacity of 4,200 liters at the same location of the existing tank and two new additional tap 
stands. And then a year later, District water supply staff have connected directly to new 33 house connections without meter. 
At the present, the system is not working because the transmission pipe has been burned by natural forest fire, distribution 
pipe in the village is laying on ground, all tap stands is not functioned and the existing intake is not in good condition without 
any inlet chamber& valve chamber. There was water committee who are responsible for operation and maintenance of 
the water system. The committee has collected water use fee of LAK 1,000 per person per year during 3 years and stopped 
to collect the fee because the amount was not enough for repairing of the system. 

Ten families is using their electrical pumps; they are pumping water from Chak stream directly to use. The remaining 
families go to fetch from the stream or directly use in the stream for washing and bathing. In general, villager’s consumption 
of water is for domestic use included drinking, cooking, bathing and clothes washing.  In dry season, there are some 
families who use water for gardening.







4 . 6 . 5 . 2  Propose, based on existing water supply system, based on needs and within available budget, 
water supply option per village 
 

The existing stream is enough water to supply 1.0 l/s or 86,400 l/d which more than the need of water requirement of the 
village and capacity of the existing tanks are enough for storage. Existing pipeline is in poor condition and need to be replace. 
Therefore, the existing system is proposed to be improved as below: 

1.   Construction of New intake, 
2.   Re-place existing transmission pipe and distribution pipes, 
3.   Disconnecting of all existing tap stands, 
4.   Installing of 48 new house connections with meter. 

 
Before re-construction of the water system, a water committee will be organized to operate and maintain the water system. 
The committee will be trained as on the job training during construction period by construction engineer or Namsaat. The 

villagers agreed to pay fee of water use 3,000 LAK/m3. 
 
4 . 6 . 5 . 3  Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 
 

The technical survey was done during the mission by using GPS readings and use the marked points on google earth to 
prepare layout of the proposed water system because there are no copies of design/data of the existing water system 
available. 
 
The design of proposed water system for Dakley is comprised of construction of new intake, replacement of existing 
transmission and distribution pipes, keeping of the existing tanks with capacity of 11, 400 liters and installing of 47 new 
house connections. The water is supplying by gravity from the new intake via existing transmission pipes HDPE PE 100 
PN6 DN63mm and DN50mm (which will be replaced some section) and the water is supplying by gravity from the existing 
tank via existing distribution pipes HDPE PE100 PN6 DN50mm (which will be replaced some section) to 47 new house 
connections with meter including PVC pipe DN18mm PN8.5 of 20m per each house connection. 
 

During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social and 
environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction. There is no affective people in the area 
(See attachment files). 
 
Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 54,318,834.78 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers on 
trench digging, back fill and all construction works is about LAK 26,349,833.54 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES and 
Drawings). 
 
For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by villagers only with project 
supervision. The project is to supplying of pipes, fittings and other materials included sand and gravel to the village. But 
villagers will participate as labor for all construction works and contribute timber, logs for form work. The construction works 
will be supervised by technical staff. 
 

Photos during the Mission 

   

Figure 13: Meeting with villagers & Existing Taps broken   
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

   

Figure 14: Children and women collect water for Household consumption after school) 

 
 
 

4.6.6 Dak-Mi 

4.6.6.1.   Existing water supply, use and organization 
 

As of J u l y  2021, in the village, there is population of 385 of which 180 are female, 57 households, 73 families, 
175 main labors.  The majority ethnic group is Yea. There is a school with 82 students and 4 teachers.  The village was 
combined Dakbou and Dakmi together as a new village namely Dakmi. In Dakmi, there is population of 165 and 24 
households.   The majority ethnic group is Yea. There is a school with 82 students and 4 teachers in Dakmi. 
In the village, there is an existing water supply system: 
 
A water supply system which was constructed in 2016 supported by the Red Cross of Sweden.  The water system was 
gravity system which was comprised of a weir intake at Chrieng stream, a transmission pipe, an on-ground water tank with 
capacity of 16,000 liters, distribution pipes and five tap stands (one tap stand is in Dakbou). The water system was working 
so well to the year of 2019, but only last tap stand in Dakmi did not work due to high location. The system is not working 
well from the year of 2020 because transmission pipe, distribution pipes have been damaged or drilled by villagers to get 
water or to connect directly to individual house without permission as more convenience to use in 7 households in Dakmi 
and all tap stands are leaking and not functioning well.   There was a water committee with three members who are 
responsible for operation and maintenance of the water system up to 2018 and fee of water use was agreed LAK 1,000 per 
person per year. But in actual the fee was not collected during these periods. 

 
In general, villager’s consumption of water is for domestic use included drinking, cooking, bathing. But for clothes 
washing, they use in Chrieng steam. In dry season, there are some families who use water for gardening. 
 

The exiting problem of women and child are collecting water for HH consumption. The proposed program  
will be expected to reduce workload of women and child and also provide clean water    
 

The proposed program at Dak Cheung district Ban Dakley had been addressed into the village level consultation 
meeting, the village authorities and community members had acknowledged and agreed with the proposed 
activities and willing to support the programs and participant in construction phase and appointment donate local 
materiel and labor until completed project activity   

 





4.6.6.2.   Propose, based on existing water supply system, based on needs and within available budget, 
water supply option per village 
 

The existing stream is enough water to supply 0.33 l/s or 28,888 l/d which more than the need of water 
requirement of the village and the capacity of 16,000 liters of the existing tanks is more than enough for storage.  
Existing pipeline is in poor condition which need to be replace and almost of the existing tap stands are not in good 
condition so need to be reconstructed as well. Therefore, the existing system is proposed to be improved as below: 

1.   Re-place existing transmission pipe and distribution pipes, 
2.   Construction of 5 new tap stands, 
3.   Disconnect all individual house connections. 

Before improvement of the existing water system, a water committee will be organized to operate and maintain the 
water system. The committee will be trained as on the job training during construction period by construction engineer 
or Namsaat. The villagers agreed to pay fee of water use and the fee will be discussed in the meeting of all villagers 
later. 
 
4 . 6 . 6 . 3  Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 
 

The technical survey was done during the mission by using GPS readings and use the marked points on google earth 
to prepare layout of the proposed water system because there are no copies of design/data of the existing water 
system available. 
The design of proposed water system for Dakmi is comprised of replacement of existing transmission and distribution 
pipes, keeping of the existing tanks with capacity of 16,000 liters, construction of five new tap stands and disconnecting 
of individual house connections.  The water is supplying by gravity from the existing intake via the improved transmission 
pipes HDPE PE 100 PN6 DN63mm and DN50mm and the water is supplying by gravity from the existing tank via improved 
distribution pipes HDPE PE100 PN6 DN50mm and DN32mm to five new tap stands. 
During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social 
and environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction. There is no any affective in the 
area (See attachment files of IP screening form). 
Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 21,954,255.54 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers 
on trench digging, back fill and all construction works is about LAK 14,756,322.22 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES 
and Drawings). 
For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by villagers only with project 
supervision. The project is to supplying of pipes, fittings and other materials included sand and gravel to the village. 
But villagers will participate as labor for all construction works and contribute timber, logs for form work. The construction 
works will be supervised by technical staff of the project. 

Photos during the Mission 

   
Figure 15: An existing tap stands & An existing water tank Ban DakMi  (Dakmong Hamlet)      



                  

 
Figure 16: Other existing source of water in Dakmi Village  

4.6.7 Mangha 

4.6.7.1.   Existing water supply, use and organization 

As of 4 Julu 2021, in the village, there is population of 377 of which 187 are female, 63 households, 75 families, 
200 main labors.  The majority ethnic group is Yea. There is a school with 97 students and 3 teachers. In the village, there 
are two existing water supply systems: 

A water supply system which was constructed in 2010 supported by NGO(SEP-DEV).   The water system is a gravity 
system comprising of a weir intake at Dakhien spring water source, a transmission pipe DN63mm, an on-ground water 
tank with capacity of 9,000 liters, distribution pipes and one tap stand for 11 families.  At present the system is not working 
well and not enough water for use because the existing intake is damaged, distribution pipes have been damaged, and the tap 
stand is broken. 

A water supply system which was constructed in 2016 supported by Poverty reduction fund (PRF). The water system is a 
gravity system comprising of a weir intake at Dakxien spring water source, a transmission pipe HDPE DN63mm, an on-
ground water tank with capacity of 30,000 liters, distribution pipes DN75mm, DN63 and DN32mm and seven tap stands for 
64 families.  The water system was working well up to 2019.  The system is not working 2020 and there is not enough 
water in the existing tank because distribution pipes have been damaged, all tap stands are broken and kept open all time 
due to no valve and tap. There was a water committee with five members who are responsible for operation and 
maintenance of the two water systems and fee of water use was collected LAK 5,000 per family per year.  The collected 
money was used for maintenance of the both system in beginning period and then the collected money was not sufficient 
for maintenance then the fee was not collected in the last period.  At present, each water user group for each tap stand will 
collect money for maintenance when its tap, valve, pipe is damaged. But in reality, some groups did not carry out any repairs 
and water are left to flow all day. 

In general, villager’s consumption of water is for domestic use including drinking, cooking, bathing and clothes washing. In 
the dry season, there are about 40 families who use water for gardening.  Except of using the two water systems, they 
sometime use water in the stream for washing, bathing and gardening.
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4.6.7.2   Propose, based on existing water supply system, based on needs and within available budget, 
water supply option per village 
 

The existing water sources provide enough water to supply 0.68 l/s or 59,068 l/d which a little bit less than the water 
demand of the village but the capacity of 39,000 liters of the two existing tanks is more than enough for storage.  Existing 
pipeline is in poor condition which need to be replaced and all existing tap stands are damaged and leaking.  Therefore, 
the existing system is proposed to be improved as below: 

1.   Improve existing intake of the first system, 
2.   Replace inlet and outlet pipes, valves and fittings of water tank of the first system, 
3.   Replace existing distribution pipes and add new distribution pipe for both systems, 
4.   Disconnect all the existing tap stands, 
5.   Install 63 new house connections with meter. 

 
During the meeting, a water committee with five members was organized to operate and maintain the water system.   
The committee will be trained as on the job training during construction period by construction engineer or Namsaat. 
The villagers agreed to pay fee of water use every first day of each month and the fee will be discussed in the meeting 
of all villagers later. 
 
4.7.7.3   Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 
 

The technical survey was done during the mission by using GPS readings and use the marked points on google earth 
to prepare layout of the proposed water system because there are no copies of design/data of the existing water system 
available. 
 
The design of proposed water system for Mangha comprises of improvement of the first existing intake, replacement of 
inlet/outlet pipes, valves and fittings of water tank of the first system, replacement of existing distribution for the first 
system and adding of distribution pipe for the second system, keeping of the existing tanks with capacity of 39,000 liters, 
disconnecting of the existing tap stands and installing of 63 new house connections. The water is supplied by gravity from 
the existing intakes via transmission pipes HDPE DN63mm and DN50mm about 571m and the water is supplied by gravity 
from the existing tanks via the existing distribution pipes HDPE DN75, DN63, DN50mm PN6 about 2,000m (including 
1,350m of new pipes and 650m of existing pipes to 63 new house connections with meter including PVC 
pipe DN18mm PN8.5 of 20m per each house connection. 
 
During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social 
and environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction. There are no affected persons in 
the area (See attachment files of IP screening form). 
 
Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 61,720,684.62 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers 
on trench digging, back fill and other construction works is about LAK 28,417,240.66 (More detail see BILL OF 
QUANTITIES and Drawings). 

For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by villagers only with project 
supervision. The project is to supplying of pipes, fittings and other materials included sand and gravel to the village. But 
villagers will participate as labor for all construction works and contribute timber, logs for form work. The construction 
works will be supervised by technical staff of the project. 
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Photos during the Mission 
 

 
 
Figure 17: Existing tap stand of SEP-DEV & An existing tap stand of PRF 

 
 

Figure 18: View of sub-area Mangha 
 

4.6.8 Small Irrigation system activities.  
The potential concept of the small irrigation system (small stream water intakes) is for diversion of sufficient water for use 
for agriculture activities along the stream following below:  

4.6.8.1 Dakmuane 

General Intimation of Ban Dakmuane, there are 67 HHs 68 Families, population 394 people, 181 women, Poor 25 HHs, 

Disadvantage 10 HHs, 5 women head of HH, 2 Khum (Dakmad, Dakmuane), Ethnic Treing. Xekhaman Cluster. Mostly 

Occupation of people are doing upland rice boat (Up-land and paddy field), Coffee plantation, 100% of HH in the village 

have coffee garden 0.1 Ha-4 Ha, totally 57 Ha, Crop Plantation (Banana, Cassava, Chili, cucumber, Vegetable, Ginseng)., 

Livestock raising 98% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig), and Of -farming 

Activity. The main income source of the village ranking is: Selling Red coffee, selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry) 

but 2020-2021 loss of animal cause disease outbreak, selling banana, cassava, Vegetable, cucumber, pumpkin, corn, 

Selling NTFP (Anoectochilus (Doklai), ganoderma lucidum, Bamboo, Cardamom and wildlife) and of farming Activity. 

Village authority reported that No Land Use Planning only land Allocation in 2011 By Micro Land Use Planning and DAFO. 

Community report that no land use planning. In 2016-17 BCC support designated in the village there are 7 categories 

forest comprising Plantation Forest, Protection Forest, Protected Area, Rehabilitation Forest, Sacred Forest, production 

forest, Forest Use. The existing problem in the village is: Animal epidemic 80% of Pig die, Low yield (rice, lack of water 
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and limited agriculture land), Impact from development project (Transmission line from E-moon hydropower project, and 

Xekhaman3) under process of compensate, Low-income, Coffee price very low.  

Summaries village consultation  

The community consultation was carried out in 05 July at village meeting hall with participant by village authority, 
villagers totally 21 participants. During consultation communities report building irrigation required by villager and will 
bring benefit for 10 HHs, with totally 8 Ha of the old paddy filed. The design of Irrigation will have some concerns about 
construction pipeline will be impact to the forest land of communal land in Ban Damuane, this concern raised during 
consultation but after consultation community agreed to contributed land for proposed irrigation without compensation 
(See annex Number 3 Minute of consultation) and there is another potential to extend more. during consultation 
meeting there are more than 10 HHs required to support pipeline for other paddy filed, and project should consideration 
too up scaling more if budget still available   
(See Annex Number 04 minute of donation)  
 

 

 

 
Figure 19: The design of proposed Irrigation pipeline Ban Dakmuaone   
 

4.6.8.2 Dakyilang 

General Intimation of Ban Dakyilang, there are 23 HHs 28 Families, population 148 people, 70 women, Poor 5 HHs, 

Disadvantage 7 HHs, 0 women head of HH, 1 Hamlet, Ethnic Yea.  Mostly occupation of People Ban Dakyilang Planting 

rice both sifting cultivation and paddy field, Crop Plantation (Banana, Cassava, Chili, cucumber, Vegetable) Mainly for 

consumption in HH, Livestock raising 98% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig) 

and NTFP collecting (Anoectochilus (Doklai), ganoderma lucidum, Dry Bamboo, Bamboo, Cardamom and wildlife). The 

main income source of the village ranking is: Selling NTFP (Anoectochilus (Doklai), ganoderma lucidum, Dry Bamboo, 

Bamboo, Cardamom and wildlife), Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry), Selling banana and cassava and of 

farming Activity.   Village report that No Land Use Planning only land Allocation in 2011 By DAFO. Community report 
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that no land use planning. In 2016-17 BCC support designated in the village there are 7 categories forest comprising 

Plantation Forest, Protection Forest, Protected Area, Rehabilitation Forest, Spiritual Forest, production forest, Forest 

Use.   

Summaries village consultation  

The community consultation was carried out in 05 July at village meeting hall with participant by village authority, 
villagers totally 8 participants. During consultation communities report building irrigation required by villager and 
will bring benefit for 10 HHs, with totally 5 Ha of the old paddy filed. The design of Irrigation will have impact to the 
fallow communal land   from construction pipeline from, this concern raised during consultation but after 
consultation community agreed to contributed land for proposed irrigation without compensation (See annex 04 
Minute of consultation).  

 

 
 

Figure 20: The design of proposed Irrigation pipeline Ban Dakyilang  
 

 
4.7 Water Supply in Phouvong District Attapue province  

4.7.1 Vanggnang 

4.7.1.1. Existing water supply, use and organization 
The village was moved from Kongmi and resettled at the present location in 1985. The distance between two locations is 
70 km.  As of April 2021, in the village, there is population of 1,294 of which 640 are female, 244 households, 337 families, 
about 500 main labors.  The majority ethnic group is Brao covering 95% and 5% are Lao loum, Sou, Oy and Kamou. There 
is a school and kindergarten with 196 students and 9 teachers.  
In the village, there are five existing water supply systems: 
A water supply system which was constructed in 2015 supported by UN-HABITAT. The system uses pumped water from 
a borehole by an electrical pump to a 3,000 liters stainless steel tower tank 6m in height and without a meter of inlet pipe. 
During the mission, flow measurement was not done due to no meter and no record of water consumption. The water is 
supplied by gravity from the tower tank via distribution pipes to 5 tap stands without meter for 50 households and the 
village meeting hall, which is no longer in use due to inability to collect user fees creating debt to the electricity company 
(the last bill was about LAK 700,000) and some of the tap stands are broken, therefore EDL disconnected power supply 
for the pump. There are leaking pipes due to pipe laying work was too shallow or in many places the pipeline was not 
covered. A water committee was set up in the beginning with 3 members who are responsible for operation and 
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maintenance of the water system. The committee has worked for 2 years and then it did not do the duty because it could 
not control number of water users in the system. Water use fee for each household was not set how much to pay per 
month. 
 
The second system is community bore wells with hand pumps, there are 6 bore wells with hand pumps in the village that 
was constructed in 1992 supported by IFAD, ADDRA, Red Cross and Poverty reduction fund (PRF).  The community bore 
wells with hand pumps are still working but only for 90 families, but there is not enough water because of the poor condition 
of the pumps and no proper maintenance.  There is no water committee and no collecting fee per family for maintenance. 

 
The third system is a bore well with solar pump and elevated tanks comprising of 2m3 stainless steel tank, the system that 
was constructed in 2019-2020 for 15 families for agriculture supported by Food and Nutrition and Market Linkages 
Programme (FNML), but the water system operated for only one month.  This system is no longer working due to the pump 
being broken, the construction was not to standard and no warranty on the works and no maintenance. The pump has 
been removed by the relevant project authority for repairs and has not yet been returned. Water committee for the system 
did not organized until the system will be fixed and transferred the system to the village. 

 
The fourth system is two bore wells with electric pump and elevated tank comprising of two sets of 1m3 plastic tank with 
RC columns for school that was just completed in the beginning of 2021 supported by PRF but not transferred yet to the 
school for operation. 

 

The fifth are several private shallow wells with electrical pump in the yard of many households.  But in dry season, these 
wells are almost dry. So, during this period they use water from others system or go to Taew stream for bathing and 
washing that stream is close to the village. 

 

In general, villager’s consumption of water is for domestic use included drinking (20% of households is buying pure drinking 
water), cooking, bathing and clothes washing.  In dry season, some families use water for gardening as well. 
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4.7.1.2 Assessment of concerned villages 
 
Based on collected data on 24/03/2021 at the Meeting Hall of Vang Nyang village (see attached of minutes of 

meeting).  For the year 2021 (up to April), there are 244 households and 1,294 people.  The estimated need of domestic 
water supply at the present for 244 HHs and 1,294 people is 77,640 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 
119,566 l/d. In the village, there is a school and a kindergarten without dormitories which need water for 196 students and 
9 teachers requiring about 2,050 l/d.  69 families need water for home gardens with approximate area of 13,751 m2 
requiring about 14,871 l/d and 44 families need water for animal feeding of about 1,802 l/d.  Therefore, the total water 
requirement is 138,289 l/d which need storage volume 12,000 liters in case of emergency.   

Summaries village consultation 

- The site selection for water supply construction thank will be inside of communal land and village (Village office 
land) after consultation authority and communities agreed to donate land with total 9m2 for water thanks 
construction without compensation requirement . Because this activity will be bringing positive impact to village and 
this activity proposed by community (See annex Number 4 page 155, Minute of consultation )  

- Community concern about quality of UXO clearance of Phanvila company. This concern has been identified in IEE 
report of environment assessment.     

- Beneficiary 97 HHs population 222 people, 120 women, Poor 42 HHs, Disadvantage 12 HHs, 2 women 

4.7.1.3  
Propose, based on existing water supply system, based on needs and within available budget, water supply 
option per village 

The existing bore well was designed for 50 households with an estimated yield about 0.2 l/s that is not enough water for 
new requirement of the village.  And the existing elevated tank is too small and existing pipeline is in poor condition. 
Therefore, the existing system is proposed to be improved as below: 

1. Two new bores well with each minimum yield 1.0 l/s or 3.6 m3/hr including two new electric pumps and 
control systems, 

2. Construction of a new elevated tank with 12,000 liters in new area.  As the proposed height of the new 
tank is higher than the 3 m3 existing tank, so the existing tank can be abandoned, 

3. New distribution pipe HDPE PE100 PN6 DN90mm of 30m, DN50mm of 5,400m and  
4. 244 new house connections. 

 
Before re-construction of the water system, a water committee will be organized to operate and maintain the water system.  
The committee will be trained as on the job training during construction period by construction engineer or Namsaat. The 
villagers agreed to pay fee of water use LAK 3,000 per m3. 

 
4.7.1.4 Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 

 
The technical survey was done during the mission by using GPS readings and use the marked points on google earth to 
prepare layout of the proposed water system because there is no any copy of design/data of the existing water system. 

The design of proposed water system for Vang Nyang comprise of two new bore wells with electric submersible pumps.  
The pumps will pump water from the wells to 12,000 liters elevated tank with four sets of 3,000 liters stainless steel tank.  
The water is supplied by gravity from the elevated tank with 8m of height via proposed distribution pipes HDPE PE100 
DN90mm PN6 about 30m, HDPE PE100 DN63mm PN6 about 5,400m to 244 new house connections with meter including 
PVC pipe DN18mm PN8.5 of 20m per each house connection. 

 
During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social and 
environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction.  There is no affected persons in the area 
(See attachment files of IP screening form). 

 
Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 453,451,282.59 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers on 
trench digging and back fill works is about LAK 103,100,000 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES and Drawings).  

 
For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by experienced company for 
construction of new bore well, pump installation, construction of new elevated tank and supplying of pipes, fittings and other 
materials. But all pipeline laying work will be done by participation of villagers.  All construction works will be supervised by 
technical staff. 
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Photos during the Mission 
 

           

 
Figure 21: Meeting with villagers     

                                            
Figure 22: Proposed location for new tank at Meeting Hall & Village authority site for pipeline along the road  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.7.2 Vongsomphou 

4.7.2.1 Existing water supply, use and organization 
 

The village was combined form three small villages Ta Oum, Vongvilayneua and Vongvilaytai into one village namely 
Vongsomphou in 1997.  As of April 2019, in the village, there is 1,276 population of which 979 are female, 306 households, 
385 families, about 650 main labors.  The majority ethnic group is Brao covering 95% and 5% is Lao loum. In Ta Oum, there 
is 569 population of which 271 are female, 99 households, 234 main labors.  In Vongvilayneua, there is about 320 population, 
95 households, 120 families, about 160 main labors. There is a school in Ta Oum with 155 students and 6 teachers. In 
Vongvilayneua, there is a school and kindergarten with 150 students.In the village, there are eleven existing water supply 
systems: 

In Ta Oum: 
A water supply system which was constructed in 2019 supported by UN-HABITAT. The system uses pumped water from 
a borehole by an electrical pump to a 3,000 liters stainless steel tower tank 6m in height which was supply by gravity 
from the tower tank via distribution pipes to 5 tap stands. This system is no longer working due to the pump being broken, 
the construction was not to standard and no warranty on the works and the well is too shallow and leaking of pipes as 

The proposed program at Phouvong district Ban Vangnang had been addressed into the village level consultation 
meeting and site selection for Water thank in stellation, the village authorities and community member members had 
acknowledged and agreed with the proposed activities and 
welling to support the programs and participant in and donated communal land contribute local materiel and labor until 
completed project activity and will established management system. (Water technician, regulation, maintenance plan 
and water user group) 
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well. There is no water committee who are responsible for operation and maintenance of the water system and no water 
use fee was collected. 

 
Five community bore wells with hand pumps which were constructed between 2004-2007 supported by ADDRA, AUS 
AID and IFAD, but three of five bore wells had the hand pumps removed and replaced with electric pumps.  The 
community bore wells with hand pumps are still working, each for 18 families as a group, there is enough water but the 
hand pumps are in the poor condition and had no proper maintenance.  There are people who take care the pumps as 
technician.  They do not collect water use fee for maintenance, but when the pumps are broken then they will collect 
money from each family by taking turn one by one.  For wells with electric pump, fee of electricity was shared among 
the group. 
In Ta Oum, a bore well with solar pump and elevated tank comprising of 2m3 stainless steel tank for the village was 
constructed in 2021 supported by Poverty reduction fund (PRF).  The system is supplied by gravity from the tower tank 
via distribution pipes to house connection. This system is not working due to the pump and solar panels being broken, 
the construction was not to standard and there was no warranty on the works and the well is too shallow. 
A bore well with solar pump and elevated tanks comprising of 4m3, each 2 m3 stainless steel tank which was constructed 
in 2016 for 15 families for agriculture supported by Food and Nutrition and Market Linkages Programme (FNML).  This 
system is no longer working due to the pump being broken, the construction was not to standard and no warranty on the 
works and the well is too shallow. A water committee for the system was not organized until the system needed to be 
fixed and the system transferred to the village. 
There are five private bore wells with electric pumps. Each bore well is working well under operation and maintenance 
of each owner. 
There are two private shallow wells with electrical pump in the yard of households.  But in dry season, these wells are 
almost dry. 
In Vongvilayneua: 
 
Five community bore wells with hand pumps, one of which is for the school, which were constructed between 2001-2013 
supported by ADDRA, AUS AID and IFAD, but two of five bore wells had the hand pumps removed and replaced with 
electric pumps. The community bore wells are still working, each for 8-15 families as a group, there is enough water but 
the hand pumps are in the poor condition with no proper maintenance.  There is no one to take care the pumps as 
technician.  They did not collect water use fee for maintenance, but when a pump is broken then they will collect money 
from each family. 
 
There are two private bore wells with electric pumps. Each bore well is working well under operation and maintenance 
of each owner. 

 
There are six private shallow wells with electrical pump in the yard of households.  But in dry season, two of the six wells 
are almost dry. 
In Vongvilaytai: 
Two bore wells with solar pump and elevated tanks comprising of 4m3, each 2 m3 stainless steel tank which was 
constructed in February 2021 for 15 families for agriculture supported by Food and Nutrition and Market Linkages 
Programme (FNML).  The water is supply by gravity from the elevated tank via distribution pipes to house connections 
with meter.  This system is not transferred to the village yet, but four house connections with meter were installed and 
more will be done in the future. 
There are many private bore wells with electrical pumps. Each bore well is working well under operation and maintenance 
of each owner. 
In general, in Vongsomphou, villagers’ consumption of water is for domestic use included drinking, cooking, bathing and 
clothes washing.  In dry season, there are many families who use water for gardening.  But in Vongvilayneua and tai, 
many families are buying pure drinking water at a price of LAK 5,000 per 20 liters. Especially, in Vongvilayneu during 
dry season, many families go to take a bath in Plork stream where animals are using for drinking and bathing. 
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4.7.2.2 Assessment of concerned villages 
 

Based on collected data on 25/03/2021 at the Meeting Hall of Ta Oum (see attached of minutes of meeting).  The 
Village authority of Vongsomphou has ignored assessment of water supply in Vongvilaytai as there are no problems on 
water use in the area, but the village authority proposed the water supply mission to do the assessment of water supply 
in Ta Oum as the first priority.  For the year 2021 (up to April), there are 99 households and 569 people, Poor 42 HHs, 
Disadvantage 12 HHs, 2 women.  The estimated need of domestic water supply for 99 HHs and 569 people is 34,140 
l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 52,576 l/d. In the village, there is a school without dormitories which 
need water for 155 students and 6 teachers in those school requiring about 1,610 l/d.  Water needs for home garden 
with an area 2,750 m2 is about 2,974 l/d and water need for animal is about 2,657 l/d.  Therefore, the total water 
requirement is 59,816 l/d which need storage volume of 5,000 liters in case of emergency.   

The second priority is assessment of water supply in Vongvilayneu, based on collected data on 27/03/2021, for the 
year 2021 (up to April), there are 95 households and 350 people.  The estimated need of domestic water supply at the 
present for 95 HHs and 350 people is 21,000 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 32,340 l/d. In the village, 
there is a school without dormitories which need water for 150 students and 5 teachers requiring about 1,550 l/d.  59 
families need water for home garden with an area of 4,075 m2 requiring about 4,407 l/d and 58 families need water for 
animal requiring about 1,972 l/d.  Therefore, the total water requirement is 40,268 l/d which need storage volume 6,000 
liters in case of emergency. 

Summaries village consultation 

The site selection for water supply construction will be in communal land and village authority and communities 
Agreed to donate land (Village’s office land about 9m2 for water thanks construction) without compensation 
requirement. Because this activity will be bringing positive impact to village and this activity proposed by community 
(See annex Number 04 minute of consultation)  

 
4.7.2.3 Propose, based on existing water supply system, based on needs and within available budget, water 

supply option per village 
 

In Ta Oum: 
The existing systems are insufficient for the new requirements of the village.  And the existing elevated tank is too low 
and existing pipeline is in poor condition. Therefore, the existing system is proposed to be improved as below: 

5. New bore well with minimum yield 0.8 l/s or 2.88 m3/hr including new electric pump and control system, 
6. Constructing of a new elevated tank with 6,000 liters in new area. 
7. New distribution pipe and  
8. 99 new house connections. 

 
In Vongvilayneua: 
The existing systems are insufficient for the new requirement of the village. Therefore, the existing system is proposed 
to be improved as below: 

1. New bore well with minimum yield 0.8 l/s or 2.88 m3/hr including new electric pump and control system, 
2. Constructing of a new elevated tank with 6,000 liters in school area. 
3. New distribution pipe and  
4. 95 new house connections. 

 
Before re-construction of the water system, a water committee for each system will be organized to operate and maintain 
the water system.  The committee will be trained as on the job training during construction period by construction 
engineer or Namsaat. The villagers agreed to pay fee of water use 3,000 LAK/m3. 
 
4.7.2.4 Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 
 
The technical survey was done during the mission by using GPS readings and use the marked points on google earth 
to prepare layout of the proposed water system because there is no any copy of design/data of the existing water system. 
 
The design of proposed water system for Ta Oum comprises of a new bore well with electric submersible pump.  The 
pump will pump water from the well to 6,000 liters elevated tank with two sets of 3,000 liters stainless steel tank.  The 
water is supplied by gravity from the elevated tank via proposed distribution pipes HDPE PE 100 DN90mm PN6 about 
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40m, HDPE PE 100 DN50mm PN6 about 4,600m to 99 new house connections with meter including PVC pipe DN18mm 
PN8.5 of 20m per each house connection. 
 
The design of proposed water system for Vongvilayneua comprises of a new bore well with electric submersible pump.  
The pump will pump water from the well to 6,000 liters elevated tank with two sets of 3,000 liters stainless steel tank.  
The water is supplied by gravity from the elevated tank via proposed distribution pipes HDPE PE 100 DN90mm PN6 
about 126m, HDPE PE 100 DN50mm PN6 about 3,200m to 95 new house connections with meter including PVC pipe 
DN18mm PN8.5 of 20m per each house connection. 
 
During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social 
and environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction.  There is no affected persons in the 
area (See attachment files of IP screening form). 
 
Total Cost estimate of the new water systems is LAK 532,679,640.75 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers 
on trench digging and back fill works is about LAK 134,515,698.12 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES and 
Drawings).  
 
For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by experienced company for 
construction of new bore well, pump installation, construction of new elevated tank and supplying of pipes, fittings and 
other materials. But all pipeline laying work will be done by participation of villagers.  All construction works will be 
supervised by technical staff. 
 

Photos cross checking during the Mission 
 

 
Figure 23: Existing Tank of UN-HABITAT 
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               Figure 24: Proposed site for tank installation (Site 1) & Proposed site for tank installation (Site 2) 

 

4.7.3 Phouhome 

4.7.3.1 Existing water supply, use and organization 
 
The village was moved from Phoulamong and resettled at the present location in 1996.  As of April 2021, in the village, 
there is population of 1069 of which 550 are female, 202 households, 263 families, 600 main labors.  The majority ethnic 
group is Brao covering 95% and 5% is Lao loum. There is a school and kindergarten with 156 students and 7 teachers. 
In the village, there are five existing water supply systems: 
 
A water supply system which was constructed in 2015 supported by the Red Cross. The system uses pumped water 
from a 60mdeep borehole by an electrical pump to a 4m3 RC elevated tank 8m in height and a meter of inlet pipe was 
installed. During the mission, flow measurement was done which is approx. 3.6m3/h or 1.0 l/s. The water is supply by 
gravity from the elevated tank via distribution pipes to 90 house connections with meter.  The water system is working 
but there is not enough water to use in some period due to pump automation control is not working, low capacity in 
elevated tank, leaking pipes, house connection without permission (without meter) and disconnection of electricity 
because of non-payment for electric consumption fees. No water reached to the end of each pipe due to pipe leaking. A 
water committee was set up in the beginning with 7 members who are responsible for operation and maintenance of the 
water system. The committee is collecting water use fee of 3,000 LAK/m3.  Each month, the committee can collect the 
water fee 30,000 LAK to 40,000 LAK per family. 
The second system is community bore wells with hand pumps, there are 3 bore wells with hand pumps in the village 
that was constructed between 2005-2007 supported by IFAD, ADDRA, AUS AID.  The community bore wells with hand 
pumps are still working but only for 20 families, but there is not enough water because of the poor condition of the pumps 
and no property maintenance.  There is no water committee, but they are collecting 2000LAK/month per family for 
maintenance. 
The third system is a bore well with solar pump and elevated tanks comprising of 2m3 stainless steel tank, there are two 
sets of the system that were constructed in 2019 for 20 families for agriculture supported by Food and Nutrition and 
Market Linkages Programme (FNML).  The two sets of water system are working.  There is water committee for the 
system including three members for operation and maintenance.  The fee of water use is 5,000LAK/family/year. 
 
The fourth are private bore wells with electrical pump, there are 11 private bore wells in the village. Each bore well is 
working well under operation and maintenance of each owner. 
 
And the fifth system is bore well with electric pump and elevated tank comprising of 2m3 stainless steel tank for 
kindergarten that constructed in 2017-2018 supported by Poverty reduction fund (PRF).  The water system was working 
for only six months after completion.  During the five-month school vacation, there was no one to operate and maintain 
the pump, so the pump did not work.  At the present, the school is using water by connecting from the first system. 
In general, villager’s consumption of water is for domestic use included drinking, cooking, bathing and clothes washing.  
In dry season, there are about 20 families who use water for gardening. 
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4.7.3.2 Assessment of concerned villages 

Based on collected data on 26/03/2021 at the Meeting Hall of Phouhome village (see attached of minute of meeting). 
For the year 2021 (up to April), there are 202 households and 1,069 people.  The estimated need of domestic water 
supply at the present for 202 HHs and 1,069 people is 64,140 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 98,776 
l/d. In the village, there is a school and a kindergarten without dormitories which need water for 156 students and 7 
teachers in those school of about 1,630 l/d.  42 families need for home garden of 5,821 m2 is about 6,295 l/d.  Therefore, 
in total need of water per day is 106,701 l/d which need storage volume 9,000 liters in case of emergency.   

Summaries village consultation 

The site selection for water supply construction will be Impacted in communal land (School land) and village 
authority and community, District education office are Agreed to donate land (about 16m2) without compensation 
requirement. Because this activity will be bringing positive impact to village and this activity proposed by community 
(See annex 04 minute of consultation)  

4.7.3.3 Propose, based on existing water supply system, based on needs and within available budget, water 
supply option per village 

The existing bore well has enough yield 1.0 l/s or 86,400 l/d which less than the need of water requirement of the village.  
But the existing elevated tank is too small and existing pipeline is in poor condition. Therefore, the existing system is 
proposed to be improved as below: 

1. Re-installing of pump control system for existing well,
2. New bore well with minimum yield 1.50 l/s (5.40 m3/hr) including new electric pump and Automation control

system,
3. Constructing of a new elevated tank with 9,000 liters in the same area of the existing elevated tank.  As the

proposed height of the new tank is 8m which is the same height as the 4 m3 existing tank.  The existing tank
can keep and use as storage tank by connecting its outlet pipe to the new outlet pipe of the new tank,

4. New distribution pipe and replace existing pipe,
5. 112 new house connections and 90 existing house connections.

Before re-construction of the water system, a water committee will be organized to operate and maintain the water 
system.  The committee will be trained as on the job training during construction period by construction engineer or 
Namsaat. The villagers agreed to pay fee of water use 3,000 LAK/m3. 

4.7.3.4 Technical survey, design, cost estimate and implementation arrangement 

The technical survey was done during the mission by using GPS readings and use the marked points on google earth 
to prepare layout of the proposed water system because there is no any copy of design/data of the existing water system. 
The design of proposed water system for Phouhome comprises of a new bore well with electric submersible pump and 
an existing bore well with existing pump.  The pumps will pump water from the wells to the 9,000 liters elevated tank 
with three sets of 3,000 liters stainless steel tank and the existing 4m3 tank.  The water is supplied by gravity from the 
elevated tanks with 8m of height via proposed distribution pipes HDPE PE 100 DN90mm PN6 about 20m, HDPE PE 
100 DN50mm PN6 about 5,700m (3,000m of new pipe and 2,700m of existing pipe) to 112 new house connections with 
meter including PVC pipe DN18mm PN8.5 of 20m per each house connection and re-connect to the 90 existing house 
connections. 
During survey and design of the proposed water system was taken into account, with DAFO and DONRE, ADB Social 
and environmental safeguard policy for each component involving new construction.  There is no affected persons in 
the area (See attachment file of IP screening form). 
Total Cost estimate of the new water system is LAK 263,397,419.29 which is excepted the contribution of the villagers 
on trench digging and back fill works is about LAK 70,600,000 (More detail see BILL OF QUANTITIES and Drawings).  
For implementation arrangement of the water system, more cost-effective option is done by experienced company for 
construction of new bore well, pump installation, construction of new elevated tank and supplying of pipes, fittings and 
other materials. But all pipeline laying work will be done by participation of villagers.  All construction works will be 
supervised by technical staff.  



Photos Cross checking during the Mission        

Figure 25: Women voted for water supply activity during meeting with villagers  

 Figure 26: Existing Tank of Red Cross at Meeting Hall& Proposed location for new tank & bore well 

4.7.4 Phouxay 

4.7.4.1 Sanitation (Toilet) activities.  

Sanitary systems have also been gradually introduced by concerned sector in collaboration with donor 
agencies. Resulting number of villages reported that HHs in their villages have and use different types of sanitary 
systems. The flush latrine is taking shape in number. However, farmers still use bushes for going toilets, follow by dry 
pit latrines.  

Summaries village consultation 

Ban Phohome- Phouvong district, Women group consultation on the issue of water supply and site selection for 
sub-reservoir in stellation, all women agreed to participant sub-project water supply and payment for monthly 
maintenance with appropriate price



Based on collected data on July-August 2021 at the Meeting Hall of 6 villages mentioned above (See annex 04 
attached of minute of meeting). BCC and Local government has introduced sanitation to solve the problem presented 
above by provided individule HH latrine and also raised by community in PV with total 230 HHs in 6 Villages comprised 
BanVanggnang 51HHs, Vongsomphou 80 HHs, Phouxay 21 HHs, Vonglakhone 34 HHs, Namkong 39 HHs and 
Viengxay 6 HHs. 
During community consultation with village authority and community representative including women confirmed:  

• Building toilet will be help to reduction of human disease and parasitic, and Diarrhea disease

• Keep village clean

• No great negative impact due to building toilet will be in the individual household

• Household responsible for pit hill of toilet and some local material

Figure 27– Household make pit of toilet (Ban Namkong) and Women head Household make pit of toilet (Vongsomphou) 

4.8 Conclusion Rapid Social Assessment Checklist. 

The proposed mention above of new construction and improvement of small infrastructure includes small irrigation systems 
(small stream water intakes and channels) to support agriculture, household toilets, and community water tanks and pipelines 
for household use. 

Most of the proposed activities are situated within land areas already in use by the communities. Also, the water supply, 
toilet’s locations need care to ensure they comply with the land use plans and meet the program’s objectives. from the 
social impact assessment, all activities were categorized as having an impact level of Low (Category C). And all activities 
are needs and proposed by the community and consistent with Social-Economic development plan of the village as well as 
district and provincial level.    

Specific SIA checklists and categorizing for Dak Cheung district include: 

a) SIA of the rural water supply and pipeline for the agriculture activities in Ban Dakpranue, Dakpra, Brong-Noy,
Bronggnai, Mangha, Dakmi, Dakley

b) SIA of the irrigation system installation at Ban Dakmouan
c) SIA of the irrigation channel and pipeline installing at Ban Dakyrang,

Specific SIA checklists and categorizing for Phouvong district include: 

a) SIA of the community water tank and pipeline for individual households in  3 v i l lages and Ban
Vanggnang, Vongsomphou, and Ban Phouhome.

b) Social Impact Assessment SIA of individual household toilets installation in 6 target villages comprised
Vangngang village, Vongsomphou, Phouxai, Namkong, Viengxay, and Vonglakhone. Detail in the section
(3.3)

The SIA checklists of social IR&IP parameters are used to screen the activities with “no significant impacts”, from the 
activities with significant adverse impacts. From the screening, all completed, ongoing and proposed subprojects under the 
livelihoods program were classified Social Category C. The conclusions were that the sub-projects are likely to have minimal 
or no adverse social impact. However, the screening due diligence report prepared identifies for each type of sub-project, 
any potential adverse social impacts, being site-specific, reversible, and mitigated via grievance redress mechanism (GRM) 



4.9 Summary of Impacts and Mitigation  
The potential impacts of the proposed subcomponent activities are summarized in Table 8 3 below. The agriculture 
and livestock activities are not considered to have any adverse impacts. The livelihood support facilities (small 
infrastructure) are required to have a social impac t  assessment with potential mitigation measures.  
Table 08: Potential Social Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Project 
activities 

Potential Negative 
Impact  

Proposed mitigate measures Organization 
responsibility 

Installation 
household 
toilets 

Household making pit 
and Improper installing 
the septic tank 

- Closely following up by implementation
organization

- SOFRECO,
DPH, VDC

Hygiene concern - Dispensary, Government staff of the DPH
mobilize communities

- Village regulation has been established

- SOFRECO,
DPH, VDC

Not Using cause of lack 
of water  

- Water supply planning for construction and
rehabilitation

- SOFRECO,
DPH, VDC

Irrigation 
system (small 
stream water 
intakes) 
Irrigation 
channel and 
pipeline to 
support the 
agriculture 
activities 

Loss of private, 
communal land, sacred 
forest of ethnic 
community 
Conflict of using water  

- Information disclosed of sub-project activities
- Give inform and consent from effected group
- Conduct community consultation and minute of

result
- Compensation in case of loss of asset
- Completed donation form/minute in case

community not require for compensation

- NMPO, PPMO,
DPMO,
SOFRECO,
DPH, VDC, Safe
guard consultant

Water supply 
system and 
Rehabilitation 

Loss of Land - Compliance with social safeguard process the
documentation and concern

- Conduct community consultation and
information disclose

- Conduct IR&IP screening and mitigate action
plan

- Land Acquisition and Resettlement (LAR)
- Monitoring Report
- Completion report
- Establish construction committee, WUG and

provide training
- Grievance redress Mechanism
- Regular maintenance

- NMPO, PPMO,
DPMO,
SOFRECO,
DPH, VDC, Safe
guard consultant

Potential impact from 
the noise and dust 
from construction site 
will impact to 
household surrounding 

- Install suitable noise control measures, such
as noise barriers/walls around the construction
site;

- Impose speed limits for project vehicles to
minimize the noise level and to assure

- safety conditions for local people, along the
streets

- Operation of noisy equipment and construction
Works during day time (07:00-18:00)

- Prohibit use of vibration-generating
equipment near vibration sensitive structures.

- NMPO, PPMO,
DPMO,
SOFRECO,
DPH, VDC, Safe
guard
consultant,
construction
company

5. Institutional Arrangement
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry:  The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) is responsible for ensuring the 
effective management of agriculture, forests, fisheries and aquaculture and it also went through a major reorganization from 
2011-2012.  MAF is represented in all provinces through the Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Offices (PAFOs) and in the 
districts through the DAFOs. At the national level it includes the National Agriculture and Forestry Research Institute 
(NAFRI) and the Agriculture and Forestry Colleges. At the sub-national level, there are several research centres which are 



working with different operational and functional capacities. Legal foundations for MAF’s operations include the agriculture 
law, the forestry law, the law on aquatic resources and wildlife, the law on livestock and veterinary services, the plant 
protection act, as well as the fisheries act and the irrigation law. MAF’s Agricultural Development Strategy 2016-2020 and 
Vision to 2030 include specific six strategic and thematic research areas, with the intention that this research will support 
and guide applied field interventions for sustainable agro-biodiversity, improved agricultural productivity, agricultural 
adaptation to climate change, agriculture and forestry policy research, capacity building, and an information and 
communication programmed. 

Biodiversity Conservation in Corridors Project: The National BCC-FIP project is implemented under the Protected Area 
Management Division of the Department of Forestry, Ministry of Agriculture, through a National Project Management Office 
(NPMO) and provincial office (PPMO) and filed Coordination office both Dakchueng and Phouvong. The project activities are 
coordinated with local partners PAFO, DAFO, LWU, DPIO, Lao Front and external partners who are all involved in 
implementing the work to meet the project’s objectives. 

Service Provider: SOFRECO is the service provider engaged for undertaking the livelihoods development program starting 
from the participatory planning to the implementation of the activities, which are coordinated with other BCCP activities, local 
authorities and partners. In doing so they must abide by and take into account the social, environmental, ethnic and gender 
aspects that are part of the project policies. 

Livelihood implementation activities comprise individual capacity building(training), monitoring supervision, workshops, 
demonstration, and other support for PAFO and DAFO to undertake agriculture development, along with associated 
facilities (i.e., small-scale infrastructure) which are all included in Participatory Village development Plans, IPP, CAP that 
have been prepared for each of the BCC-AF villages. The SOFRECO field teams have been mobilized for implementation 
since September 2019 up to 2021.  

The BCCP appointed individual consultants and firm directly appointed consultants in the NPMO, PPMO and DCO) monitor 
the progress of the Project’s activities through monthly, quarterly, bi-annual meetings in the districts, with specialist bi-annual 
reports for social and environmental monitoring, social safeguards and gender being produced.  

6. Social Monitoring Plan
Social monitoring during the implementation of the additional fund (BCC-FIP) from 2017-2022, follows the procedures and 
involves the same staff as were established under BCC-GMS, from 2012–2019.  As per BCC-GMS, the activities under 
the BCC-AF are undertaken in accordance with the relevant SMP (see table 4). The PPMO, DCO and VCO are 
responsible for the routine monitoring of SOFRECOs activities with oversight being provided by the NPMO with support 
from the Consultants. 

Table 09: Social Monitoring Plan 

Location 
Mean of 

monitoring 
Monitoring 

Frequency 

Responsibility for 

Monitoring 

Pre-construction Phase 

Compliance with the Social 
Documentation and 
Concern of communities  

Construction site 9 village in 
DC and 7 Village PV 

Gathering all related 
documentation and 
Monitoring (Report, 
Grievance) 

Before 
construction 

PPMO/DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Selection of the target station Construction site 9 village in 
DC and 7 Village PV 

Site monitoring and 
consultation minute  
Photo taking evident 

Before   civil 
work 

PPMO/DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Temporary     use of land for 
storage and as works depots 

The construction activities 
and level of participant  

Site monitoring and 
consultation minute, 
Photo taking evident 

Before   civil 
work 

PPMO/DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Public consultation All target villages, with 
representative by ethnic 
and women representation 

Gathering views and 
opinions      of      the 

Before   civil 
work 

PPMO/DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Construction Phase 

Household making pit and Improper 
installing the septic tank 

Construction site 9 village 
in DC and 7 Village PV 

Site monitoring and 
consultation minute 

Monthly DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 



Hygiene concern Construction site 9 village 
in DC and 7 Village PV 

Photo taking evident Monthly DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Not Using cause of lack of water Construction site 9 village 
in DC and 7 Village PV 

Site monitoring and 
consultation minute 

Monthly DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Loss of Land and livelihood of 
indigenous people, Conflict of using 
water  

Construction site 9 village 
in DC and 7 Village PV 

Photo taking evident Monthly DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Loss of Land Construction site 9 village 
in DC and 7 Village PV 

Site monitoring and 
consultation minute 

Monthly DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Potential impact from the noise and 
dust from construction site will 
impact to household surrounding   

Construction site 9 village 
in DC and 7 Village PV 

Photo taking evident Monthly DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Operation Phase 

Public consultation and Information 
disclose  

Construction site 9 village 
in DC and 7 Village PV 

Gathering views and 
opinions of the 
communities through 
and feedback 
mechanism process 

Completion 
project 
activities 

PPMO/DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Hygiene concern Toilet installing Site monitoring Completion 
project 
activities 

PPMO/DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Establish village committee and 
management system  

Water supply and Irrigation 
pipe line  

Consultation with 
community and site visit 

Completion 
project 
activities 

PPMO/DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

Training on Operation 
Manual (OM) 

All completion activities Visual monitoring After 
completed 
or handover 
the civil work 

PPMO/DCO 
/SOFRECO/VCO 

7. PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND DISCLOSE

7.1.  Public Consultation 
In March and April 2021, and second times in July 2021 public consultations had been organized with the related sectors and local 
authorities including, DAFO, VCO, health center, village authorities and village members, SOFRECO team and the Project 
team. The main propose for public announce and consulting on the proposed installing the (i) Household individual toilet, 
(ii) Irrigation system (small stream water intakes) and channel design at Dak Cheung district and The meaningful consultation
is not only present the project information and get villagers' feedback/opinoin on proposed projected but also to disiminate the AP's

eligibilities and their entititlement on the project impacts. (See Appendix 4 for related meeting documents). The outcomes were
summarized and agreed with the related sectors that the Project will provide the budget for construction material and
construction cost, with the labor and local material provided by the villagers.

The level of participation from village authorities and community members agreed with the proposed activities such as: 
Water supply, irrigation pipe line system (in Dukchueng district) and individual household toilet. The public consultation 
among stakeholder district and village authorities, community members together with the project team members (BCC) 
and service provider (SOFRECO) team was arranged to discuss the installation of the water tank and pipeline for 
the community and household units particular in PV district See table below:  
Table No 10: Summaries sub- activities consultation:  

District Villages Topic of consultation Date, Month, Year Involved stakeholder Remark 

Dukchueng 

Dakpanue Water Supply Construction 8 April 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Brong-Noy Water Supply Construction 6 April 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Brong-Ngai Topic of consultation 4 July 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Dakpra-Mai Water Supply Construction 8 April 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Dakley Topic of consultation 1 April PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Dak-Mi Water Supply Construction 2 April 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Mang-Ha Topic of consultation 31 March PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Dakyilang 
Irrigation Construction 16 Sep 2020, 20 

Oct 2020 

PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA  3 times 



Dak-Mouane 
Irrigation Construction 21 Oct 2020, 14 

Sep 2021 

PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Dakbue None NA PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA 

Phouvong 

Vang-Ngang 
Water Supply and Latrine 6 July 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA, 

SOFRECO 

Vongsomphou 
Water Supply and Latrine 6 July 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA, 

SOFRECO 

Phouhome 
Water Supply and Latrine 7 July 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA, 

SOFRECO 

Namkong 
Household Latrine 8 July 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA, 

SOFRECO 

Phouxay 
Household Latrine 7 July 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA, 

SOFRECO 

Viengxay 
Household Latrine 8 July 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA, 

SOFRECO 

Vonglakhone 
Household Latrine 7 July 2021 PAFO, BCC, DAFO, TA, 

SOFRECO 

The result of the consultations illustrated a positive agreement from the villagers, the villagers proposed to have more water 
tank and household’s pipeline for the target villages (Vongsomphou), and also proposed pipeline for irrigation 
(Dakmuane) and also proposed to have more program for installing more household’s toilet in the target villagers. 
The project activities will be created impact to 7 HHs impact private and communal land. Beside the minute of meeting, 
have described that the AHs has been informed about their entitlement of the affected asset (land) and  the provide the supporting 

document (Donation Form of each AH) as required by ADB SPS has been completed. And communities and effective household 
agreed for land donation for the project without requesting the compensation (See annex 05 minute meeting and Donation 
form) 
The agreements of the proposed program will be publicly disclosed and announced in each target districts and villages 
with the village members re-acknowledged and informed and consent before the civil works commence. 

7.1.1 Assessment of concerned villages Ban Dakpranue. 

Based on collected data on 01/07/2021 at village meeting. The Village authority of Dakpraneu has agreed to improve the 
existing water supply system due to not enough water for using in this village. The village authority proposed the water 
supply mission to do the assessment of water supply in the first priority. 

For the year 2021 (up to July), there are 44 households and 246 people.  The estimated need of domestic water 
supply at the present for 44 HHs, 60 Families, and 249 people, 124 women, Poor 15 HHs, Disadvantage 5 HHs, 3 women-

headed HH, is 14,760 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 22,730 l/d. In the village, there is a school without 
dormitories which need water for 50 students and 2 teachers in the school of about 520 l/d.  In the village, 43 families need 
for home garden of 2095 m2 is about 2,266 l/d and 9 families need for animal is about 338 l/d. Therefore, in total need of 
water per day is 25,854 l/d. The existing water source is running round year and flow measurement of the existing water 
source is about 3.40 l/s and the estimated source can supply all day about 293,434 l/d, which it is more than the water 
demand of the village. So, it no need storage tank but in actual, the existing water tank with volume of 12,000 liters is 
proposed to use in case of sufficiency daily use and emergency. 

Summaries village consultation 

Rehabilitation of existing water supply will not create negative impact to the IR and IP community.  Only one concern is that the 
construction Activity will be delayed due to raining season coming which leads to difficulties in transport of construction materials t 

(See Annex 04 attached of minute of meeting) 

The proposed existing water source is enough water to supply 3.40 l/s or 293,434 l/d which is more than the need of water 
demand of the village and for sufficiency water use in the village, the existing capacity of 12,000 liters of the existing tank is 
needed.  

Before improvement of the existing water system and construction of the new water system, a water committee will be 
organized to operate and maintain for each water system. Each committee will be trained as on the job training during 
construction period by construction engineer or Namsaat. The villagers initially agreed to pay fee of water use LAK 5,000 
per family per month 

7 . 1 . 2 .  Assessment of concerned villages Ban Brongnoy 



Based on collected data on 02/07/2021 at village meeting hall. The Village authority of Brong Noy has agreed to improve 
of the existing water supply in main area due to no problem on water use in this area, and the village authority proposed 
the water supply mission to do the assessment of water supply for sub-area in the first priority. 

For the year 2021 (up to J u l y ), in main area, there are 33 households and 180 people.   The estimated need of 
domestic water supply at the present for 33 HHs and 180 people is 10,800 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 
16,632 l/d. In the main area, there is a school without dormitories which need water for 120 students and 4 teachers in the 
school of about 1,240 l/d. 23 families need for home garden of 467 m2 is about 505 l/d, 23 families need for tree plantation 
of 220 m2 is about 330 l/d 
and need for animal is about 1,794 l/d.  Therefore, in total need of water per day is 20,501 l/d.  The 
existing water source is running round year and flow measurement of the existing water source is about 
2.83 l/s and the estimated source can supply all day about 244,144 l/d, which it is more than the water demand of the 
main area. So, there is no need storage tank but in actual there is existing water tank with volume of 25,000 liters in case 
of sufficiency daily use and emergency. 

And in the sub-area, there are 26 households and 138 people.  The estimated need of domestic water supply at the 
present for 26 HHs and 138 people is 8,280 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 12,751 l/d. In the sub-area, 
12 families need for home garden of 397 m2 is about 429 l/d and need for animal is about 887 l/d. Therefore, in total need 
of water per day is 14,067 l/d.  The proposed water source is running round year and flow measurement of the water source 
is about 5.70 l/s and the 
estimated source can supply all day about 492,152 l/d, which it is more than the water demand of the sub-area. So, it no 
need any storage tank but it needs storage volume at least 6,000 liters in case of sufficiency daily use and emergency. 

Summaries village consultation 

The consultation taking place in village meeting hall with 13 participants, found that rehabilitation of existing water supply 
will not create negative impact to the IR and IP community.  Only concern is that the construction Activity will be delayed 
due to raining season coming which leads to difficulties in transport of construction materials (see attached of minute of 
meeting), 2 Taps from previous 8 taps (Cluster BrongNoy) New construction for Kum Daknan. Total beneficiaries are 59 
HHs 69 Families, population 322 people, 141 women, Poor 14 HHs, Disadvantage 5 HHs including women head of HH 
(See Annex 04 Minute of consultation meeting) 

7.1.3.  Assessment of concerned villages 

Based on collected data on 07/04/2021 and at village meeting. The Village authority of Brong Nyai (Khambao) has 
agreed to improve of the existing water supply in Daknan due to no problem on water use in this area and the village authority 
proposed the water supply mission to do the assessment of water supply for Daklaeng in the first priority and for Vilan in the 
second priority. 

For the year 2021 (up to July), in Daknan, there are 22 households and 174 people. The estimated need of domestic 
water supply at the present for 22 HHs and 174 people is 10,440 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 16,078 
l/d. In the area, there is a school and kindergarten without dormitories which need water for 125 students and 3 teachers 
in the school of about 1,280 l/d.  In the area, 22 families need for home garden of 2586 m2 is about 2,797 l/d, 22 families need 
for tree plantation of 3582 m2 is about 5,373 l/d and need for animal is about 1,329 l/d.  Therefore, in total need of water 
per day is 26,856 l/d.  The existing water source is running round year and flow measurement of the existing water source 
is about 0.37 l/s and the estimated source can supply all day about 31,968 l/d, which it is more than the water demand of 
the area. So, it no need storage tank but in actual there is existing water tank with volume of 12,000 liters in case of 
sufficiency daily use and emergency. 

In Daklaeng, there are 18 households and 133 people.  The estimated need of domestic water supply at the present for 
18 HHs and 133 people is 7,980 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 12,289 l/d. In the area,18 families need 
for home garden of 2,307 m2 is about 2,495 l/d, 18 families need for tree plantation of 3,146 m2 is about 4,719 l/d and need for 
animal is about 1,247 l/d. Therefore, in total need of water per day is 23,410 l/d. The proposed water source is running 
round year and flow measurement of the existing water source is about 0.19 l/s and the estimated source can supply all day 
about 16,733 l/d, which it is less than the water demand of the area. So, it needs storage tank with volume of 10,000 liters 
in case of sufficiency daily use and emergency. 

And in Vilan, there are 12 households and 90 people. The estimated need of domestic water supply at the present for 12 
HHs and 90 people is 5,400 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 8,316 l/d. In the area, 9 families need for 
home garden of 1,114 m2 is about 1,205 l/d and need for animal is about 1,141 l/d.  Therefore, in total need of water per 
day is 10,662 l/d.  The proposed water source is running round year and flow measurement of the water source is about 
0.25 l/s and the estimated source can supply all day about 21,507 l/d, which it is more than the water demand of the area. 



So, it no need any storage tank but it needs storage volume at least 6,000 liters in case of sufficiency daily use and 
emergency. 

Proposed Activity in 
Hamlet 

Summary Village consultation 

New water supply 
construction for Ban 
BrongGai (Dakleng Hamlet) 

The construction site will create impact on HH private land for 7 HHs such as: fallow land 
of 1 HH will be impacted by reservoir construction, Pipeline form main intake to sub-in 
take will be impact to 3 HHs for their kitchen garden and1 HH paddy land and 1 HH will 
be affected for housing land for sub-reservoir construction after consultation with 
effective HH and village authority agreed to donate land for water supply construction 
without compensate detail table below:  
Table 11: The summaries detail of inventory of losses (IOL), water supply activity 

Name of HHs Type of 
Land 

Area 
(sqm) 

% Of 
Total of 
Type of 
Land 

Number 
of Trees 

Comment 

MR. HOME AND 
MS. FONG 

Garden 12 m2 3,75 No Permanent 
restriction of land  

MR. MEM AND 
MS. BIRTH 

Garden 20 m2 3,70 No Permanent 
restriction of land 

MR. MOT AND 
MS. LENG 

Fallow land 16 m2 0,18 No Permanent 
restriction of land 

MR. MAE AND 
MS. PHAI 

Garden 35 m2 4,46 No Permanent 
restriction of land 

MR. SAM AND 
MS. MEM 

Garden 30 m2 4,68 No Permanent 
restriction of land 

MR. KHAMHOY 
AND MS. VUNG 

Garden 300 m2 3,5 No Permanent 
restriction of land 

MR. BOUNHOME 
AND MS SOME 

Construction 16 m2 0,57 No Permanent 
restriction of land 

Total 429m2 1,8% 

(See annex Number 04 and 05 Consultation minute and complete donation form)    
Remark  
Village head man re-negotiation with impact HHs for donation land for water 
construction, this activity will be bringing positive impact to community particularly for 
cluster Dakleang, SOFRECO, BCC and DAFO Closely monitoring result of consultation 
(See annex 05 attached of minute of consultation meeting) 

Rehabilitation Water Supply 
for Ban BrongGai (Khambao 
hamlet) 

During consultation community have raised concern about construction timing and 
transportation material will be delayed, for construction site of first intake reservoir will 
be in communal land and community agreed to donate land for water construction (See 
annex 04 attached of minute of meeting) 

New water supply 
construction for Ban 
BrongGai(Vilan Hamlet) 

During consultation community have minor concern about construction timing and 
transportation material will be delay, for construction site of first intake reservoir will be 
in communal land and community agreed, and pipe line will be along the main road  
(See Annex 04 attached of minute of meeting) 

7 . 1 . 4  Assessment of concerned villages Ban Dakpramai 

Based on collected data on 03/07/2021 at village meeting. The Village authority of Dakpramai has agreed to improve 
of the existing water supply system due to not enough water for using in this village. The village authority proposed the 
water supply mission to do the assessment of water supply in the first priority. 

For the year 2021 (up to July), there are 41 households, 46 Families and 236 people, 113 Women, Poor 4 HHs, 
Disadvantage 2 HHs, 1 women head of HH, 3 Hamlet, Ethnic Yea.  The estimated need of domestic water supply at the 
present for 38 HHs and 246 people is 14,280 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 21,991 l/d. In the village, 
there is schools without dormitories which need water for 151 students and 20 teachers in the schools of about 1,710 l/d, 
need for army camp about 3,300 l/d. In the village, 11 families need for home garden of 200 m2 is about 216 l/d and 
33 families need for animal is about 2,030 l/d.  Therefore, in total need of water per day is 30,247 l/d.  The existing 
water 



sources are running round year and flow measurement of the two existing water sources is about 1.51 l/s and the 
estimated source can supply all day about 130,637 l/d, which it is more than the water demand of the village. So, it no 
need storage tank but in actual, three existing water tanks with volume of 15,000 liters, 15,000 liters and 9,000 liters are 
proposed to use in case of sufficiency daily use and emergency. 

Summaries Village consultation 

The Rehabilitation of current water proposed by community and during community consultation and site visited found 
that No concern from community, and No Created any impect and 1 New proposed tap will be inside the village and 
selected by villager in communal land and village authority agreed to donate if any impact from construction.   
(See Annex 04 attached of minute of meeting) 

7.1.5   Assessment of concerned villages Ban Dakley 

Based on collected data on 03/07/2021 at the school of Dakley village.  For the year 2021 (up to July), there are 48 
HHs 53 Families, population 287 people, 113 women, Poor 25 HHs, Disadvantage 6 HHs, 2 women head of HH. 

The estimated need of domestic water supply at the present for 47 HHs and 286 people is 17,160 l/d and in the 
future within 15 years they will need 26,426 l/d. In the village, there is a school without dormitories which need water for 
38 students and 3 teachers in those school of about 410 l/d. 32 families need for home garden of 474 m2 is about 513 l/d. 
Therefore, in total need of water per day is 27,349 l/d. Existing water source is Chak stream which is running round year. 
Flow measurement of the existing water source is about 1.0 l/s and the estimated source can supply 86,400 l/d which 
need storage volume at least 6,000 liters in case of emergency. 

Summaries village consultation 

The Rehabilitation of current water supply proposed by communities. during community consultation meeting 
community and villages authority with 16 participant 4 women and site visited found that No concern about impact.  
Only one concern is that the delay of in the construction time which leads to difficulties in transport of construction 
materials due to raining season.  (See Annex 04 attached of minute of meeting) 

7.1.6   Assessment of concerned villages 

Based on collected data on 04/07/2021 at Dakmi village.  The Village authority of Dakmi has ignored assessment of 
water supply in Dakmong due to no problem on water use in the area, but the village authority proposed the water supply 
mission to do the assessment of water supply in Dakmi in the first priority.  For the year 2021 (up to July), there are 24 
households and 165 people. The estimated need of domestic water supply at the present for 24 HHs and 165 people is 
9,900 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 15,246 l/d. In the village, there is a school without dormitories 
which need water for 82 students and 4 teachers in those school of about 860 l/d.24 families need for home garden of 
302 m2 is about 327 l/d. Therefore, in total need of water per day is 16,433 l/d. Existing water source is Chrieng stream 
which is running round year. Flow measurement of the existing water source is about 0.33 l/s and the estimated source 
can supply 28,888 l/d. Need storage volume at least 10,000 liters in case of emergency. 

Summaries village consultation 

The Rehabilitation of current water supply proposed by communities. No Created any impact and community willing 
to participate and contribute labour and local materiel (See Annex 04 attached of minute of meeting) 

7.1.7   Assessment of concerned villages Ban Mangha. 

Based on collected data on 05/07/2021 at Mangha village. For the year 2021 (up to July), there are 63 HHs, 75 Families, 
population 378 people, 191 women, Poor 7 HHs, Disadvantage 2 HHs.  The estimated need of domestic water supply at 
the present for 63 HHs and 378 people is 22,620 l/d and in the future within 15 years they will need 34,835 l/d. In the 
village, there is a school without dormitories which need water for 97 students and 3 teachers in those school of about 
1,000 l/d. 64 families need for home garden with total area of about 25,054 m2 requiring about 27,094 l/d. 15 families need 
for animal feeding of 145 chickens and ducks of about 15 l/d. Therefore, the total water requirement is 62,943 l/d.  The two 
existing water sources runs all year round. Flow measurement of the two existing water sources is about 0.68 l/s (0.31 l/s 
and 0.37 l/s) and the estimated source can supply 59,068 l/d, but it is less than the water demand of the village. So, it 
needs to reduce the total area of home garden to 21,000 m2 requiring about 22,710 l/d.  Therefore, the total water 
requirement is 58,559 l/d and need storage volume of at least 25,000 liters for adequate daily use. 

Summaries village consultation 



The Rehabilitation of current water supply proposed by communities. during community consultation meeting 
community and villages authority with 12 participant 2 women and site visited found that No concern about impact, 
and Mangha village (See Annex 04 attached of minutes of meeting) 

8. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM PROCESS.

This sub-project involves a total of about 17 villages and 1,774 HHs, 2.221 Families, 381 Poor HHs and 9.654 
people (2021). Community members are ultimately the participants and beneficiaries of the sub-project and play a key 
role in promoting the sustainable management of Corridor/PAs and the conservation of wildlife and other natural habitats 
so as to preserve the resources for the benefit of future generations. The villagers will all have the opportunity to play a 
role in the community development fund, livelihood support programmes, engage in patrolling activities and be included 
as Village Development Committee (VDC) members and/or other farmer action groups. 

The main steps outlined below serve as an orientation for the grievance procedure. For each step the details shall be described, 
agreed and explained to both resettlement responsible committees and the residents of the affected villages 
Table 12: BCC-AF Main Steps of Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) Serial No.  

Serial No. Procedural Steps 

1 

In each village existing mediation committees would be the first contact for complainants to address their 
concerns. It is recommended that in agreement with villages either this committee would be responsible for 
LARC issues or the village would establish a project related LARC committee. The village shall decide about its 
community internal approach. 

▼ 

2 Complainants would address their complaints to committee/s that would have to react within a defined time (5 
days to be defined by village) after submission of the complaint. 

▼ 

3 In case provided responses are not satisfying to affected people the grievance applications would be forwarded 
to the district council for resolution within a defined time (5 days) from the date of filing the complaint with this 
court. 

▼ 

4 Procedural Steps In case complainants are still not satisfied next steps could involve provincial authorities that 
would have to issue a final decision within a defined time (10 days). 

▼ 

5 If subproject complainants are still not satisfied with the response given or decisions made, the complaint can 
be elevated at national level either to the national court, if legal decision at provincial level will require this, or to 
the NPMO which is to be established by the DOP through which the MAF will be responsible for the overall 
project management for final clarification in this matter within 15 days. 

At the village Village Development Committees (VDCs) have been formed by GoL, but there is need to 
strengthen their capacity as they are the key representative of the villages in the process of preparing the Village 
Development Management Plan (VDP), Collective Action Plan (CAP) Indigenous People Development Plan. 
Furthermore, they also participate in grievance committee meetings and are involved with monitoring and evaluation. 
The VDCs are the main local institutions that support the sub-project at the village level and are responsible for 
organizing village teams to work with the sub-project team. Each VDC is headed by a village head and also includes a 
deputy chairperson, secretary and treasurer. Village representatives of LWU and LFNC will also participate in the VDC. 
The VDC is the sub-project’s entry point at the village level and it is responsible for organizing village sub-committees 
to work with the sub-project in various areas. These include law enforcement, the livelihood fund, monitoring and 
evaluation and the village development fund. Additionally, two villagers who have been appointed by the VDC will be 
responsible for the village-level monitoring of the sub-project’s implementation and participate in village level meetings 
for participatory monitoring and evaluation. 

The procedure and steps of GRM through VDCs system, and project has been carrying out training for each project target 
village and has the GRM was set up in the village and local project office for the monitoring/tracking the APs complaints and provide 
resolution as required by SPS 2009.  

The Village Mediation Units (VMUs) were established in 1997 under a Decision of the Minister of Justice (No. 
304/MOJ). New guidelines for the VMUs were issued by Decision No. 08/MOJ, dated February 22, 2005. The VMU is 
an institution which plays a role in resolving disputes at the village level. They seek to mediate disputes through 
negotiation and consensus, in line with both the state’s legal framework and acceptable local traditions. The VMUs have 
jurisdiction to resolve civil and family disputes, and minor criminal cases. In the sub-project areas, disputes and 



complaints arising from the sub-project’s implementation will first of all be dealt with by the existing VMUs before 
proceeding onto the next step. The GRM organization and process for the sub-project will be established after 
consultation with the province and local authority.  

9. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
9.1 Conclusion 

Together these two aspects (moving beyond food sufficiency and few options for poor HHs) suggest that the project 
design was framed from the conditions of isolation that existed in first year, and the rapid development   in Phouvong 
district had overtaken the Programme by the time previous project was in progress. It is difficult to reach the poorest 
HHs, but production activities based on field crops and small livestock, similar to the 17 communities, could have been 
offered to the poorer HHs in first year. In the future the special needs of the very poor should be tailed and simplified so 
that the poor can participate. 

The finding from assessment found that proposed activities comprised, Irrigation systems (intakes, irrigation channels 
and pipeline expansion work) for paddy field, household individual toilets, community water supply are   community 
requirement and largely positive impact. As per the screening IR&IP report has been completed, an SMP has been 
provided in this report, to be used and reported in the social monitoring report. The proposed activities and facilities have 
been assessed as minor impact of private and communal land. However, communities and village authority agreed to donated 
land for proposed activities without compensation.     

9.2 Recommendations 

During site visits (30 June-10 July 2021), and conducted community consultation meeting and IR&IP screening there 
were minor significant related social issues observed with the Project intervention activities, However, some potential 
adverse impacts could be expected with the infrastructure sub-projects if there are no effective participation during their 
design, no regular inspections during construction and the need for on-going maintenance of those facilities during 
operation phase. 

Proposed activities: including livelihood development and facility improvement need to be implemented as per the final 
plans and specifications for each activity, and in compliance in line with the required social safeguards from the design 
stage up to the pre-construction, ongoing and operation phase, public consultation and information disclosure should 
be implemented at all stages, and make sure that ethic and women involve and clearly understand.   

The construction of small irrigation systems, irrigated channels, water supplies and associated pipelines for the 
agriculture and community water supplies, and construction of the toilets will have minor (temporary) social impacts for 
which mitigation measures are required as mentioned in the SMP section (4.6). The construction company (contractor) 
will be required to prepare and submit their construction regulation, methods and plan to the Project for approval before 
commencing any construction.  



Appendix 
Annex01: Assessment workplan 

1. Background.
The Biodiversity Conservation in Corridors (BCC) project, funded by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), aims primality to establish 
sustainable management regimes for restoring an Ecology connectivity and integrity between Xesap National Protected Area (NPA) 
in Sekong Province with Dong Ampharm Attapue Province and Xepian and DongHuaSao Champasack province. The project will 
address fragmentation of the biodiversity rich Forrest landscape of southern part of the Lao PDR, impairing its ability to provide 
critical ecology services necessary for sustaining local livelihoods and other economic development (Including Hydropower, Water 
Food Security, enhancing, Sectors through promote use of sustainable natural resources.) The primary aims of the project is to 
protect and restores to system of connected habitats that support native wildlife and ecology upon which thy rely.    

The proposed project is classified as category B for involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples. The resettlement framework 
and IPPF of the original project were prepared in 2015 follow by the updated resettlement framework and IPPF for BCC-AF in 2016 
as a guide to screen and assess the level impacts of the proposed subprojects. Under ADB SPS 2009, the project’s activities that 
involved land acquisitions and have effects on both public and private asset will be identified through a feasibility study and DED to 
confirm the project category. 32. Based on the last review mission in October 2020, ADB found that there were some gaps on social 
safeguards documentation of both BCC-GMS and BCC-AF. Under the livelihood programs of the original project, a number of 
community small infrastructure were developed to support the livelihood activities in 66 villages and 17 villages for the additional 
financing. The feasibility study of the original project combined with involuntary resettlement impacts screening were prepared and 
submitted to ADB for no objection and contracts of the livelihood small infrastructure subprojects were approved in 2016. The project 
team claimed that the community small-scale infrastructure subprojects will positively impact the incomes and livelihoods of local 
people and the scale of impacts is minor. The project team informed ADB that the feasibility study of the small infrastructure 
subprojects confirmed that there were no involuntary resettlement impacts because the affected households volunteered to 
participate in the community small infrastructure development using their own land as well as communally owned lands in subproject 
areas. Thus, the involuntary resettlement was changed from categorized B to C without the prepared due diligence report for ADB 
clearance. To bring back the project into compliance with ADB SPS, social safeguards clinics and technical meetings were organized 
in the end of December 2020. ADB and EA have agreed on corrective action plan (CAP) as summarized in the action plan (Table 
4) of AM.

This workplan prepare by National safeguard specialist. For the guidance Assessment of Social safeguard implementation 
Assessment under the GMS (BCC) project in Lao PDR, Funded by ADB.

2. Objective of assessment
To assess and verify resettlement and Indigenous People (IP) issues for the two different phases of the project For Grant 0242 
(Closed) and Grant 0488 (ongoing) project.  

3. Key output

• Submission of a detailed work plan and sampling strategy for G 0488 in-line with G 0242 sampling.

• Due Diligence report for G0242, and for G 0488 which includes a detailed analysis of activities to date, including
key deliverables described above and corrective actions required.

• An assessment of activities planned or implemented under G 0488 with CAP if needed.

4. Assessment Team
The assessment will be conducted by the National Social Safeguard with supported by assigned project staff at central and local 
level. 
4.1 BCC representative.  

1. Mr. Sythad Phimmachanh, National Project Coordinator, Deputy Protected Area Management Division

2. Mr. Vene vongphet, National Project Manager

3. Mr. Santi Duangchan. Safeguard Specialist, Base in Champasak Province

4.2 Province and District coordinator (Campasak, Sekong, Attapue) 
1. Mr. Khamphai Luanglath, Head of Forestry Inspection Section, Provincial Agriculture and Forestry/ Provincial Project

Coordinator Champasak Province. Pathomphon District

2. Mr. Thongsavanh Thommavong, Head of Protection Forest Section, Provincial Project Coordinator Sekong province,

3. Mr. Mr. Bounlop Vongsida, Provincial Project Coordinator, Attapue province.

4.3 Consultant team 
1. Mr Yhoksamay Lathsavong, National Social Safeguard Specialist:

5. Methodology
The assessment will apply both qualitative and quantitative method and participatory approach as below:   



5.1 Documentation review 
The National Safeguard Specialist will review project documents, project Report, work plan, IP, IR, IPPF, Previous safeguard 
Monitoring reports, project document and maps, and design proposed activities. These will inform both the selection of sites for 
intensive assessment, and formulation of key data collection questions. 
5.2 Sampling   

The National Safeguard Specialist will work with the BCC Project team to identify suitable villages according to the sampling 
designed. And will be selected 17 additional villages of G0488 sampling according to group of activities category and of 29 villages 
of 66 villages G0442 and where intensive assessment would be conducted. Detailed samplings are below:  
List of Sampling villages of G0488 (Trip1) 

Province District Village Name Activities Ethnic No of 
HHs 

Population 

Total PP Women 

Sekong 
province 10 
villages total 

Dukchung 10 
Villages and 
will visit 10 

1. Dakmouan Dispensary (toilet for healthcare center), Treing 
75 87 384 Irrigation (Support on water pipeline) 

2. Mangha Water supply Yea 61 71 382 

3. Dakyrang Irrigation (Support on water pipeline) Yea 22 26 130 

4. Dakpramai Water supply Yea 39 49 221 

5. Dakpaneu Water supply Yea 35 53 231 

6. Brongnai Water supply Yea 43 71 355 

7. Brongnoi Water supply Yea 
55 72 309 

8. Dakley Water supply, Irrigation Yea 50 58 306 

9. Dakmi Water supply Yea 56 74 377 

Improved bridge (Wooden bridge repairing) Yea 

10. Dakbou N/A Yea 63 53 394 

 Attapue 
province 7 
Villages total 

Phouvong 
district 
7Villages/ 
7Villages 
sampling 

11. Vangnang Water supply (Community water supply), 
Sanitation (Toilet for individual HHs) 

Brao 256 1284 623 

12. Vongsomeph
ou

Water supply (Community water supply), 
Sanitation (Toilet for individual HHs) 

Brao 299 1276 868 

13. Phouhome Water supply (Community water supply) Brao 177 1044 567 

14. Phouxay Sanitation (Toilet for individual HHs), Brao 60 308 

15. Namkong Rice field Development (Developed for land 
owner), Sanitation (Toilet for individual HHs) 

Brao 156 826 508 

16. Viengxay Rice field Development (Developed for land 
owner), Sanitation (Toilet for individual HHs) 

Brao 265 1339 725 

17. Vonglakhone Sanitation (Toilet for individual HHs) Brao 90 544 228 

          2 2 17 4 Main Activities 

5.3 Assessment Tools 

 The assessment will be conducted by interviewing project partners, conducting village consultation and developing minutes of 
meetings, screening check list forms of IP and IR, and Focus Group Discussion (FGDs) selecting HH interviews for case study by 
following best success and lesson learn, cross check and Photo. Preliminary list of specific tools is below. 

Assessment Questions Methods/tools 

General community Rapid 
assessment Livelihood system   

Using some PRA Tools (FGDs with general group) 
- ‘Brain storming livelihood diagram’ to assess broad changes in village
- ‘Brain storming livelihood diagram’’ with women and ethnic FG
- Village resource mapping’ (using existing maps if available otherwise draw by

group participation)

Project design and implementation 
(Screening form) 
(Annex1 and 2)  

- Project activities/Result
- External assistant /Project
- Review of villager’s responses.

Gender and ethnic diversity - FDG with general group
- Social Mapping (Village resource map) FGD with women



5.4 Schedule and timeframe 

This assignment will take a maximum of 60 working days starting from 23 June 2021. The final report should be submitted before 
31 December 2021 and will priority for G0488 first and G0242 later. Any changes in the schedule will have to be approved by the 
Executive Agency. The detailed schedule is below. 

Tentative Schedule for Villages Consultation: 

key performance indicators 

Expected outputs: Required completion date: 

• Workplan, Methodology, and Itinerary

• First trip field mission on project site additional fund G0488

• Briefing on preliminary findings of the Assessment following the field mission
(Back to the office report) for NPMO

• First draft of the DDR report for G0488

• Second draft report and Final

• Second trip field mission on project site G0242

• Briefing on preliminary findings of the Assessment following the field mission
(Back to the office report) for NPMO

• First draft of the DDR report for G0242
• Second draft report and Final

25 June 2021 

30 June 2021- 10 July 2021 

9-10 July 2021

10-20 July

21-30 July

1 -9 August 2021

11-13 August 2021

27 August 2021

20 Sept-31 December 2021

Trip1:  Visit schedule for target villages of G0488 

Date Activities Team 

28 June 2021 Travel from VTE to Sekong-Dakchung Safeguard team, BCC 

29 June 2021 Dakmouan 
Mangha 
Dakyrang 
Dakpramai 
Dakpaneu 
Brongnai 
Brongnoi 
Dakley 
Dakmi 
Dakbou 
Vangnang 

Vongsomephou 
Phouhome 
Phouxay 
Namkong 
Viengxay 
Vonglakhone 

Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

30 June 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

01 July 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

02 July 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

03 July 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

04 July 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

05 July2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

06 July 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

07 July 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

08 July 2021 Travel from Attapue to VTE Safeguard team, BCC 

Trip2:  visit schedule for target villages G0242 

Date Activities Team 

O1 August 2021 Team travel to Campasack-Pathomphone Safeguard team, BCC 

O2 August 2021 1. Kro
2. Tavang
3. Songkhone
4. Aching/Akeo
5. Chateu
6. Dakdiang Dekru
7. Tangtalang
8.Daksiang/Daksa
9. Daktaocyai
10.Dakmee
11. Lamong
12. Namsouan
13. Phoukeua
14. Phouyang

15.Hadxaisoung
16. Nongkae
17. HadUodomxay
18. Nongmouang
19. Kachae
20. Ta Ngao
21. Bengvilay

23. Thongpha
24. Thopsok
25. Lao Gna
26. HuoayKo
27. Somsouk
28. Thongxay
29. Saming

Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

O3 August 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

O4 August 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

O5 August 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

O6 August 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

O7 August 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

O8 August 2021 Safeguard team, BCC, Pro,Dis 

O9 August 2021 Travel From Sekong to  VTE Capital Safeguard team, BCC 

Village consultation agenda: 

Activities Methods/tools Responsibility 

Preparation Inform to the village authority and confirmation from village 
headman  

District coordinator 



Village consultation meeting 

Registration Registration form (Name, Surname, organization, responsibility, 
Ethnic, Male, Female, Phone Number, signature, Finger stamp) 

District coordinator 

Introduction • Team introduces

• Objective of visit village

• Duration

District coordinator 

Assessment Questions 

General community Rapid 
assessment Livelihood system   

Using some PRA Tools (FGDs with general group) 
- ‘Brain storming livelihood diagram’ to assess broad

changes in village
- ‘Brain storming livelihood diagram’’ with women and

ethnic FG
- Village resource mapping’ (using existing maps if

available otherwise draw by group participation)

Yhoksamay 

Project design and implementation 
(Screening form)  

- Project activities/Result
- External assistant /Project
- Review of villager’s responses.

Yhoksamay 

Gender and ethnic diversity - FDG with general group
- Social Mapping (Village resource map) FGD with women Yhoksamay 

Cross checking/Photo Site visit Team 
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Annex02: Summaries of village visited Dakchueng district 

Dakchung district, Sekong Province 
30/June/2021 Travel from VTE to Sekong Province.  
01/July/2021 Travel from Sekong Province to Dakchung district, SOFRECO, NPMO Team meeting and Planning for village visit  
02July 2021 Ban Dakpaneu, Consultation meeting with villages authority. (Morning) 

1. General Intimation.

There are 44 HHs 60 Families, population 249 people, 124 women, Poor 15 HHs, Disadvantage 5 HHs, 3 women head of
HH, Cluster Dakpa, Ethnic Yea. Religion spiritual with one village culture hall

2. Occupation

1. Rice plantation 100% HH in village do sifting cultivation and rotation every 10 year and only 13 HHs have paddy file

totally 10ha. Only 30% of HHs in village have enough rice for 12 months

2. 95% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo 10 heads, Poultry).

3. Crop plantation mainly for selling and household consumption.

4. Mining explored form (From Dakbong stream) from 2017-2018

5. And some HH collected Non-Timber Forest Production and Fisheries

3. Village Economic (Income sources)

The main income source of the village ranking is:
1. Selling Non-Timber Forest Production (Orchid, Anoectochilus (Doklai)) estimated 50-100 Million VND. 1 million VND per

1kg, average 2 million LAK/1 year/per people during June-July.

2. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)

3. Selling gold

4. Natural Resource Used

Land Use Allocation were carrying out in 2011 By DAFO. No land use planning. There are three water sources called
Dakbong, Dakbor, Dongkeng.

5. Threat/ Existing problem

6. Animal epidemic in 2021 there are 127 of large animal die cause of animal epidemic

1. Lack of water for rice plantation (Dry season)

2. Low yield (Rice)

3. Transportation and communication

4. No permanence electricity only pico-hydro

6. External Assistants

No Name organization/Year Activities Current status 

1 Poverty Reduction Fund-WB (PRF) 2014 - Water Supply Some water tap broken 
and need to be 
maintenance  

2 SUFORD-SU-2015-2019 - Village Development Fund (VDF)
4000$ and three plantations

Not yet rotate 
Not yet harvest 

3 Asia Development Bank (ADB2)-2018 - Budling school Class1-5, with total
budget 188.870.000 LAK

Using 

4 International Fund for Agricultural 
Development (IFAD) -2020 

- Cassava Plantation

5 BCC-FIP-2017 1. Paddy field extension 15Ha, 43 HHs
2. Village Development Fund (VDF)

Not using cause of soil 
erosions  
Not yet disbursement to 
the group members   

7. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP

No Activities Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date  

1 Cattle raising group 5 HHs Ongoing prepared housing, and 
procurement process  

2 Improving Water Supply 4 Taps form previous 6 taps, 
44 HHs 60 Families, 
population 249 people, 124 

• Complete participatory survey

• Complete community consultation

• In the process of Designing
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women, Poor 15 HHs, 
Disadvantage 5 HHs, 3 women 
head of HH   

• Completed social safeguard screening
IP and IP

• Prepared for bidding process

8. BCC Activities/ Ranking

No Activities Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark 

1 Paddy field extension 15Ha, 43 HHs   1 

2 Village Development Fund (VDF) 5.000 USD 2 Not yet disbursement 

9. Consultation and screening

No Proposed Activity Result Village concern Recommendation 

1 Rehabilitation water supply. Water 
source form Hoay Some-O, 
Construct New water intake   and 4 
New taps, 15 HHs direct benefited   

1. Completed IR and IP
screening form,

2. Consultation minute
3. Site visit

Raining Season 
coming construction 
Activity will be delay 

02July 2021 Ban Brong Noy, Consultation meeting with villages authority. 13 Participant (Evening) 
10. General Intimation.

There are 59 HHs 69 Families, population 322 people, 141 women, Poor 14 HHs, Disadvantage 5 HHs including women
head of HH, divided 2 Clusters Brongnoy and Dakmang, Ethnic Yea. Religion spiritual with village culture hall.

11. Occupation

7. Rice plantation and 100% of HHs in village have paddy field, and 5% of HHs planting upland rice.

8. In 2018-2020 98% of HHs planted case crop (Ginseng (Som Dukchumng)), estimated area 10 Ha

9. 100% of household have their own livestock (Cattle 170, Buffalo 135 heads, Poultry).

10. Crop plantation mainly for selling and household consumption. (Cassava, Corn)

12. Village Economic (Income sources)

The main income source of the village ranking is:
4. Selling case crop (Ginseng (Som Dukchung)) some of HHs got income 60-70 M VND per year in 2020-2021 estimated

700 M VND.

5. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)

6. 40% of HHs in the village got income from selling Non-Timber Forest Production (Orchid, Anoectochilus (Doklai),

ganoderma lucidum (Hedlinjue), and some wildlife) estimated 5 M VND/HH/year.

13. Natural Resource Used

Village authority reported No land use planning and customary land use, there are two main water sources that important for
daily used called Dakcam and Dakchang.

14. Threat/ Existing problem

1. Difficult Transportation and communication/Access, 130 Km distant from district (Health services)

2. Animal epidemic in 2020-2021 there were 150 of large animal death cause of animal epidemic

3. No permanence electricity only pico-hydro

4. Rice insufficient cause of low yield, only 28HHs have rice 12moths

15. External Assistants

No Name 
organization/Year 

Activities Current status 

1 Poverty Reduction Fund-
WB (PRF) 2016 

- Water Supply with 8 taps Two Taps is broken, Reservoir is 
broken cause of landslide.     

- Irrigation scheme in 2020 Ongoing 

- Paddy field extension in 2014 Still using well 

2 SUFORD-SU-2015-2019 - Village Development Fund (VDF)
4000$

- Fruit tree plantations
- Pig raising 5 HHs, Three pig per

HH

Not yet rotate 

Not yet harvest 
All pig death 

3 Asia Development Bank 
(ADB2)-2018 

- Budling school Class1-5, with total
budget 188.870.000 LAK

Using well 

4 International Fund for 
Agricultural 
Development (IFAD) -
2020 

- Case crop Plantation (Ginseng
(Som Dukchumng)) 9 HHs, 10 Kg
per HHs

Not yet harvest and high potential to 
make income  
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5 BCC-FIP-2017 3. Paddy field extension in 2019.
15Ha, 59 HHs

4. Not using cause of Landslide

5. Village Development Fund (VDF)
Set-up in 2021, 5000$

6. Committee has been established and
trained but not yet disbursement to
the group members, concern about
interest to high 12% per year.

7. Patrolling team 10 per
village/Received 50.000 Kip per
day

8. Usually, 2-3 days per month

9. Vocational Training in Sep2020, 4
People has been trained in Attpue
province on the topic Motorbike
fixing, Three months courses

10. Not continue yet
11. Lack of budget to buy fixing

material

16. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP

No Activities Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date  

1 Cattle raising group 5 HHs - Ongoing prepared housing
- Group establish and regulation
- Prepared procurement process

2 Rehabilitation Water 
Supply 

2 Taps form previous 8 taps (Cluster 
BrongNoy) New construction for 
Kum Daknan. Total beneficiaries   
59 HHs 69 Families, population 322 
people, 141 women, Poor 14 HHs, 
Disadvantage 5 HHs including 
women head of HH 

12. Completed survey
13. Community consultation for

construction plan
14. Community willing to participant in

construction, local material, labor
15. Complete Designing
16. Preparations bidding process

17. BCC Activities/ Ranging

No Activities Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark 

1 Paddy field extension in 2019.  
15Ha, 59 HHs    

15Ha, 59 HHs   1 Only 4 HHs continue, lack of water  

2 Village Development Fund (VDF) 
Set-up in 2021, 5000$  

Not yet  3 Not yet disbursement 

3 Patrolling team 10 members per 
village/Received 50.000 Kip per 
day  

Whole village 2 

4 Vocational Training in Sep2020, 
has been trained in Attpue 
province on the topic Motorbike 
fixing, Three months courses 

4 People  4 17. Not continue yet
18. Lack of budget to buy fixing

material

18. Consultation and screening

No Proposed Activity Result Village concern Recommendation 

1 Rehabilitation water 
supply for Kum 
BrongNoy 

4. Completed IR and IP screening form,
5. Consultation minute
6. Site visit

Transport 
material during 
wet season 

2 New water supply 
construction 
Brongnoy (Kum 
Dakmang) 

7. Completed IR and IP screening form,
8. Consultation minute
9. Site visit

03July 2021 Ban BrongGnai, Consultation meeting with villages authority 23 Participant, 6 women 
19. General Intimation.

There are 53 HHs 82 Families, population 397 people, 199 women, Poor 5 HHs, Disadvantage 5 HHs, 1 women head of HH,
3 khum comprised Khambao, Daknan and Dakleang, Ethnic Yea. Religion spiritual with one village culture hall

20. Occupation

11. Rice plantation, and 100% HH have paddy field.

12. Livestock raising 95% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig)
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13. Gold Mining explored 

14. Collected Non-Timber Forest Production 

21. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
7. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

8. Selling Non-Timber Forest Production (Orchid, Anoectochilus)  

9. Selling gold.  

22. Natural Resource Used  

Land Use Allocation were carrying out in 2011 By DAFO. No land use planning.   
23. Threat/ Existing problem 

1. Low yield (Rice) only 9 HHs have rice for 12 months, 5HHs for 10 months and 31 HHs have rice for 3-6 months   

2. Animal epidemic 137 buffalos, 18 cattle, 52Pig or about 60% of animal death in 2021. (e.g Mr. Khambuang have 9 

buffalo and die 7 heads estimated lost about 50Million, and sold 1 buffalo received 12 million LAK) same as Mr. 

Somebut. He lost 3 big buffalos and about 20 million LAK.  

3. Lack of water for rice plantation (Dry season) 

4. Difficulty Transportation and communication  

5. No permanence electricity only pico-hydro  

24. External Assistants 

No Name organization/Year  Activities  Current status  

    

1 Poverty Reduction Fund-
WB (PRF) 2017 

- Budling Nursery school 2 room with 
total budget 260.000.000 LAK 

Well using  

- Water supply in 2014 with total six taps 
with total budget 280.000.000LAK. with 
total 6 taps and 2020 Rehabilitation  

WUG Technical group has been 
set-up   

2 Asia Development Bank 
(ADB2)-2012 

- Budling school Class1-5, with total 
budget 240.000.000 LAK  

Using there is 93 student, and 3 
teachers   

 
 
 
 
 
 
3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2015-2016 

19. Patrolling team 10 people, get 
50.000LAK per day 

 

20. Cattle Raising group 10HHs, Project 
also support housing materiel (zincs for 
roofs, barbwire for `fencing) and fodder 
plantation 1 ha  

Not yet receive cattle    

21. Social welfare for disadvantage xx HHs   

22. Village Development Fund (VDF) Not yet disbursement to the 
group members   

23. Vocational training (1 Motorbike fixing 
and 1 Agriculture) 

Not continue after trained cause 
lack of fund support   

 
25. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 New water supply construction 
for cluster Dakleang 

53HHs, 82 Families, 397 
People, 199 female, 5 
Poor HH, 5 
Disadvantages and 1 
women head of HHs   

24. Completed survey and designed  
25. Completed conducted consultation  
26. Preparing procurement process  
27. Completed IR and IP screening 

process  
28. Consultation minute   

2 Rehabilitation Water Supply for 
Kum Daknan 

3 New water supply construction 
for cluster Vilan 

2 Cattle raising group  10 HHs  Ongoing prepared housing, and 
procurement process  

  
26. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Patrolling team  10 people, get 50.000LAK per 
day patrol 3 day a month   

1  
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2 Cattle Raising group 10HHs, 
Project also support housing 
materiel (Roofs, barbwire for 
fancing) and fodder plantation 1 ha  

Expect 5 HHs will get benefit, 
but not yet receive cattle   

5 During site visited 
SOFRECO transport 
housing material to 
village  

3 Social welfare for disadvantage 
HHs  

 3  

 Village Development Fund (VDF) Not yet disbursement to the 
group member   

2 Village authority 
concerned about 
interest of Village 
Development Fund 
(VDF) 12% a year very 
high if comparing to the 
bank and suggested 
appropriate 6% 

 Vocational training (1 Motorbike 
fixing and 1 Agriculture) 

2 Participants 4 Village authority 
recommend that project 
should support after 
training  

27. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed 
Activity  

Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 New water 
supply 
construction 
for cluster 
Dakleang 

- Completed IR and 
IP screening form, 

- Consultation minute 
- Site visit  

6 HHs concerned about construction 
site will permanents lost land (1 HHs 
fallow land will be impact reservoir 
construction, 4 HHs concern will be 
lost garden, paddy land for pipeline 
canal and 1 HHs will be lost 
construction land for sub-reservoir 
construction) and ask for 
compensation (See minute)  

Village head man will 
be negotiation with 
impact HHs for 
donation land for 
water construction, 
this activity will be 
bringing positive 
impact to community 
particularly for cluster 
Dakleang  

2 Rehabilitation 
Water Supply 
for Kum 
Daknan 

29. Completed IR and 
IP screening form, 

30. Consultation minute 
31. Site visit  

No concern form community 
construction site in communal land and 
community agreed to donated land for 
water construction 

 

3 New water 
supply 
construction 
for cluster 
Vilan 

Consultation minute No concern form community 
construction site in communal land and 
community agreed to donated land for 
water construction  

 

 
03July 2021 Ban Dakpra-Mai, Consultation meeting with villages authority. (Afternoon) 

28. General Intimation.  

There are 41 HHs 46 Families, population 236 people, 113 women, Poor 4 HHs, Disadvantage 2 HHs, 1 women head of HH, 
3 Khum, Ethnic Yea. Religion spiritual.  

29. Occupation 

15. Rice plantation, and 100% HH have paddy field (37 Ha). No upland rice, 31HHs in village (76% fo HH) have enough rice 

for whole year and 24% or 10HHs have enough rice for 3-6 months   

16. In 2019 100% of HHs in village plantation (Ginseng (Som Dukchumng)) about 0.5-1ha/HH 

17. Livestock raising 95% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig)  

18. Gold Mining explored about 20HHs  

19. Collected Non-Timber Forest Production (Anoectochilus(Doklai) 
30. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
10. Selling Non-Timber Forest Production (Orchid, Anoectochilus(Doklai)) about 10% of HHs in village (4HHs) get income 

more than 50 million VND. And about 50% of HHs(21HHs) got 5-10 million VND and 40% of HHs (16) got 3-5 million 

VND.  

11. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

12. Selling gold mining explored  
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13. Selling wildlife  

31. Natural Resource Used  

Land Use Allocation were carrying out in 2011 By DAFO. No land use planning. Main source of water in the village in 
Houaybro. (Now quality of water is very low cause of gold mining explored of VN company)  

32. Threat/ Existing problem 

1. Access Transportation raining season and communication  

2. No permanence electricity only pico-hydro  

3. Limit land for house build and high risky of landslide  

4. No sanitation only 20 HH have latrine  

5. Animal epidemic in 2020-2021 lost 60% of animal  

33. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Year  

Activities  Current status  

    

1 Asia Development Bank 
(ADB2)-2006 

- Budling school Class1-5, with  Using  

2 Poverty Reduction Fund-
WB (PRF) 2008 

- Supported Water supply construction 
with total 10 taps  

Only 5 taps are still using 5 taps is 
broken cause of landslide in 2020 

3 BCC-FIP-2017 32. Village Development Fund (VDF) Not yet disbursement to the group 
members   

33. Patrolling team 10 people, get 
50.000LAK per day 

 

34. Vocational training (1 Motorbike fixing 
and 1 Agriculture) 

Not continue after trained cause 
lack of fund support   

35. Cattle Raising group 10HHs, 10 
cattle, Project also support housing 
materiel (zincs for Roofs, barbwire for 
fencing) and fodder plantation 1 ha  

Not yet receive cattle 
All forage die     

 
34. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Rehabilitation Water 
Supply (Reservoir 
maintenance) 

41HHs, 46 Families, 236 People, 113 
female, 4 Poor HH, 2 Disadvantages 
and 1 women head of HHs   

36. Completed conducted survey  
37. Conducted community consultation  
38. Ongoing in Designing  
39. Completed social safeguard 

screening 
40. Preparing procurement process   

2 Cattle raising group  Cattle Raising group 10HHs, 10 cattle, 
Project also support housing materiel 
(zincs for Roofs, barbwire for fencing) 
and fodder plantation 1 ha  

Group has been established  
Prepare for housing  
Not yet receive cattle 
All forage die     

  
35. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Patrolling team  10 people, get 50.000LAK per 
day patrol 3 day a month   

1 2 months not patrol cause of 
production seasonal  

2 Cattle Raising group  Expect 10 cattle will provided for 
10HHs, Project also support 
housing materiel (Roofs, barbwire 
for fencing) and fodder plantation 
1 ha  

4 During site visited SOFRECO 
transport housing material to 
village not yet receive cattle   

2 Village Development 
Fund (VDF) 

Not yet disbursement to the group 
member   

3 Village authority concerned 
about interest of Village 
Development Fund (VDF)12% a 
year very high if comparing to 
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the bank and suggested 
appropriate 6% 

3 Vocational training  (1 Motorbike fixing and 1 
Agriculture) 

5 Not continue after trained cause 
lack of fund support   

4 Social welfare for 
disadvantage HHs  

 2  

36. Consultation and screening 

No Proposed 
Activity  

Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Rehabilitation 
Water Supply 
for Kum 
DakPra-Mai 

41. Completed IR and IP 
screening form, 

42. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- Beneficiary 41 HHs 46 

Families, population 236 
people, 113 women, Poor 
4 HHs, Disadvantage 2 
HHs, 1 women head of 
HH, 3 Khum, Ethnic Yea 

The Rehabilitation of 
current water 
proposed by 
community and during 
community 
consultation and site 
visited found that No 
concern about impact 

- Regarding to seasonal 
calendar community 
suggest that building 
water supply sould be 
start in June to July, 
2021 

 
04July 2021 Ban DakLey, Consultation meeting with villages authority. (Morning) 

37. General Intimation.  

There are 48 HHs 53 Families, population 287 people, 113 women, Poor 25 HHs, Disadvantage 6 HHs, 2 women head of 
HH, 3 Khum (Dakley, Daktaling and Daktalang), Ethnic Yea. Religion spiritual No culture hall   

38. Occupation 

20. Planting rice and 100% HHs have paddy field (40 Ha). 15HHs (37%) doing upland rice (5ha) last year only 5 HHs have 

enough rice for whole year and 10% or 25HHs have enough rice for 6-10 months   

21. Plantation Ginseng (Som Dukchumng) about 2 ha 

22. Coffee plantation  

23. Livestock raising 90% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig)  

39. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
14. Selling Red coffee (eg Mr. Keo have 2 Ha in 2020 he sold 1 Ton of red coffee make in come 4.200.00LAK) 

15. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

40. Natural Resource Used  

No Land Use Planning only land Allocation in 2011 By DAFO. Land 450Ha were concession for 30 years by Khuotmyxay 
Industrial tree plantation. Community report that no land use planning. In 2016-17 BCC support designated rehabilitation 
forest, village protected area, Production Forest and planted Forrest.   

41. Threat/ Existing problem 

1. Animal epidemic 90% of Pig die (Mr. Sone kham have 14 Pigs in 2021 all pig die) 

2. Lack of water (women and children collect water from stream) 

3. Low-income cause of coffee price very low 2100LAK/Kg   

42. External Assistants 

No Name organization/Year  Activities  Current status  

1 Poverty Reduction Fund-
WB (PRF) 2018 

- Supported Water supply construction 
with total 8 taps  

Not using cause of reservoir are 
broken  

  - Budling school Class1-4 secondary 
school and nursery  

Using  

2 Education Development 
Project (EDP) in 2009 

- Building primary school three classes   

3 Lao-German 2015 - Road construction 18Km   

4 UN-Habitat 2020 - Water supply maintenance  Broken   

5 GRET  - Pig raising 1 HH and project provided 
2 Pigs  

All pig die  

6 SUFORD-SU  - Construction canal for watering 4 ha 
of paddy field  

Need maintenance  
 

- Village Development Fund (VDF) 
4000$ 

Not yet rotate  
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BCC-FIP-2017 

43. In 2019 BCC support paddy field 
extension 11ha, divided for 25HHs   

5HHs continue cultivation and 20 
HHs not continue cause not 
enough water.   

44. Kitchen Carden 4HHS    

45. Welfare for 6 HHs disadvantage 
(Rice, Cloth, Kitchen utensil    

 

46. Patrolling team 10 people, get 
50.000LAK per day 

Continue 2-3 times a month  

47. Provide fruit tree seedling 5 seedling 
per HH comprised (Orange, Avocado, 
Lemon, Bamboo) 2020 53HHs  

50% of seedling die cause no 
watering and quality of seedling  

48. Forage Planation in 2020 1ha/20HHs 
(Sweet’s grass, Guatemala)  

No using yet waiting for project 
cattle  

49. Provided fingerling for 4HHs and 1 
HHs Dakley Model. Project provided 
fish pond material and fingerling 
(Tilapia, Com-cap)  

3HHs continue  

50. Village Development Fund (VDF)in 
2021. 46.000.000 Million Keep, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Completed Establish, Village 
Development Fund Committee 
with 8 committee 2 women, on 18 
June 2021 fund has been 
disbursement 9HHs members, 5 M 
per HH for cassava, Ginseng (Som 
Dukchumng). List below  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Oud  Village chief 5 M 

Xiengla Youth  5 M 

Khamsy Dep Village chief 5 M 

Ghommana LWU  5 M 

Sankham Guard  5 M 

Koun Guard  5 M  

Chonkeo Teacher  5 M  

Add Villager 5 M 

Xiendakeo Patrol/Youth  5 M  

   

  51. Rehabilitation Forrest (Dakley Model) 
Agriculture Integrated with forest 
Rehabilitation  

-Regulation has been set-up  
-Villager has compliance village 
regulation  

 
43. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Rehabilitation Water Supply 
(Reservoir maintenance) PRF 
support 2018 

48HHs, 53 Families, 287 
People, 157 female, 25 
Poor HH, 6 
Disadvantages and 2 
women head of HHs 
(Workload of Women and 
Children) 

- Completed survey  
- Completed selection point for reservoir 

and taps 
- Designing and bidding process  
- Community willing to provide local 

materiel and establish WUG and 
regulation, reservoir.  

2 Cattle raising group  Cattle Raising group 
5HHs, 6 cattle,  

- Not yet receive cattle 
- Project also support housing materiel 

(roof, Barbwire for fencing) and fodder 
plantation 1 ha 

3 Improving water supply for paddy 
field (SUFORD-SU Support 
before)  

14 HHs in the plane, 
Irrigate water for 3 Ha  

- Completed consultation with community  
- Completed survey and designed  
- Completed safeguard screening form.  
- Completed consultation with community 

on the designed irrigation system  
- Completed Bidding process  

  
44. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary Ranking Remark  
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(HHs) 

1 In 2019 BCC support paddy field 
extension  

11ha, divided for 25HHs   1  

2 Kitchen Carden  4HHS   6  

 Welfare for disadvantage (Rice, 
Cloth, Kitchen utensil    

6 HHs   

 Patrolling team  10 people, get 50.000LAK per 
day 

3  

3 Provide fruit tree seedling 5 
seedling per HH comprised 
(Orange, Avocado, Lemon, 
Bamboo)  

2020 53HHs 5  

4 Forage Planation in 2020 
(Sweet’s grass, Guatemala)  

1ha/20HHs   

5 Provided fingerling material and 
fingerling (Tilapia, Com-cap)  

4HHs and 1 HHs Dakley 
Model. 

4  

6 Village Development Fund (VDF) 
in 2021. 46.400.000 Million Keep,  

9 HHs  7 First disbursement of 
Village Development 
Fund (VDF)on 

7 Rehabilitation Water Supply 
(Reservoir maintenance) 

48HHs, 53 Families, 287 
People, 157 female, 25 Poor 
HH, 6 Disadvantages and 2 
women head of HHs   

 Planed  

8 Cattle raising group  Cattle Raising group 5HHs, 6 
cattle, 

8 Cattle raising group 
before 20 HHs in the 
plan finally only 5HHs, 
village have plan to 
bring back cattle for 
the 20HHs raising 
together after end on 
project, VDF 
12% of interest are 
higher if compared to 
Bank (Nayoby Banks 
7% per Year) 

9 Improving water supply for paddy 
field  

14 HHs in the plane, Irrigate 
water for 3 Ha  

1 Planed  

10 Rehabilitation Forrest (Dakley)  2 Conservation activity  

45. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed Activity  Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Rehabilitation Water 
Supply for Kum 
Dakley (Kum Dakley) 

52. Completed IR and IP 
screening form. 

53. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- Beneficiary 48 HHs 

53 Families, 
population 287 
people, 113 women, 
Poor 25 HHs, 
Disadvantage 6 
HHs, 2 women head 
of HH 

The Rehabilitation of current 
water supply proposed by 
communities. during community 
consultation meeting community 
and villages authority with 16 
participant 4 women and site 
visited found that No concern 
about impact only concern 
about timeline will be delay and 
transportation  

 

2  54.    

 
 
04July 2021 Ban Mi, Consultation meeting with villages authority. (Afternoon) 12 Participants 2 Women  

46. General Intimation.  
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There are 56 HHs 75 Families, population 389 people, 183 women, Poor 12 HHs, Disadvantage 2 HHs, 2 women head of 
HH, 2 Khum (Dakmi, and Dak-Mong), Kumban Tatue, Ethnic Yea. Religion spiritual No culture hall (New volunteer 
resettlement in 2010) 

47. Occupation 

24. Planting rice and 100% HHs doing sifting cultivation (8-10 Year rotate) 

25. Case crop (Coffee plantation, Cassava, Corn) 

26. Plantation Ginseng (Som Dukchumng) new occupation in 2019 

27. Livestock raising 90% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig)  

48. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
16. Selling Red coffee  

17. Of farming activity (Building hose, labor worker) 

18. Selling NTFP (during June-August) especially Anoectochilus (Doklai) 350.000 LAK/1 Kg 

19. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

49. Natural Resource Used  

No Land Use Planning only land Allocation in 2011 By DAFO. In 2016-17 BCC support designated rehabilitation forest, 
village protected area, Production Forest and planted Forrest. In 2018-2019.    

50. Threat/ Existing problem 

4. Animal epidemic 80% of Pig in 2021 

5. Low-income cause of coffee price very low 2100LAK/Kg community report that 50% of coffee plantation HHs not 

weeding control coffee garden cause of low price    

6. Lack of water (women and children workload)  

51. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Year  

Activities  Current status  

1 In 2010 Government  - Relocated village and government 
support housing material 29HHs and 
30 zincs per HHs  

11 years ago, and no plan for 
resettlement  

2 IFAD - Support coffee mill  Broken  

  - Support crop plantation (Ginseng), 
Cardamom, lemon 5 HHs  

Ginseng has been sold and make 
some income  

3 Lao-Red Cross 2018 - Water supply 5 taps  Using and village have plan to 
rehabilitation   

4 Lao-German 2015- 
GRED  

- Livestock raising (provided goat) No 6 
heads   

On going  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

55. Forage Planation in 2020 1ha/20HHs 
(Sweet’s grass, Guatemala)  

No using yet waiting for project 
cattle  

56. Patrolling team 10 people, get 
50.000LAK per day 

Concern that after project end 
village will not continue cause no 
fund  

- Improving road access by building 
small bridge crossing Houay Tuak and 
Hoauy Jalieng (7/2020) BCC support 
600.000LAK  

Still using, Bu high risky during 
raining season, access village to 
village in improving, transport 
agriculture product and trade  

57. Social welfare   

58. Vocational?   

59.   

6 CARE-Luxembourg  60. Workload for women activity (Provide 
rice mill) 

Using  

  61. Coffee Plantation for 6 HHs  Make income from selling  

  62. Village Meeting Hall and Loud 
speaker  

Using  

  63. Water supply (ground water system) Using  

 
52. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  
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No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Rehabilitation Water 
Supply, Lao-Red 
Cross, support 
2018(Kum DakMi) 

26HHs, 33 families (Only 
Kumdakmi)   

- Completed survey  
- Completed selection point for taps 
- Designing and bidding process  
- Community willing to provide local materiel 

and establish WUG and regulation.  

2 Cattle raising group  Cattle Raising group 5HHs, 6 
cattle,  

- Not yet receive cattle 
- Project also support housing materiel (roof, 

Barbwire for fencing) and fodder plantation 
1 ha 

3 Village Development 
Fund (VDF) in 2021. 
46.000.000 Million 
Keep, 

Not yet  - Completed Establish, Village Development 
Fund Committee with 8 committee 2 
women, But not yet disbursement to the 
group member 

  
53. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Forage Planation in 2020 
(Sweet’s grass, Guatemala)  

1ha/20HHs 4  

2 Patrolling team  10 people, get 50.000LAK per 
day 

2  

3 Improving road access by 
building small bridge crossing 
Houay Tuak and Hoauy Jalieng 
(7/2020) BCC support 
600.000LAK  

Whole village  1  

4 Social welfare  ?? 3  

54. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed Activity  Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Rehabilitation Water 
Supply for Kum 
Dakmi  

64. Completed IR and IP 
screening form. 

65. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- Beneficiary 26 HHs 

32 Families, 
population X people, 
X women, Poor XX 
HHs, Disadvantage 
X HHs, 2 women 
head of HH 

The Rehabilitation of current 
water supply proposed by 
communities. No Created any 
impact  

 

2  66.    

 
05July 2021 Ban Mangha, Consultation meeting with villages authority 12 Participants 2 Women. (Morning) 

55. General Intimation.  

There are 62 HHs 75 Families, population 378 people, 191 women, Poor 7 HHs, Disadvantage 2 HHs, 0 women head of HH, 
4 Khum (Tongpeaw, Khongkong, Ngongar and Songdasib), Ethnic Yea.    

56. Occupation 

28. Planting rice and 100% HHs doing sifting cultivation and paddy field 25HHs in 2020 total rice yield 70-80T (5ha) last year 

only 20 HHs have enough rice for 8 months   

29. Coffee plantation started from 2014-2015, 100% of HH in the village have coffee garden 0.1 Ha-3 Ha, in 2020 coffee 

selling more than 25T and 2.500.000K per Kg.  

30. Livestock raising 98% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig) 

31. Crop Plantation (Banana, Cassava, Chili, cucumber, Vegetable) Mainly for consumption in HH.  

32. Fishing (Xekhaman Hydropower reservoir)   

57. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
20. Selling NTFP (Anoectochilus (Doklai), ganoderma lucidum, Dry Bamboo, Bamboo, Cardamom and wildlife) 
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21. Selling Red coffee more than 25 Tons in 2020 

22. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

23. Selling rice  

24. Selling banana and cassava 

25. Of farming Activity   

58. Natural Resource Used  

No Land Use Planning only land Allocation in 2011 By DAFO. Community report that no land use planning. In 2016-17 BCC 
support designated in the village there are 7 categories forest comprising Plantation Forest, Protection Forest, Protected 
Area, Rehabilitation Forest, Spiritual Forest, production forest, Forest Use,   

59. Threat/ Existing problem 

7. Wildlife destroys crop and rice  

8. Animal epidemic 60% of Pig die  

9. Lack of water (women and children) 

10. Low-income cause of coffee price very low 2500LAK/Kg   

60. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Year  

Activities  Current status  

1 Poverty Reduction 
Fund-WB (PRF) 
2016-19 

- Supported Water supply construction 
with total 7 taps in 2016,  

Only 4 taps are still using now and 3 
taps in broken  

  - Budling nursery school with 2 room  Using  

  - Irrigation system 10.8 Ha Broken  

2 GPAR 2006 - Building primary school three classes 
class1- Class five  

 

3 Lao-German 2019 - Cash Crop (Beans) 3 HHs   

  - Goat Raising for 1 HH  

4 IFAD 2018 - Goat raising group 20HHs and 53 
Head  

 Only 19 Head death cause FMD   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

67. In 2019 BCC support paddy field 
extension (Houay Cart)10,8ha, divided 
for 27HHs   

Not Continue cause landslide, No 
water    

68. Rehabilitation forest 105 Ha and 
Planting Forest 125 Ha.   

 

69. Welfare for 7 HHs disadvantage (Rice, 
Cloth, Kitchen utensil    

 

70. Patrolling team 10 people, get 
50.000LAK per day 

Continue 2-3 times a month  

71. Provide fruit tree seedling 10 seedling 
per HH comprised (Orange, Lemon, 
Bamboo) 2020 62HHs  

40% of seedling die cause no watering 
and quality of seedling  

72. Forage Planation in 2020 1ha/Whole 
villages (Sweet’s grass, Guatemala)  

No using yet waiting for project cattle  

73. Provided fingerling for communal fish 
pond (Tilapia, Com-cap)  

Communal fish pond   

74. Village Development Fund (VDF)in 
2021. 46.000.000 Million Keep, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Completed Establish, Village 
Development Fund Committee with 8 
committee 3 women, in June 2021 
fund has been disbursement 11HHs 
members, 4 M per HH for petty trade, 
Goat, Poultry. List below  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Lesone  Village chief 4 M 

Vixay Village elder  4 M 

Khamphet Retire (Army) 4 M 

Khamphou Village Police  4 M 

Somsamone Village Guard  4 M 

Khamla Villager  4 M 

Palanh Trader  4 M 

Ms. Bee Trader  4 M 
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Ms. Born Teacher 4 M 

Koun Village Guard 4 M 

?? ?? 4 M 
 

  75. Vocational Training 2020: 3 
participants for motorbike fixing, 3 for 
Agriculture   

Only 1 continue after training  

 
61. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Home garden  3 HHs  No information  

2 Goat Raising  3HHs/4 goat  In the plan  

3 Cattle group  5HHs/5 Cattle  76. Planting forest last year not yet feeding animal  
77. Housing material has been distributed to village  

4 Water supply  Whole village  - Completed survey and design 
- In IP and IR Screening  
- Village will be matching local material and labor  

  
62. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 In 2019 BCC support paddy field 
extension (Houay Cart)  

10,8ha, divided for 27HHs   2  

 Social Welfare (Rice, Cloth, Kitchen 
utensil    

7 HHs disadvantage 7  

 Patrolling team  10 people,50.000LAK per day 4  

3 Provide fruit tree seedling  62 HHs 10 seedling per HH 
comprised (Orange, Lemon, Bamboo) 
2020 

3  

4 Forage Planation in 2020 
1ha/Whole villages (Sweet’s grass, 
Guatemala)  

Whole villages  8  

5 Provided fingerling for communal 
fish pond (Tilapia, Com-cap)  

Communal fish pond   5  

6 78. Village Development Fund 
(VDF)in 2021. 46.000.000 
Million Keep, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11HHs members, 4 M per HH for 
petty trade, Goat, Poultry. List below  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Lesone  Village chief 4 M 

Vixay Village elder  4 M 

Khamphet Retire (Army) 4 M 

Khamphou Village Police  4 M 

Somsamone Village Guard  4 M 

Khamla Villager  4 M 

Palanh Trader  4 M 

Ms. Bee Trader  4 M 

Ms. Born Teacher 4 M 

Koun Village Guard 4 M 

?? ?? 4 M 
 

1  

7 Vocational Training 2020:  3 participants for motorbike fixing, 3 
for Agriculture   

9  

8 In 2019 BCC support paddy field 
extension (Houay Cart)  

10,8ha, divided for 27HHs   10  
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9 Rehabilitation forest 105 Ha and 
Planting Forest 125 Ha.   

Whole villages 6  

63. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed 
Activity  

Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Rehabilitation 
Water Supply  

79. Completed IR and IP 
screening form. 

80. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- 62 HHs 75 Families, 

population 378 people, 
191 women, Poor 7 HHs, 
Disadvantage 2 HHs, 

The Rehabilitation of current water 
supply proposed by communities. 
during community consultation 
meeting community and villages 
authority with 12 participant 2 
women and site visited found that 
No concern about impact only 
concern about timeline will be delay 
and transportation  

Village will set 
regulation and 
Maintenance, 
install system for 
collect money  

 
05July 2021 Ban Dakyilang, Consultation meeting with villages authority 6 Participants 2 Women. (Morning) 

64. General Intimation.  

There are 23 HHs 28 Families, population 148 people, 70 women, Poor 5 HHs, Disadvantage 7 HHs, 0 women head of HH, 1 
Khum, Ethnic Yea.    

65. Occupation 

33. Planting rice both sifting cultivation and paddy field     

34. Crop Plantation (Banana, Cassava, Chili, cucumber, Vegetable) Mainly for consumption in HH.  

35. Livestock raising 98% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig) 

36. NTFP collecting (Anoectochilus (Doklai), ganoderma lucidum, Dry Bamboo, Bamboo, Cardamom and wildlife) 

66. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
26. Selling NTFP (Anoectochilus (Doklai), ganoderma lucidum, Dry Bamboo, Bamboo, Cardamom and wildlife) 

27. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

28. Selling banana and cassava 

29. Of farming Activity   

67. Natural Resource Used  

No Land Use Planning only land Allocation in 2011 By DAFO. Community report that no land use planning. In 2016-17 BCC 
support designated in the village there are 7 categories forest comprising Plantation Forest, Protection Forest, Protected 
Area, Rehabilitation Forest, Spiritual Forest, production forest, Forest Use,   

68. Threat/ Existing problem 

11. Access to the village  

12. Wildlife destroys crop and rice  

69. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Y
ear  

Activities  Current status  

1 Poverty 
Reduction 
Fund-WB 
(PRF) 2011 

- Irrigation system 10.8 Ha Broken  

2 IFAD 2018 - Banana Plantation   

  - Home garden   

 SUFORD - Village Development Fund 4000USD  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

81. In 2017 BCC support paddy field 
extension (Houay Cart)10,8ha, 
divided for 27HHs   

Not enough water continues some HH   

82. Welfare for 7 HHs disadvantage 
(Rice, Cloth, Kitchen utensil    

 

83. Patrolling team 10 people, get 
50.000LAK per day 

Continue 2-3 times a month  

84. Provide fruit tree seedling 10 seedling 
per HH comprised (Orange, Lemon, 
Bamboo) 2020 23HHs  

30% of seedling die cause no watering and 
quality of seedling  
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85. Forage Planation in 2020 1ha/Whole 
villages (Sweet’s grass, Guatemala)  

No using yet waiting for project cattle  

86. Village Development Fund (VDF)in 
2021. 46.000.000 Million Keep, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Completed Establish, Village Development 
Fund Committee with 8 committee 3 women 
(Absent training), in June 2021 fund has 
been disbursement 6 HHs members, 4 M 
per HH for Cassava Plantation and home 
garden. List below  

Name  Responsi
ble 

Amount  

Khamphan+Keokham Deputy 
Village 
Headman  

2.500.000 

Ang+noy Village 
guard  

2.500.000 

Chankham+xaypen Village 
head man 

1.500.000 

Euy+Tang  1.500.000 

Gnern+Onpeang Village 
Headman 

1.500.000 

Sykean+hang  1.500.000 

Ongoing fund disbursement  
 

87. Vocational Training 2020:  No information  

 
70. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Irrigation  5ha, 10HHs  88. Completed survey and Design  
89. Village consultation meeting  

2 Cattle raising group  15HH, 10 Cattle  90. Planting forest  
91. Not yet receive housing material  

  
71. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 In 2017 BCC support paddy field 
extension (Houay Cart)  

10,8ha, divided for 27HHs   NA  

2 Welfare for 7 HHs disadvantage (Rice, 
Cloth, Kitchen utensil    

??? NA  

3 Patrolling team 10 people, get 
50.000LAK per day 

Whole village  NA  

4 Provide fruit tree seedling comprised 
(Orange, Lemon, Bamboo) 2020  

23HHs and 10 seedlings 
per HH 

NA  

5 Forage Planation in 2020 (Sweet’s grass, 
Guatemala)  

1ha/Whole villages NA  

6 Village Development Fund (VDF)in 2021. 
46.000.000 Million Keep, 

6 HHs and on-going fund 
disbursement  

NA  

7 Vocational Training 2020:   NA  

72. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed Activity  Result Village 
concern  

Recommendation  

1 Irrigation (support on 
water pipeline)  

92. Completed IR and IP screening form. 
93. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- 10 HHs, 5 Ha  
- Completed survey and design  

No concern 
raised during 
consultation  

 

05July 2021 Ban DakMuane, Consultation meeting with villages authority 21 Participants 18 Women. (Afternoon) 
73. General Intimation.  

There are 67 HHs 68 Families, population 394 people, 181 women, Poor 25 HHs, Disadvantage 10 HHs, 5 women head of 
HH, 2 Khum (Dakmad, Dakmuane), Ethnic Treing. Xekhaman Cluster  

74. Occupation 

37. Upland rice boat (Up-land and paddy field)    
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38. Coffee plantation, 100% of HH in the village have coffee garden 0.1 Ha-4 Ha, totally 57 Ha   

39. Crop Plantation (Banana, Cassava, Chili, cucumber, Vegetable, Ginseng).  

40. Livestock raising 98% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig) 

41. Of farming Activity   

75. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
30. Selling Red coffee  

31. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry) but 2020-2021 loss of animal cause disease outbreak  

32. Selling banana, cassava, Vegetable, cucumber, pumpkin, corn 

33. Selling NTFP (Anoectochilus (Doklai), ganoderma lucidum, Bamboo, Cardamom and wildlife) 

34. Of farming Activity   

76. Natural Resource Used  

No Land Use Planning only land Allocation in 2011 By Micro Land Use Planning and DAFO. Community report that no land 
use planning. In 2016-17 BCC support designated in the village there are 7 categories forest comprising Plantation Forest, 

Protection Forest, Protected Area, Rehabilitation Forest, Sacred forest, production forest, Forest Use,   
77. Threat/ Existing problem 

13. Animal epidemic 80% of Pig die  

14. Low yield (rice, lack of water and limited agriculture land) 

15. Impact from development project (Transmission line from E-moon hydropower project, and Xekhaman3) under process 

of compensate  

16. Low-income  

17. Coffee price very low    

78. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Ye
ar  

Activities  Current status  

1 Poverty 
Reduction Fund-
WB (PRF) 2016-
19 

- Budling nursery school and education 
material  

NA 

2 IFAD 2020 - Provided fingerling  NA 

  - Kitchen garden  NA 

3 CARE-
Luxabourg  

- Meetting roodm of Dispensary  NA 

4 GPAR 2006 - Building primary school three classes 
class1- Class five  

NA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

94. Building toilet for dispensary    On going  

95. Village Development Fund (VDF)in 
2021. 46.000.000 Million Keep, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
96.  

Completed Establish, Village Development 
Fund Committee with 8 committee 3 
women, in 9 June 2021 fund has been 
disbursement 10HHs members, 4 M per 
HH for Ginseng cultivation, Poultry and 
cassava plantation. List below  

Name  Respon
sible 

Amount  

Naxay Village 
chief 

5 M 

Phansmone 
+Thonsavanh 

NA 5 M 

Silivanh+Air NA 5 M 

Cariboy+yeunsavanh NA 5 M 

Sousapha+vemon NA 5 M 

Sengsyphon+Vanisa NA 5 M 

Keophone+Pimson NA 5 M 

Laivieng+Hieng NA 1 M 

Senakhone+Sod NA 5 M 

Sisonda NA 5 M 
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97. Provide fruit tree seedling 10 seedling 
per HH comprised (Orange, Lemon) 
2020, 67HHs  

20% of seedling die cause no watering 
and quality of seedling  

98. In 2019 BCC support paddy field 
extension two site (Jutjone 11ha and 
Dak-Uon 7,5 ha    

Using  

99. Provide fingerling for 4HHs (Tilapia, 
Com-cap)  

1 HH continue  

100. Forage Planation in 2020 1ha/Whole 
villages (Sweet’s grass, Guatemala) 

Livestock destroy  

101. Rehabilitation forest 105 Ha and 
Planting Forest 125 Ha.   

 

102. Welfare for 7 HHs disadvantage 
(Rice, Cloth, Kitchen utensil    

 

103.   

  104. Vocational Training 2020:   

 
79. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Building toilet for dispensary      

2 Irrigation (support on water 
pipeline)  

7-8 Ha, 35 HHs and 24 HH proposed 
extension more 24HHs (Only provide 
pipeline) 

Completed survey and design,  
Completed consultation 
meeting with community  

3 Cattle raising group   44HHs group member, and project will 
provide 5 Cattle  

Plan 

4 Goat raising group  4 HHs, 3 goats per 1 HH plan 

5 Pig  10HHs in the group, first received 3 
pigs per 1 HH total 6 heads of pig  

Plan 

6 Fish raising group  5 HHs, there is 28 Fish Pond in the 
village   

plan 

7 Chicken raising  2 HHs, 10 Chicken per HHs  Plan  

8 Village Development Fund 
(VDF)in 2021. 46.000.000 Million 
Keep, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10HHs members, 4 M per HH for 
Ginseng cultivation, Poultry and 
cassava plantation. List below  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Naxay Village chief 5 M 

Phansmone 
+Thonsavanh 

NA 5 M 

Silivanh+Air NA 5 M 

Cariboy+yeunsavanh NA 5 M 

Sousapha+vemon NA 5 M 

Sengsyphon+Vanisa NA 5 M 

Keophone+Pimson NA 5 M 

Laivieng+Hieng NA 1 M 

Senakhone+Sod NA 5 M 

Sisonda NA 5 M 
 

Completed fund disbursement, 
establish ed Village 
Development Fund Committee 
with 8 committee 3 women, in 
9 June 2021 fund has been 
disbursement 

9 Provide fruit tree seedling 10 
seedling per HH 3 type of fruit 
tree seedling (Orange, Lemon, 
tamarind) 2020  

67HHs 105.  

10 In 2019 BCC support paddy field 
extension two site  

(Jutjone 11ha and Dak-Uon 7,5 ha   ?? -  

11 Provide fingerling  for 4HHs (Tilapia, Com-cap) -  

12 Forage Planation in 2020 
(Sweet’s grass, Guatemala) 

1ha/Whole villages -  

13 Rehabilitation forest ??Ha and 
Planting Forest ?? Ha.   

Whole village  -  
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14 Welfare for  HHs disadvantage 
(Rice, Cloth, Kitchen utensil    

NA -  

  
80. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Building toilet for dispensary    4 Nurse, three women and one man, 
Three bed  

5  

2 Irrigation (support on water 
pipeline)  

7-8 Ha, 35 HHs and 24 HH proposed 
extension more 24HHs (Only provide 
pipeline) 

 Plan  

3 Cattle raising group   44HHs group member, and project will 
provide 5 Cattle  

 Plan  

4 Goat raising group  4 HHs, 3 goats per 1 HH  Plan  

5 Pig  10HHs in the group, first received 3 pigs 
per 1 HH total 6 heads of pig  

 Plan  

6 Fish raising group  5 HHs, there is 28 Fish Pond in the village    Plan  

7 Chicken raising  2 HHs, 10 Chicken per HHs    

8 Village Development Fund 
(VDF)in 2021. 46.000.000 
Million Keep, 

10 HHs  2  

9 Provide fruit tree seedling 10 
seedling per HH 3 type of fruit 
tree seedling (Orange, Lemon, 
tamarind) 2020  

67 HHS  3  

10 In 2019 BCC support paddy 
field extension two site  

18 Ha  1  

11 Provide fingerling  4 HHs  4  

12 Forage Planation in 2020 
(Sweet’s grass, Guatemala) 

 7  

13 Rehabilitation forest ??Ha and 
Planting Forest?? Ha.   

Whole village  6  

14 Welfare for  HHs disadvantage 
(Rice, Cloth, Kitchen utensil    

NA 8  

81. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed Activity  Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Irrigation (support on 
water pipeline)  

106. Completed IR and IP 
screening form. 

107. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- 10 HHs, 18 Ha  
- Completed survey and 

design  

No concern raised during 
consultation  

Irrigation (support 
on water pipeline)  

 
 

Annex03: Summaries of village visited Phouvong district 

 
05July 2021 Ban Vanggnang, Consultation meeting with villages authority. (Morning) 

82. General Intimation.  

There are 244 HHs 221 Families, population 1284 people, 623 women, Poor 42 HHs, Disadvantage 12 HHs, 2 women head 
of HH, 97 % Ethnic Brao and 3% other, spiritual No culture hall   

83. Occupation 

42. Planting rice and 100% HHs wet season paddy field.  70% have enough rice and 30% rice insufficient 6-10 months 

(Average rice yield per Ha 1.5-2T) 

43. Crop Plantation (Vegetable) 

44. Livestock raising 95% of household have their own livestock (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig)  

45. Labor  
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84. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
35. Off-farming activity (Labor) 50labor/ days working  

36. Selling wood  

37. NTFP (Seasonal) Mushroom, Bamboo 

38. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

39. Iron work (Farming tools) 

85. Natural Resource Used  

Mostly people have temporary land titling document for agriculture land, Paddy land,      
86. Threat/ Existing problem 

18. Animal epidemic (Pig and poultry death 90% in 2020-2021) 

19. Lack of water for household consumption particularly dry season  

20. No sanitation  

21. Low-income  

87. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Year  

Activities  Current status  

1 Poverty Reduction 
Fund-WB (PRF) 2010 

- Building nursery school 3 rooms  In 2021 there are 50 nursery student 
enrolments  

2 SUFORD-SU 2016 - Goat raising for 8 HHs, 5 goats per 
HHs  

Not yet rotate  

3 Rural Livelihood 
Development 2019 

- Pig raising 10HH, 5 pigs per HHs  Only 2 pigs still a life  

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

108. Provided Fruit tree 18/7/2020, 60HH 
have receive tree seedling, 10 
Seedling per HHs and 600 seedlings 
in total.  

Estimated 30% of tree seedling death 
after planted (Village head man said 
no information   

109. Rice seed 2020-2021(Chaolakhone, 
TDK8, TDK11, 450 Year, Xebangfai) 
total 5.4 Tons per 141HHs  

Not yet planning (Seedling) only a 
few HHs  

110. Village Development Fund (VDF) 
5000USD 3/2021 

Village committee has established 
with 2 women and Completed VDF 
management training, Fund has been 
disbursement in March 2021 for 4 
group 11 HHs for cassava plantation, 
Chicken raising, goat raising.  

111. Social welfare 12 HHs (Rice 50-
100kg/HH, Zinc, cloth, water thank, 
Kitchen Utensil) 

 

112. Vocational training: 4 participant one 
women (Sewing), and 3-man training 
Motorbike fixing   

1 Women participant in sewing 
training activities applies knowledge 
from training improve her business.     

113. Patrolling activity, 10 members  114. Continue patrol  

 
88. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Community Water 
Supply (Ground 
water and main 
pipeline)  

97 HHs 112 Families, 
population 222 people, 
120 women, Poor 42 
HHs, Disadvantage 12 
HHs, 2 women 

- Completed data collection, survey and ongoing 
designing 

- Completed selection point for reservoir and taps 
- Community willing to provide local materiel and 

establish WUG and regulation 
- Preparing procurement process  

2 Sanitation (Toilet) 51HHs - Completed data collection,  
- Preparing procurement process 
- Some HH prepare pit 

3 Chicken raising 
group  

70HH, 15 Chicken per 
HH 

- Completed procurement process  
- Project also support housing materiel (roof, Net, 

Nail, feeding materiel and 2 bags of concentrate 
feed)  
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4 Kitchen garden  No information  -  Not yet  

5 Vocational Training  2 Participant, will attend 
VVW’s training   

- Preparation process  

  
89. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Provided Fruit tree 
18/7/2020, 

60HH have receive tree 
seedling, 10 Seedling 
per HHs and 600 
seedlings in total 

5 Estimated 30% of tree seedling death after 
planted (Village head man said no 
information   

2 Rice seed 2020-
2021(Chaolakhone, 
TDK8, TDK11, 450 
Year, Xebangfai)  

141HHs total 5.4 Tons 
per HH 

1 Not yet planning (Seedling) only a few 
HHs  

3 Village Development 
Fund (VDF) 
5000USD 3/2021 

5 Village committee has 
established with 2 
women  
And Completed VDF 
management training 
Fund has been 
disbursement in March 
2021 for 4 group 11 
HHs for cassava 
plantation, Chicken 
raising, goat raising  

2 Village committee has established with 2 
women and Completed VDF management 
training, Fund has been disbursement in 
March 2021 for 4 group 11 HHs for 
cassava plantation, Chicken raising, goat 
raising.  

4 Social welfare  12 HHs (Rice, Zinc, 
cloth) 

4  

5 Vocational training:  1 participant (Sewing) 3 After training she has applies knowledge 
from training to her own activity   

90. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed Activity  Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Construct Community 
Water Supply 
(Ground water and 
main pipeline) 

115. Completed IR and IP 
screening form. 

116. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- Beneficiary 97 HHs 

112 Families, 
population 222 
people, 120 women, 
Poor 42 HHs, 
Disadvantage 12 
HHs, 2 women 

- The site selection for water 
supply construction will be in 
communal land and village 
authority and community 
willing to donate land without 
compensation requirement. 
Because this activity will be 
bringing positive impact to 
village and this activity 
proposed by community (see 
annex minute)  

- Community concern about 
quality of UXO clearance of 
Phanvila company.    

 

 
05July 2021 Ban Vongsomphou, Consultation meeting with villages authority. (Afternoon) 

91. General Intimation.  

There are 328 HHs 388 Families, population 1732 people, 868 women, Poor 73HHs, Disadvantage 7 HHs women head of 
HH, Divided 3 Khum (Vongvilaytai, Vongvilai Nua, Ta-oum) Ethnic Brao 98% and 2% other ethnic Lao, Oy, Cheng. Religion 
spiritual No culture hall   

92. Occupation 

46. 100% HHs Planting rice (wet season paddy field.  (Average rice yield per Ha 1.5-2T) 

47. Crop Plantation (Vegetable, Banana, Sugar gain and Cassava) 

48. Livestock raising (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig and fish raising)  

49. Handicraft (Basket, Broom class) 

50. Iron work (Farming tools) 

51. Labor worker (Banana, Sugar gain) Huang-eng-yalai 
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93. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
40. Selling rice  

41. Labor worker (Banana, Sugar gain) Huang-eng-yalai 

42. Selling vegetable  

43. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

44. Selling wood  

45. Iron work (Farming tools) 

94. Natural Resource Used  

Mostly people have temporary land titling document for agriculture land, Paddy land,      
95. Threat/ Existing problem 

1. Not enough water for household consumption particularly dry season  

2. Animal epidemic (2020-2021) FMD 40% of larger animal death, 90% of pig death, and more than 70% of Poultry, no 

vaccination  

3. No sanitation and latrine  

96. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Year  

Activities  Current status  

1 Poverty Reduction 
Fund-WB (PRF) 
2013 

- Building nursery school 2 rooms  Number of nursery student increase every 
year.  

  - Water supply (Ground water)  Still using, but not enough water cause of 
increasing of population  

2 SUFORD-SU 2015 - Goat raising for 10 HHs, 5 goats 
per HHs  

Not yet rotate  

  - Village Development Fund 4000 
USD  

Not yet rotate  

3 Micro-finance 2008 - 240 Members, current amount 
of fund 267.714.000LAK, there 
are 5 committee 3 women 

Still work well and member increase 144 
members  

 
 
 
 
 
 
7 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

117. Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, Homsavanh, 
Xebangfai) total 1.050Kg for 
60HHs in 2020;  

118. Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, TDK11, and 450 
year) 20-80kg/HH for 75HHs in 
2021; 

In 2021 only 37HH (50%) of household 
received rice seed prepared rice seedling but 
not yet transplanting, Transplanting seasonal 
delay for this year cause of the drought  

119. Provided Fruit tree in 
June/2020, 36HHs have receive 
tree seedling, 10 Seedling per 
HHs and 360 seedlings in total.  

Estimated 70% of tree seedling death after 
planted cause drought, not watering  

120. Forage planting in 2020, 7HHs 
individual (Guini-
Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, Slylo184) 
with total 3,7ha/or 5000 m2 per 
HH 

There cut and carrying for feeding, 4 types of 
fodder can adopt in the area    

121. Village Development Fund 
(VDF) 45.350.000 2/2021 

122. 5 Village committee has established 
with 2 women  

123.  Completed VDF management training 
124. Fund has been disbursement in March 

2021 for 3 group 9 HHs for Chicken 
raising, goat raising  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Banyi+Von Village Head  4M 

Somphet +Vanya NA 3M 

Somdy+Khammee NA 4M 
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Xevanh+hen NA 3M 

Bounpeang+jer NA 4M 

Bounchan+thongsa NA 3M 

Bounlieng+Phouvee NA 4M 

Bounvanh+Viengsone NA 3M 

Somthavy+Luane  NA 3M 

Khamsy+Nop NA 3M 

Bounxay+lasamay NA 3M 
 

125. Social welfare 7 HHs (Rice 50-
100kg/HH, Zinc, cloth, water 
thank, Kitchen Utensil) 

 

126. Vocational training: 4 participant 
one women (Sewing), and 3-
man training Motorbike fixing   

 

127. Patrolling activity, 10 members  Continue patrol  

 
97. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Community Water Supply 
(Ground water and main pipeline) 
for Khum Ta-Oum 

Ta-Oum cluster have 94 
HHs, 130 family’s 
population 516 women 
221 woman, medium 40, 
poor 476 (more 
information please call 
Mrs. Phayphanom 030 
9552270) 

- Completed data collection, survey 
and ongoing designing 

- Completed selection point with village 
authorities  

- Community willing to provide local 
materiel and establish WUG and 
regulation 

- Preparing procurement process  

2 Sanitation (Toilet) 80HHs in the planed  - Completed data collection,  
- Preparing procurement process 
- Some HH prepare pit 

3 Chicken raising group  50HH, 15 Chicken per 
HH 

- Completed procurement process  
- Project also support housing materiel 

(roof, Net, Nail, feeding materiel and 2 
bags of concentrate feed)  

4 Kitchen garden  100HHs   -  Not yet  

5 Cattle Raising group   20HHs, 40 cattle - Group has been established  
- Preparation process  

  
98. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Rank
ing 

Remark  

1 Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, Homsavanh, 
Xebangfai);  
Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, TDK11, and 
450 year); 

- total 1.050Kg for 
60HHs in 2020 

- 20-80kg/HH for 
75HHs in 2021 

1 In 2021 only 37HH (50%) of household 
received rice seed prepared rice seedling but 
not yet transplanting, Transplanting seasonal 
delay for this year cause of the drought  

2 Provided Fruit tree in 
June/2020,  

36HHs have 
receive tree 
seedling, 10 
Seedling per HHs 
and 360 seedlings 
in total. 

7 Estimated 70% of tree seedling death after 
planted cause drought, not watering  

3 Forage planting in 2020,  7HHs individual 
(Guini-
Simuang/Panicum 
Maximum, 
Mulato2, 
Paspalums, 

2 There cut and carrying for feeding, 4 types of 
fodder can adopt in the area    
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Slylo184) with total 
3,7ha/or 5000 m2 

per HH 

4 Village Development Fund 
(VDF) 45.350.000 2/2021 

Fund has been 
disbursement in 
March 2021 for 3 
group 9 HHs for 
Chicken raising, 
goat raising 

3 128. 5 Village committee has established with 
2 women  

129.  Completed VDF management training 
130. Fund has been disbursement in March 

2021 for 3 group 9 HHs for Chicken 
raising, goat raising  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Banyi+Von Village Head  4M 

Somphet +Vanya NA 3M 

Somdy+Khammee NA 4M 

Xevanh+hen NA 3M 

Bounpeang+jer NA 4M 

Bounchan+thongsa NA 3M 

Bounlieng+Phouvee NA 4M 

Bounvanh+Viengsone NA 3M 

Somthavy+Luane  NA 3M 

Khamsy+Nop NA 3M 

Bounxay+lasamay NA 3M 
 

5 Social welfare (Rice 50-
100kg/HH, Zinc, cloth, water 
thank, Kitchen Utensil) 

7 HHs 
Disadvantage  

5 In 2021 only 37HH (50%) of household 
received rice seed prepared rice seedling but 
not yet transplanting, Transplanting seasonal 
delay for this year cause of the drought  

6 Vocational training: 4 
participant one women 
(Sewing), and 3-man 
training Motorbike fixing   

4 participant 1 
women 

6 Estimated 70% of tree seedling death after 
planted cause drought, not watering  

7 Patrolling activity, 10 
members  

Whole village  7 There cut and carrying for feeding, 4 types of 
fodder can adopt in the area    

99. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed 
Activity  

Result Village concern  Recomme
ndation  

1 Construct 
Community Water 
Supply (Ground 
water and main 
pipeline) 

131. Completed IR and IP 
screening form. 

132. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- Beneficiary 97 HHs 

112Families, population 222 
people, 120 women, Poor 42 
HHs, Disadvantage 12 HHs, 
2 women 

The site selection for water supply 
construction will be in communal 
land and village authority and 
community willing to donate land 
without compensation requirement. 
Because this activity will be 
bringing positive impact to village 
and this activity proposed by 
community (see annex minute)  

 

2 Sanitation (Toilet) 133. Completed IR and IP 
screening form. 

134. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- 80HHs in the planed 

Completed data collection,  
- Preparing procurement 

process 
135. Some HH prepare pit 

Building toilet will be individual HH 
and proposed by community, No 
impact IR  

 

 
06July 2021 Ban Phouhome, Consultation meeting with villages authority, participant 15, 10 Women (Morning) 

100. General Intimation.  

There are 228 HHs 261 Families, population 1888 people, 567 women, Poor 14HHs, Disadvantage 13 HHs women head of 
HH, Divided 3 Khum (Khum1, Khum2, Khum3), Vongvilai Nua, Ta-oum) Ethnic Brao 95% and 5% other ethnic Lao, Oy, 
Cheng.  
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101. Occupation 

52. 100% HHs Planting rice (wet season paddy field.  (Average rice yield per Ha 1.5-2T) 

53. Labor worker (Banana, Sugar gain) Huang-eng-yalai, Weeding control for rabber garden  

54. Crop Plantation (Vegetable, Banana, Sugar gain and Cassava) 

55. Livestock raising (Cattle, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig and fish raising)  

56. Handicraft (Basket, Broom class) 

57. Petty trade  

102. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
46. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

47. Selling rice about more than 20% of HHs in the village    

48. Labor worker (Banana, Sugar gain) Huang-eng-yalai 

49. Selling vegetable  

50. Iron work (Farming tools) 

103. Natural Resource Used  

Mostly people have temporary land titling document for agriculture land, Paddy land,      
104. Threat/ Existing problem 

1. Animal epidemic (2020-2021) FMD 20% of larger animal death, 95% of pig death, and more than 80% of Poultry, no 

vaccination and people eat death animal  

2. Not enough water for household consumption particularly dry season  

3. No sanitation and latrine  

4. Drought and delay planting rice, for this year expect rice yield will be reduce at least 20%-40%   

105. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Year  

Activities  Current status  

1 Poverty Reduction 
Fund-WB (PRF) 
2013 

- Building nursery school 2 rooms  No information about school 
enrolment  

  - Improving infrastructure (Community 
track access village)  

 

2 IFAD/FNML - Fish Raising group 10HHs  Ongoing  

  - Organic vegetate (Solar power for water 
pump)  

Not continue, cause no water  

3 SUFORD-SU 
2014-2016 

- Provide Fruit tree seedling 14HHs    No information   

  - Village Development Fund 4000 USD  No information   

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

136. Provided Fruit tree in June/2020, 11HHs 
have receive tree seedling, 10 Seedling 
per HHs and 110 seedlings in total.  

Estimated 50% of tree seedling 
death after planted cause drought, 
not watering  

137. Forage planting in 2020, 8HHs individual 
(Guini-Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, Slylo184) with total 
3,7ha/or 5000 m2 per HH 

There cut and carrying for feeding, 4 
types of fodder can adopt in the 
area, 3 HHs continue using forage 
5HHs not continue    

138. Rehabilitation natural forest  Villager compliance village 
regulation  

139. Patrolling activity, 10 members  Continue patrol  

140. Provided Rice seed (Chaolakhone, 
TDK11, and 450 year) total 30Kg/HH total 
20HHs; 

In 2021 only 12HH of household 
received rice seed prepared rice 
seedling but not yet transplanting, 
Transplanting seasonal delay for 
this year cause of the drought  

141. Village Development Fund (VDF) 
45.000.000 2/2021 

Fund has been disbursement in 
March 2021 for 3 group 9 HHs for 
Chicken raising, goat raising, 
Sewing   

Name  Responsi
ble 

Amoun
t  
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Mr. Soukmai Elder  5 M 

Mr. Khamnuang  Gol staff  5 M 

Ms Heuy Villager  5 M 

Mr. Aeng  Villager  5 M 

Mr. Somlit   5 M 

Mr. Khou  Villager  5 M 

Mr. Khanlaya Former 
Head 
village  

5 M 

Bounvanh+Dern Villager 5 M 

Mr. Malikhone Ethnic 
Leader/ 
Elder 

5 M 

 

142. Social welfare XX HHs (Rice 50-
100kg/HH, Zinc, cloth, water thank, 
Kitchen Utensil) 

No information from village 
headman  

143. Vocational training: 3 participant one 
women (Sewing), 1 training Motorbike 
fixing (Don’t go) and 1 Agriculture  

1 woman attend sewing still 
continue  

144.   

 
106. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Community Water Supply 
(Ground water and main 
pipeline)  

228 HHs 261 Families, 
population 1888 people, 567 
women, Poor 14 HHs, 
Disadvantage 13 HHs, 2 
women 

- Completed data collection, survey and 
ongoing designing 

- Completed selection point with village 
authorities  

- Community willing to provide local 
materiel and establish WUG and 
regulation 

- Preparing procurement process  

3 Chicken raising group  16HHs disadvantage 8 HHs, 
15 Chicken per HH 

- Completed procurement process  
- Project also support housing materiel 

(roof, Net, Nail, feeding materiel and 2 
bags of concentrate feed)  

4 Kitchen garden  20HHs   -  Not yet  

5 Cattle Raising group and 
extension of forage     

No information  - Group has been established  
- Preparation process  

  
107. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Provided Fruit tree in 
June/2020,  

11HHs have receive tree 
seedling, 10 Seedling per HHs 
and 110 seedlings in total. 

8 Estimated 50% of tree seedling 
death after planted cause drought, 
not watering  

2 Forage planting in 
2020,  

8HHs individual (Guini-
Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, Slylo184) 
with total 3,7ha/or 5000 m2 per 
HH 

3 There cut and carrying for feeding, 
4 types of fodder can adopt in the 
area, 3 HHs continue using forage 
5HHs not continue    

3 Rehabilitation natural 
forest  

Communal land  4 Villager compliance village 
regulation  
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4 Patrolling activity,  10 members, Stipend 50.000 a 
day and 1-2 times per month and 
3-5 day/trip  

5 Continue patrol  

5 Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, 
TDK11, and 450 year)  

total 30Kg/HH total 20HHs; 1 In 2021 only 12HH of household 
received rice seed prepared rice 
seedling but not yet transplanting, 
Transplanting seasonal delay for 
this year cause of the drought  

6 Village Development 
Fund (VDF) 
45.000.000 2/2021 

Fund has been disbursement in 
March 2021 for 3 group 9 HHs 
for Chicken raising, goat raising, 
Sewing   

2 Fund has been disbursement in 
March 2021 for 3 group 9 HHs for 
Chicken raising, goat raising, 
Sewing   

Name  Responsi
ble 

Amoun
t  

Mr. Soukmai Elder  5 M 

Mr. Khamnuang  Gol staff  5 M 

Ms Heuy Villager  5 M 

Mr. Aeng  Villager  5 M 

Mr. Somlit   5 M 

Mr. Khou  Villager  5 M 

Mr. Khanlaya Former 
Head 
village  

5 M 

Bounvanh+Der
n 

Villager 5 M 

Mr. Malikhone Ethnic 
Leader/ 
Elder 

5 M 

 

7 Social welfare (Rice 
50-100kg/HH, Zinc, 
cloth, water thank, 
Kitchen Utensil) 

13 HHs 
 

6 No information from village 
headman  

 Vocational training:  3 participant one women 
(Sewing), 1 training Motorbike 
fixing (Don’t go) and 1 
Agriculture 

7 1 woman attend sewing still 
continue  

108. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed Activity  Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Construct 
Community Water 
Supply (Ground 
water and main 
pipeline) 

145. Completed IR and 
IP screening form. 

146. Consultation minute 
- Site visit and 

selection pint of 
ground water  
 

The site selection for water supply 
construction will be in communal 
land (School land) and village 
authority and community, 
education office willing to donate 
land without compensation 
requirement. Because this activity 
will be bringing positive impact to 
village and this activity proposed 
by community (see annex minute)  

 

 
06July 2021 Ban Phouxay, Consultation meeting with villages authority, participant 15, 10 Women (Afternoon) 

109. General Intimation.  

There are 64 HHs 79 Families, population 340 people, 181 women, Poor 21HHs, Disadvantage 5 HHs women head of HH, 
only one cluster, Ethnic Brao 97% and other (Oy, Lao, Cheng) 3% other ethnic Lao, Oy, Cheng.  

110. Occupation 

58. 100% HHs Planting rice (wet season paddy field.  (Average rice yield per Ha 1.5-2T) 30% of HHs have enough rice for 

whole year, 60% have enougnt rice for 6months and bout 10% have rice only three months  

59. Livestock raising (Cattle 300 heads, Buffalo, Poultry, Goat and Pig and fish raising)  

60. Labor worker (Banana, Sugar gain) Huang-eng-yalai, Weeding control for rabber garden  

61. Crop Plantation (Vegetable, Banana, Sugar gain and Cassava) 

62. Petty trade  

111. Village Economic (Income sources)  
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The main income source of the village ranking is:  
51. Selling NTFP (Mushroom) 

52. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

53. Selling Natural Fish   

54. Labor worker (Banana, Sugar gain) Huang-eng-yalai 90% of labor in village.  

55. Selling vegetable  

112. Natural Resource Used  

Mostly people have temporary land titling document for agriculture land, Paddy land,      
113. Threat/ Existing problem 

5. Animal epidemic (2020-2021) FMD 50% of larger animal death, 95% of pig death, and more than 90% of Poultry, no 

vaccination and people eat death animal  

6. No sanitation and latrine  

7. Low technical in agriculture, and livestock   

8. Drought and delay planting rice, for this year expect rice yield will be reduce at least 20%-40%   

114. External Assistants 

No Name organization/Year  Activities  Current status  

1 Microfinance  - Credit scheme in 2017, 60HHs 
20.000.000 kip,  

Still work well  

2 UN Habitas  - Water supply system   

  - Loud speaker for village Meeting 
Hall 

 

  - Building school   

3 Poverty Reduction Fund-
WB (PRF) 2013 

- Building nursery school 2 rooms  No information about school 
enrolment  

  - Improving infrastructure 
(Community track) form the main 
road to the villages 
100.000.000LAK 

 

4 IFAD/FNML - Capacity Strengthening activity   

  - Fish Raising group 10HHs  Ongoing  

  - Organic vegetate (Solar power for 
water pump)  

Not continue, cause no water  

  - Sanitation (Provide latrine)  

5 SUFORD-SU 2014-2016 - Livestock raising group (Cattle, 
pig, Chicken)   

No information   

  - Village Development Fund 4000 
USD  

No information   

 HIFER  - Cattle Bank, 5 HHs 4 Cattle/HHs 
Three year rotate  

One round of rotate  

6 Health Poverty Action  - Rice Bank-Whole village  Not continue  

7 SEF - Livestock Raising (Pig, Chicken, 
Duck) 

 

8 UNICEF - Building school  

9 GTZ - No information   

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

147. Provided Fruit tree in June/2020, 
64HHs have receive tree seedling, 
10 Seedling per HHs and 640 
seedlings in total.  

Estimated 30% of tree seedling death 
after planted cause drought, not 
watering  

148. Forage planting in 2020, 6HHs 
individual (Guini-
Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, Slylo184) 
with total 3,7ha/or 5000 m2 per HH 

Livestock group using for feeding 
their own cattle, 4 types of fodder can 
adopt in the area, 6 HHs continue 
using forage and will extent more 
1HHs not continue    

149. Rehabilitation natural forest  Villager compliance village regulation  

150. Patrolling activity, 10 members  Not patrol for 3 months cause impact 
by COVID19, and Production 
seasonal  
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151. Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, TDK11, and 450 
year) total 55 bags or1.650 total 
55HHs; 

60% not yet transplanting cause of 
the drought, Transplanting seasonal 
delay for this year cause of the 
drought  

152. Village Development Fund (VDF) 
45.000.000 25/03/2021 

Fund has been disbursement in June 
2021 for 9 HHs for Chicken raising, 
goat raising, Fixing shop  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Hatsamai  5 M 

Ms. Sone NA 5 M 

Soulikham NA 5 M 

Ms. VangKeo NA 5 M 

Thitkhong NA 5 M 

To NA 5 M 

Saphet NA 5 M 

Sakouna NA 5 M 
 

153. Social welfare XX HHs (Rice 50-
100kg/HH, Zinc, cloth, water 
thank, Kitchen Utensil) 

No information from village headman  

154. Vocational training:   

155. Fish raising, 3 HHs (Vanthong, 
Phien, and Nuanchan) 

 

 
115. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Sanitation 
(Latrine)  

21HHs 21 Families,  - Completed data collection, survey and ongoing 
designing 

- Preparing procurement process  
- Site selection will be individual  

3 Chicken raising 
group  

10HHs disadvantage, 2 
women HHs, 15 Chicken 
per HH 

- Completed procurement process  
- Project also support housing materiel (roof, Net, Nail, 

feeding materiel and 2 bags of concentrate feed)  

4 Kitchen garden  16HHs   - Ongoing distributed chicken housing materiel  

6 Social welfare  No information yet  -  

  
116. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Provided Fruit tree 
in June/2020,  

64HHs have receive tree 
seedling, 10 Seedling per HHs 
and 640 seedlings in total. 

8 Estimated 30% of tree seedling death 
after planted cause drought, not 
watering  

2 Forage planting in 
2020,  

6HHs individual (Guini-
Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, Slylo184) 
with total 3,7ha/or 5000 m2 per 
HH 

4 Livestock group using for feeding their 
own cattle, 4 types of fodder can adopt 
in the area, 6 HHs continue using 
forage and will extent more 1HHs not 
continue    

3 Rehabilitation 
natural forest  

Communal  3 Villager compliance village regulation  

4 Patrolling activity,  10 members 5 Not patrol for 3 months cause impact 
by COVID19, and Production seasonal  

5 Provided Rice 
seed 
(Chaolakhone, 
TDK11, and 450 
year)  

total 55 bags or1.650 total 
55HHs; 

2 60% not yet transplanting cause of the 
drought, Transplanting seasonal delay 
for this year cause of the drought  
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6 Village 
Development 
Fund (VDF) 
45.000.000 
25/03/2021 

Fund has been disbursement in 
June 2021 for 9 HHs for 
Chicken raising, goat raising, 
Fixing shop  
 

1 Fund has been disbursement in June 
2021 for 9 HHs for Chicken raising, 
goat raising, Fixing shop  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Hatsamai NA 5 M 

Ms. Sone NA 5 M 

Soulikham NA 5 M 

Ms. VangKeo NA 5 M 

Thitkhong NA 5 M 

To NA 5 M 

Saphet NA 5 M 

Sakouna NA 5 M 
 

7 Social welfare   HHs (Rice 50-100kg/HH, Zinc, 
cloth, water thank, Kitchen 
Utensil) 

7 No information from village headman  

8 Vocational 
training:  

No information    

9 Fish raising,  3 HHs (Vanthong, Phien, and 
Nuanchan) 

6  

117. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed 
Activity  

Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Sanitation 
(Toilet) 

156. Completed IR and IP screening 
form. 

157. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- 80HHs in the planed Completed 

data collection,  
- Preparing procurement process 

Some HH prepared pit for toilet  

Building toilet will be 
individual HH and 
proposed by 
community, No impact 
IR  

 

 
HH case Study:  

07July 2021 Ban Vonglakhone, Consultation meeting with villages authority, participant 15, 10 Women (Afternoon) 
118. General Intimation.  

There are 90 HHs 110 Families, population 564 people, 277 women, Poor 29HHs, Disadvantage 5 HHs women head of HH, 
only one cluster, Ethnic Brao 97% and other (Oy, Lao, Cheng) 3% other ethnic Lao, Oy, Cheng.  

119. Occupation 

63. 70% HHs Planting rice (wet season paddy field.  (Average rice yield per Ha 1-1.5T) and 30% Upland rice, in 2020 30% 

have enough rice for household consumption and 70% purchased rice for 3-6 months  

64. Livestock raising (Cattle 50heads, Buffalo10head, Poultry, Goat and Pig and fish raising)  

65. Crop Plantation (Rice, Vegetable, Banana, Sugar gain and Cassava) 

66. Labor worker (Banana, Sugar gain) Huang-eng-yalai, Weeding control for rabber garden  

120. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
56. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

57. Labor worker industrial crop company (Banana, Sugar gain, Rubber) 

58. Selling NTFP   

  
121. Natural Resource Used  

Mostly people have temporary land titling document for agriculture land, Paddy land,      
122. Threat/ Existing problem 

9. Animal epidemic (2020-2021) 95% of pig death, and more than 80% of Poultry, no vaccination and people eat death 

animal  

10. No sanitation and latrine  

11. Drought and delay planting rice, for this year expect rice yield will be reduce at least 20%-40%   

123. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Year  

Activities  Current status  
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1 WFP/FFW - School feeding program   

  - Food for work (Track construction, 
water supply making) 

 

2 UNICEF-2005 - Building school, 3 rooms Using well now  

3 ADB 2007-2008 - Water supply  Using well now  

4 Poverty Reduction 
Fund-WB (PRF) 2017 

- Building nursery school 2 rooms  No information about school 
enrolment  

5 UN-Habitus-2018 - Water supply ground water   

6 IFAD/FNML - Fish Raising group 10HHs  Ongoing  

  - Chicken raising  Ongoing 

7 SUFORD-SU 2018 - Provide Fruit tree seedling 14HHs    No information   

  - Village Development Fund 8000 
USD  

Not rotate   

  - Fish raising  No information   

  - Vegetable  No information   

  - Goat raising 10 HHs  Ongoing budget rotate yet  

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

158. Vocational training in 2020: 5 total 
participant, 2 participant for food 
processing, 1 Agriculture and 1 
Motorbike fixing   

Village authority report that no one 
continue cause of lack of budget for 
continue  

159. Provided Fruit tree in June/2020, 
90 HHs have receive tree seedling, 
10 Seedling per HHs and 900 
seedlings in total.  

Estimated 40% of tree seedling death 
after planted cause drought, not 
watering  

160. Social welfare 6 HHs (Rice 50-
100kg/HH, Zinc, cloth, water thank, 
Kitchen Utensil) 

 

161. Provided Rice seed (Chaolakhone, 
TDK11, and 450 year) total 
30Kg/HH total 110HHs; 

Project has provided rice seed for 
110 HHs and only 10-20% make 
seedling no one household 
Transplanting cause of the drought  

162. Rehabilitation natural forest  Villager compliance village regulation  

163. Patrolling activity, 10 members  Not patrol for three months   

164. Village Development Fund (VDF) 
45.000.000 2/2021 

Fund has been disbursement in 
March 2021 for 3 group 7 HHs for 
Chicken raising, goat raising,  

165. Forage planting in 2020, 7 HHs 
individual (Guini-Simuang/Panicum 
Maximum, Mulato2, Paspalums, 
Slylo184) with total 7 ha/or 1 m2 per 
HH 

 

 
124. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Chicken raising group  30 HHs disadvantage 9 HHs, 
15 Chicken per HH 

- Completed procurement process  
- Project also support housing 

materiel (roof, Net, Nail, feeding 
materiel and 2 bags of concentrate 
feed)  

2 Sanitation (Toilet) 34HHs in the planed  - Completed data collection,  
- Preparing procurement process 
- Some HH prepared pit of toilet  

4 Kitchen garden  No information record in Village  -  Not yet  

5 Cattle Raising group and 
extension of forage     

No information  - Group has been established  
- Preparation process  

  
125. BCC Activities/ Ranging  
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No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Vocational training in 
2020:  

5 total participant, 2 
participant for food 
processing, 1 Agriculture 
and 1 Motorbike fixing   

5 Village authority report that no one 
continue cause of lack of budget for 
continue  

2 Provided Fruit tree in 
June/2020,  

90 HHs have receive tree 
seedling, 10 Seedling per 
HHs and 900 seedlings in 
total. 

7 Estimated 40% of tree seedling 
death after planted cause drought, 
not watering  

3 Social welfare  6 HHs (Rice 50-100kg/HH, 
Zinc, cloth, water thank, 
Kitchen Utensil) 

3  

4 Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, TDK11, 
and 450 year) total 
30Kg/HH  

total 110HHs; 1 Project has provided rice seed for 
110 HHs and only 10-20% make 
seedling no one household 
Transplanting cause of the drought  

5 Rehabilitation natural 
forest  

Communal activity  4 Villager compliance village 
regulation  

6 Patrolling activity, 10 
members  

10 patrol team direct benefit 
from patrolling DAS 50.000 
LAK a day, Whole villages 
indirect  

6 Not patrol for three months   

7 Village Development 
Fund (VDF) 
45.000.000 2/2021 

7 HHs have received fund 
disbarment  

2 Fund has been disbursement in 
March 2021 for 3 group 7 HHs for 
Chicken raising, goat raising,  
 

8 Forage planting in 
2020,  

XX HHs individual (Guini-
Simuang/Panicum 
Maximum, Mulato2, 
Paspalums, Slylo184) with 
total 1 ha/or 10.000 m2 per 
HH 

? Village authority report that no one 
continue cause of lack of budget for 
continue  

126. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed 
Activity  

Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Sanitation 
(Toilet) 

166. Completed IR and IP screening 
form. 

167. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- 80HHs in the planed Completed 

data collection,  
- Preparing procurement process 

Some HH prepared pit for toilet  

Building toilet will be 
individual HH and 
proposed by 
community, No 
impact IR  

 

127. Village Recommendation  

1. Project should continue rice plantation support (Appropriated seed and technical support) 

2. Project should be closely monitoring rice production group, and provide on the job training   

3. Project should closely household borrow village development fund make sure that fund revolve to next household.  

4. Increase number of HHs chicken raising   

5. Vocational training very important activity project should support more after training  

 
8July 2021 Ban Namkong, Consultation meeting with villages authority, participant 22, 9 Women (Afternoon) 

128. General Intimation.  

There are 178 HHs 236 Families, population 982 people, 508 women, Poor 41HHs, Disadvantage 8 HHs women head of HH, 
labor 458 women 377. Divided 2 cluster 11 units, Ethnic Brao 97% and other (Oy, Lao, Cheng) 3% other ethnic Lao, Oy, 
Cheng.  

129. Occupation 
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67. 100% HHs (200ha) Planting rice (wet season paddy field.  (Average rice yield per Ha 1.5-2T and 146 Tons in 2020) and 

40% have enough rice whole year and 30% 6-10 months and 30% have rice for 3-6 months  

68. Livestock raising (Cattle 350heads, Buffalo160head, Poultry 2000, Goat 50heads, Pig 50 heads)  

69. Crop Plantation (Rice, Vegetable, Banana, Sugar gain and Cassava) 

70. Labor worker after production season (Banana, Sugar gain, rubber) 90% of labor in the village or 412 labors in 2021 

130. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
59. Labor worker industrial crop company (Banana, Sugar gain, Rubber) 412 labors in 2021 

60. Selling rice (2800Kg/1kg) 

61. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry)  

62. Selling NTFP   

63. Selling wood  

 
131. Natural Resource Used  

Mostly people have temporary land titling document for agriculture land, Paddy land,      
132. Threat/ Existing problem 

12. Flood and drought, pest destroy rice and delay planting rice, for this year expect rice yield will be reduce at least 20%-

40%   

13. Animal epidemic (2020-2021) 90% of pig death, and more than 90% of Poultry, cattle 350 head infected Food and 

Mouth Disease (FMD), Buffalo 40% no vaccination and no VVW’s community reported that people eat death animal  

14. Chemical from banana and rubber plantation.   

15. No sanitation and latrine  

133. External Assistants 

No Name organization/Year  Activities  Current status  

1 WFP/FFW - Food for work (Paddy field extension) 60 
HHs 1HH/5000 

 

2 HIFER-2005-2006 - 5HHs, 5Cattle per HHs total 25 cattle  Increase 45 but not ye 
revolve   

 IFAD/FNML 2008 - Building school  Ongoing  

  - Vegetable garden    Ongoing 

  - Demonstration’s garden    

3 Lao-Red-Cross 2008 - Water supply   

  - Village round speaker    

4 SUFORD-SU 2016 - Provide Fruit tree seedling XX HHs    No information   

  - Pig raining   

5 PRF 2005-2006 - Water supply   

  - Nursery school   

  - Community track   

  - Vegetable   

  - Chicken raising   

  - Fish raising   

6 ADDRA - Water supply   

7 UN Habitus  - Water supply for HHs   

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

168. Vocational training in 2020: 3 total 
participant, 2 participant training for 
motorbike fixing, 1 Agriculture  

Village authority report one 
continues and 2 not continue 
cause of lack of budget  

169. Provided Fruit tree in June/2020, 13 HHs 
have receive tree seedling, 15 Seedling 
per HHs and 195 seedlings in total.  

Estimated 50% of tree 
seedling death after planted 
cause drought, not watering  

170. Social welfare 6 HHs (Rice 50-100kg/HH, 
Zinc, cloth, water thank, Kitchen Utensil) 

And will support more two 
HHs  

171. Provided Rice seed (Chaolakhone, 
TDK11, and 450 year) total 15Kg/HH or 4 
Tons total 94 HHs; 

Project has provided rice 
seed for 94HHs and only 
30% (28HH) make seedling 
no one household 
Transplanting cause of the 
drought  
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172. Paddy field Extension  59Ha, 110HHs. 100% of 
HHs has continues planting 
and got yield in 2020 
1.5Tons per Ha 

173. Rehabilitation natural forest  Villager compliance village 
regulation  

174. Patrolling activity, 10 members  Not patrol in June and July 
months   

175. Village Development Fund (VDF) 
45.000.000 2/2021 

Fund has been 
disbursement in April 2021 
for 8 HHs for Cassava 
plantation, goat raising,  

 

176. Forage planting in 2020, 13HHs individual 
(Guini-Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, Slylo184) with total 
6.5 ha/or 5.000 m2 per HH 

10 HHs continue using for 
feeding animal, visit Mr. 
Khongkham, He still using  

 
134. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Chicken raising group  41 HHs disadvantage XX 
HHs, 15 Chicken per HH 

- Completed procurement process  
- Project also support housing materiel 

(roof, Net, Nail, feeding materiel and 2 
bags of concentrate feed)  

2 Sanitation (Toilet) 38HHs in the planed  - Completed data collection,  
- Preparing procurement process 
- Some HH prepared pit of toilet about 

30% completed pit making  
Case study: Visit Nang Muang and Mr. 
Phouvan and Nang Davanh  

3 Kitchen garden  No information record by 
Villages  

-  Not yet  

4 Cattle Raising group for 
poor HH     

7 HHs  - Group has been established  
- Preparation process  

5 Extension of forages 
plantation  

20HHs  -  

6 Vocational training  3 Participants  -  

  
135. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Vocational training in 
2020:  

3 total participant, 2 
participant training for 
motorbike fixing, 1 Agriculture 

7 Village authority report one 
continues and 2 not continue cause 
of lack of budget  

2 Provided Fruit tree in 
June/2020,  

13 HHs have receive tree 
seedling, 15 Seedling per 
HHs and 195 seedlings in 
total. 

8 Estimated 50% of tree seedling 
death after planted cause drought, 
not watering  

3 Social welfare  6 HHs (Rice 50-100kg/HH, 
Zinc, cloth, water thank, 
Kitchen Utensil) 

6 And will support more two HHs  

4 Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, 
TDK11, and 450 year)  

total 15Kg/HH or 4 Tons total 
94 HHs; 

1 Project has provided rice seed for 
94HHs and only 30% (28HH) make 
seedling no one household 
Transplanting cause of the drought  

5 Paddy filed extension  59Ha, 110HHs. 100% of HHs 
has continues planting and 
got yield in 2020 1.5Tons per 
Ha 

1 59Ha, 110HHs. 100% of HHs has 
continues planting and got yield in 
2020 1.5Tons per Ha 
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6 Rehabilitation natural 
forest  

Communal  3 Villager compliance village 
regulation  

7 Patrolling activity, 10 
members  

10 patrol team direct benefit 
from patrolling DAS 50.000 
LAK a day, Whole villages 
indirect 

5 Not patrol in June and July months   

8 Village Development 
Fund (VDF) 
45.000.000 2/2021 

Fund has been disbursement 
in April 2021 for 8 HHs for 
Cassava plantation, goat 
raising,  

 

4 Fund has been disbursement in 
April 2021 for 8 HHs for Cassava 
plantation, goat raising,  
 

9 Forage planting in 
2020,  

13HHs individual (Guini-
Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, 
Slylo184) with total 6.5 ha/or 
5.000 m2 per HH 

2 10 HHs continue using for feeding 
animal, visit Mr. Khongkham, He still 
using  

136. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed Activity  Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Sanitation (Toilet) 177. Completed IR and IP screening 
form. 

178. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- 38HHs in the planed 

Completed data collection,  
- Preparing procurement 

process 
Some HH prepared pit for toilet  

Building toilet will be 
individual HH and 
proposed by 
community, No 
impact IR  

 

137. Village Recommendation  

6. Project should be closely monitoring rice production group, and provide on the job training   

7. Project should closely household member VDF to make sure that fund revolve to next household.  

8. Increase number of HHs forage plantation    

9. Vocational training very important activity project should support more after training  

8July 2021 Ban Viengsay, Consultation meeting with villages authority, participant 8, 1 Women (Afternoon) 
138. General Intimation.  

There are 288 HHs 337 Families, population 1482 people, 725 women, Poor 49HHs, Disadvantage 14 HHs women head of 
HH, labor 458 women 377. Divided32 cluster (Huoay Kieng, Kayout and Viengxayyai), Ethnic Brao 95% and other (Talieng, 
Lao) 5%.  

139. Occupation 

71. 90% HHs (200ha) Planting rice (wet season paddy field  

72. 60% Livestock raising (Cattle 500 heads, Buffalo 400 head, Poultry, Goat, Pig  

73. 30% Crop Plantation (Rice, Vegetable, Banana, Sugar gain and Cassava) 

74. 5% petty trade,  

75. Labor worker after production season (Banana, Sugar gain, rubber, Hydropower company) at least 50 labor/day and 

75% women, 

76. 25% Technician (Fixing, and construction)  

77. Collecting NTFP 

140. Village Economic (Income sources)  

The main income source of the village ranking is:  
64. Selling livestock (cattle, buffalo, and Poultry) at least 50-100 M/year  

65. Construction 3-5 Million per month/ labor   

66. Labor worker after production season 

67. Selling NTFP   

68. Petty trade  

141. Natural Resource Used  

Mostly people have temporary land titling document for agriculture land, Paddy land,      
142. Threat/ Existing problem 

16. Flood and drought, pest destroy rice and delay planting rice  
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17. Animal epidemic (2020-2021) 95% of pig death, and more than 85% of Poultry,  

18. No sanitation and latrine  

143. External Assistants 

No Name 
organization/Year  

Activities  Current status  

1 PRF 2017-2019 - Nursery school 2 buildings  Well using 

  - Water supply (Ground water) 10 Hand 
Pumps   

4 hand pump is broken  

  - Water supply to HHs 1 point  Well using 

2 UNICEF - Primary school  Well using  

3 IFAD/FNML  - Building school 1  Well using  

  - Vegetable garden    No continue  

  - Demonstration’s garden    

  - Revolving fund for crop plantation 17 M 
LAK  

No continue  

  - Water supply   

4 Nankong1 
Hydropower project  

- Ground water supply 5 Point   

  - Education Material 150 million LAK   

5 Huang-Eng YaLai - Village Meeting Hall   

3 Lao-Red-Cross 
2008 

- Water supply (Ground water) Well using  

  - 1 Primary and 1 Secondary school    Well using  

4 SUFORD-SU 2016 - Community Forrest/Boundary   

  - Provide Commercial tree seedling   Planting for 10ha 

  - Goat raising 10 HHs Ongoing but not yet rotate  

  - Chicken raising 5 heads per HHs  All death cause epidemic  

  - Kitchen garden/ Seasonal   Continue by the seasonal  

  - Provide Fruit tree seedling 10HHs, 10 
Seedling per HHs    

80% death cause no watering  

6 ADDRA - Water supply (Ground water) 5 Hand 
Pumps   

Still using well  

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BCC-FIP-2017 

179. Vocational training in 2020: 1 total 
participant motorbike fixing,  

 

180. Paddy field Extension  0.5Ha/HH, 12HHs. 100% of HHs 
has continues planting and got 
yield in 2020 1.5-2Tons per Ha 

181. Provide Fingerling 4HH/ 5 Bags per HHs 
about 100 fingerling/bag (Common carp, 
tilapia, Com carp) 

Ongoing  

182. Provided Fruit tree in June/2020, XX HHs 
have receive tree seedling, 15 Seedling 
per HHs and 195 seedlings in total.  

Estimated 95% of tree seedling 
death after planted cause drought, 
not watering  

183. Social welfare 14 HHs (Rice 50-
100kg/HH, Zinc, cloth, water thank, 
Kitchen Utensil) 

 

184. Provided Rice seed (Chaolakhone, 
TDK11, and 450 year) total 15Kg/HH or 4 
Tons total 288 HHs; 

Only a few HHs planting during 
visit rice seed still keep in the 
village office store more than 
40bags   

185. Rehabilitation natural forest  Villager compliance village 
regulation  

186. Village Development Fund (VDF) 
46.000.000 2/2021 

Fund has been disbursement in to 
3 group April 2021 for 10 HHs for 
Fish raising, sewing and goat 
raising,  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Khamlea NA 20M 
 Mang NA 
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Lee-Uod NA Goat 
raising  Koysavanh NA 

Khamsouk NA 10M 
Fish 
Raising  

Khamphan NA 

Phaphone NA 

Ms Phonesy NA 10M 
Sewing  Ms Phimchai NA 

Mr. Khamvon NA 
 

187. Forage planting in 2020, 10HHs individual 
(Guini-Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, Slylo184) with total 
5 ha/or 5.000 m2 per HH 

3 HHs continue using for feeding 
animal and can be model  

 
144. BCC-FIP Proposed Activities in CAP  

No Activities  Beneficiary (HHs) Progress up to date    

1 Chicken raising group  49HHs disadvantage 7 
HHs, 15 Chicken per HH 

- Completed procurement process  
- Project also support housing materiel (roof, 

Net, Nail, feeding materiel and 2 bags of 
concentrate feed)  

2 Sanitation (Toilet) 6HHs in the planed  - Completed data collection,  
- Preparing procurement process 

3 Provide Rice seed  313HHs - No information  

4 Kitchen garden  94HHs -  Not yet ongoing procurement   

5 Cattle Raising group for 
poor HH     

25HHs  - Group has been established  
- Preparation process  

6 Extension of forages 
plantation  

9HHs  -  

  
145. BCC Activities/ Ranging  

No Activities  Beneficiary 
(HHs) 

Ranking Remark  

1 Vocational training in 
2020:  

1 total participant motorbike 
fixing, 

7  

2 Paddy field Extension  0.5Ha/HH, 12HHs. 100% of 
HHs has continues planting 
and got yield in 2020 1.5-2Tons 
per Ha 

1 0.5Ha/HH, 12HHs. 100% of HHs 
has continues planting and got 
yield in 2020 1.5-2Tons per Ha 

3 Provide Fingerling  4HH/ 5 Bags per HHs about 
100 fingerling/bag (Common 
carp, tilapia, Com carp) 

5 Ongoing  

4 Provided Fruit tree in 
June/2020,  

13HHs have receive tree 
seedling, 15 Seedling per HHs 
and 195 seedlings in total. 

10 Estimated 95% of tree seedling 
death after planted cause 
drought, not watering  

5 Social welfare  14 HHs (Rice 50-100kg/HH, 
Zinc, cloth, water thank, 
Kitchen Utensil) 

9  

6 Provided Rice seed 
(Chaolakhone, TDK11, 
and 450 year)  

total 15Kg/HH or 4 Tons total 
131 HHs; 

6 Only a few HHs planting during 
visit rice seed still keep in the 
village office store more than 
40bags   

7 Rehabilitation natural 
forest  

Communal activity 8 Villager compliance village 
regulation  

8 Village Development 
Fund (VDF) 46.000.000 
2/2021 

Fund has been disbursement in 
to 3 group April 2021 for 10 
HHs for Fish raising, sewing 
and goat raising,  

 

2 Fund has been disbursement in to 
3 group April 2021 for 10 HHs for 
Fish raising, sewing and goat 
raising,  

Name  Responsible Amount  

Khamlea NA 20M 
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Mang NA  
Goat 
raising  

Lee-Uod NA 

Koysavanh NA 

Khamsouk NA 10M 
Fish 
Raising  

Khamphan NA 

Phaphone NA 

Ms Phonesy NA 10M 
Sewing  Ms Phimchai NA 

Mr. Khamvon NA 
 

9 Forage planting in 2020,  10HHs individual (Guini-
Simuang/Panicum Maximum, 
Mulato2, Paspalums, Slylo184) 
with total 5 ha/or 5.000 m2 per 
HH 

3 3 HHs continue using for feeding 
animal and can be model  

10 Patrolling team/Village 
Forrest committee    

10 Members  4  

146. Consultation and screening  

No Proposed 
Activity  

Result Village concern  Recommendation  

1 Sanitation 
(Toilet) 

188. Completed IR and IP screening 
form. 

189. Consultation minute 
- Site visit  
- 6HHs in the planed Completed data 

collection,  
- Preparing procurement process 

Some HH prepared pit for toilet  

Building toilet will be 
individual HH and 
proposed by 
community, No 
impact IR  

 

147. Village Recommendation  

10. Provide on the job training on livestock and primary animal health care  

11. Establish VVW’s and Revolving Fund for animal health care   

12. Increase number of HHs forage plantation    

13. VDF Fund, Project should be closely monitoring with village committee to make sure revolving of the fund   
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Annex04: Consultation Minute and List of participants in consultation,  
 

1. Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. BrongNoy  
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2. Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. BrongGnai, Dukchueng district  
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3. Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. BrongGnai, Dukchueng district 
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4. Community Consutation minute Irrigation  Ban. Dakmouane 
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5. ommunity Consutation minute Irrigation Ban. Mangha 
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6. Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. Dakmi 
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7. Community Consutation minute Irrigation Pipeline Ban. Dakyilang 
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8. Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. Dakpranue 
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9. Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. 
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10. Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. Dakpra-Mai 
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Community consultation minute NSS 2021 June-July (PV).docx  

11. Community Consutation minute Water supply and Sanitation Vangang 
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12. Community Consutation minute Water supply and Sanitation Vongsomphou 
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13. Community Consutation minute Water supply and Sanitation Ban Phouhom 

 

 
14. Community Consutation minute Sanitation Viengxay 
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15. Community Consutation minute Sanitation Phouxay 
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16. Community Consutation minute Sanitation Vonglakhone 
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17. Community Latrin Ban. Namkong 
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Annex 05: Community consultation minute SOFRECO March2021.docx 
   

Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. BrongNoy 
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Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. Dakpramai  
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Community Consutation minute Water supply Ban. Dakley 
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Annex06: Checklist screening form IR and IP 
 

Screening Form for Impacts on Ethnic Groups (For individual latrines (6 villages) in Phouvong district) 
 

I. Background information 
 
Village and population under BCCP-AF programme in Phouvong district and villages concerned by latrine  

 
District/Village Population House Family Main ethnic group Other groups Latrines 

Phouvong       
Phouxay 308 60 69 Brao  Yes  

Phouhom 1044 177 232 Brao   
Vonlakhone 544 90 110 Brao Oy, Sou, Lao Yes 

Vongsomgphou 1276 299 358 Brao Lao, Cheng Yes 

Namkong 827 156 189 Brao  Yes 

Viengxay 1339 265 349 Brao Trieng, Oy, Cheng Yes 

Vang-Nyang 1227 238 290 Brao Yrou, Oy Yes  

Total Phouvong 6565 1285 1597    
 
 

II. IP screening from for Subproject Latrine Phouvong district  
 

KEY CONCERNS  
(Please provide elaborations on the Remarks column) 

YES NO NOT KNOW REMARKS 

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification     

1. Are there socio-cultural groups present in or use the 
project area who may be considered as "tribes" (hill 
tribes, schedules tribes, tribal peoples), "minorities" 
(ethnic or national minorities), or "indigenous 
communities" in the project area? 

x   Brao ethnic group, forming 
more than 80% of 
households of villages 
concerned. Other minority 
groups are Oy, Cheng, 
Trieng, Yrou/Sou, Yae and 
Katu. 

2. Are there national or local laws or policies as well as 
anthropological researches/studies that consider these 
groups present in or using the project area as 
belonging to "ethnic minorities", scheduled tribes, tribal 
peoples, national minorities, or cultural communities? 

 x   

3. Do such groups self-identify as being part of a distinct 
social and cultural group? 

x   Brao ethnic group is 
specific from Attapeu 
province 

4. Do such groups maintain collective attachments to 
distinct habitats or ancestral territories and/or to the 
natural resources in these habitats and territories? 

x   Brao have community 
festivals and attachments 
to their ancestral domains. 
However, most villages 
concerned are settled near 
the road years before the 
starting of the project. 

5. Do such groups maintain cultural, economic, social, 
and political institutions distinct from the dominant 
society and culture? 

x   Mostly culture, traditions, 
languages 

6. Do such groups speak a distinct language or dialect? x    

7. Has such groups been historically, socially and 
economically marginalized, disempowered, excluded, 
and/or discriminated against? 

 x   

8. Are such groups represented as "Indigenous Peoples" 
or as "ethnic minorities" or "scheduled tribes" or "tribal 
populations" in any formal decision-making bodies at 
the national or local levels? 

 x  Brao ethnic group are in 
the list of 50 ethnic in Laos 
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B. Identification of Potential Impacts     

9. Will the project directly or indirectly benefit or target 
Indigenous Peoples? 

x   Yes, Brao are the majority 
in the concerned villages 

10. Will the project directly or indirectly affect Indigenous 
Peoples' traditional socio-cultural and belief practices? (e.g. 
child-rearing, health, education, arts, and governance) 

 x  Individual toilets y are basic 
needs expressed by these 
households during the 
participatory and bottom-up 
planning stage. This social 
development will not affect 
traditions 

11. Will the project affect the livelihood systems of 
Indigenous Peoples? (e.g., food production system, 
natural resource management, crafts and trade, 
employment status) 

 x  Latrines are social assets 
that does not affect people 
livelihood 

12. Will the project be in an area (land or territory) 
occupied, owned, or used by Indigenous Peoples, 
and/or claimed as ancestral domain? 

x   Individual toilets will be 
attached to their existing 
houses they occupy, within 
their village boundary 

C. Identification of Special Requirements  
Will the project activities include: 

    

13. Commercial development of the cultural resources and 
knowledge of Indigenous Peoples?  

 x   

14. Physical displacement from traditional or customary 
lands? 

 x   

15. Commercial development of natural resources (such 
as minerals, hydrocarbons, forests, water, hunting or 
fishing grounds) within customary lands under use that 
would impact the livelihoods or the cultural, 
ceremonial, spiritual uses that define the identity and 
community of Indigenous Peoples? 

 X   

16. Establishing legal recognition of rights to lands and territories 
that are traditionally owned or customarily used, occupied or 
claimed by indigenous peoples? 

x   Project initiates the process 
of land certificate for these 
households 

17. Acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned or 
customarily used occupied or claimed by indigenous 
peoples? 

x   Extension of agricultural 
land after UXO clearance 

 
Anticipated project impacts on Indigenous Peoples 

Subproject activity Anticipated positive effect Anticipated negative effect 

1. Construction of individual toilets Individual social enhancement 
Village cleanness 

No 

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

 
Indigenous Peoples Category (Encircle 1) 

Category Description Subproject Eligibility 

A Significant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Not Eligible 

B Insignificant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

C No impact on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

 
 
 
 
 
IPP Impact Screening Form For small scale gravity irrigation (3 villages: Dakmouan, Dakyang and Dakley) in 
Dakcheung district) 
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I. Background information 
 

Dakcheung villages and population under BCCP-AF programme and villages concerned by water supply and 
irrigation 

District/Village Population House Family Main ethnic 
group 

Other groups Irrigation 

Borong Nyai 355 43 71 Yae   
Borong Noy 309 55 72 Yae   
Dak Praneu 231 35 53 Yae   
Dak Prane May 221 39 49 Yae   
Mang Ha 382 61 71 Yae   
Dakyrang 130 22 26 Yae/Kriang  Nyé Yes 

Dakbou 394 53 63 Yae   
Dakmouan 384 75 87 Trieng Katu, Yae, Lao Yes 

Dakmy 377 56 74 Yae   
Dakley 306 50  58 Yae  Yes 

Total Dakcheung 3089 489 624    

 
II. IPP Screening from for Sub-project Activities Irrigation  

 
KEY CONCERNS  
(Please provide elaborations on the Remarks column) 

YES NO NOT KNOW REMARKS 

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification     

18. Are there socio-cultural groups present in or use 
the project area who may be considered as 
"tribes" (hill tribes, schedules tribes, tribal 
peoples), "minorities" (ethnic or national 
minorities), or "indigenous communities" in the 
project area? 

x   Yae and Trieng ethnic 
groups represent more 
than 90% of concerned 
villages and households. 
Other minority groups are 
Nyé and Katu. 

19. Are there national or local laws or policies as well 
as anthropological researches/studies that 
consider these groups present in or using the 
project area as belonging to "ethnic minorities", 
scheduled tribes, tribal peoples, national 
minorities, or cultural communities? 

 x  There is National Policy 
called National Ethnic 
Policy and applies for all 
in Lao 

20. Do such groups self-identify as being part of a 
distinct social and cultural group? 

x   Yae and Trieng ethnic 
groups are in particular 
high proportion in Sekong 
province. 

21. Do such groups maintain collective attachments to 
distinct habitats or ancestral territories and/or to 
the natural resources in these habitats and 
territories? 

x   Yae and Trieng have 
community festivals and 
attachments to their 
ancestral domains. 
However, most villages 
concerned are settled 
near the road years 
before the starting of the 
project. 

22. Do such groups maintain cultural, economic, 
social, and political institutions distinct from the 
dominant society and culture? 

x   Mostly culture, traditions, 
languages, community 
decision-making process. 

23. Do such groups speak a distinct language or 
dialect? 

x    

24. Has such groups been historically, socially and 
economically marginalized, disempowered, 
excluded, and/or discriminated against? 

 x   
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25. Are such groups represented as "Indigenous 
Peoples" or as "ethnic minorities" or "scheduled 
tribes" or "tribal populations" in any formal 
decision-making bodies at the national or local 
levels? 

 x  Following National Ethnic 
Policy  

D. Identification of Potential Impacts     

26. Will the project directly or indirectly benefit or 
target Indigenous Peoples? 

x   Yes, Yae and Trieng are 
the majority in the 
concerned villages 

27. Will the project directly or indirectly affect Indigenous 
Peoples' traditional socio-cultural and belief practices? 
(e.g. child-rearing, health, education, arts, and 
governance) 

 x  Irrigated rice will concern 
some households oft 
three villages (Dakmouan,  
Dakyang and Dakley), in 
order to reduce the 
pressures on forest 
(shifting cultivation), in 
line with policy and 
BCCP-AF objective. 

28. Will the project affect the livelihood systems of 
Indigenous Peoples? (e.g., food production 
system, natural resource management, crafts and 
trade, employment status) 

 X 
 

 Irrigated rice fields will 
replace rainfed upland 
rice cultivation and 
involve the change of 
agricultural practices and 
seeds. However, irrigated 
rice is not new for these 
ethnic groups.  

29. Will the project be in an area (land or territory) 
occupied, owned, or used by Indigenous Peoples, 
and/or claimed as ancestral domain? 

x   Irrigation programme will 
take place within their 
village boundary 

E. Identification of Special Requirements  
Will the project activities include? 

    

30. Commercial development of the cultural resources 
and knowledge of Indigenous Peoples?  

 x   

31. Physical displacement from traditional or 
customary lands? 

 x   

32. Commercial development of natural resources 
(such as minerals, hydrocarbons, forests, water, 
hunting or fishing grounds) within customary lands 
under use that would impact the livelihoods or the 
cultural, ceremonial, spiritual uses that define the 
identity and community of Indigenous Peoples? 

 X   

33. Establishing legal recognition of rights to lands and 
territories that are traditionally owned or 
customarily used, occupied or claimed by 
indigenous peoples? 

x   Project initiates the 
process of land certificate 
for these households 

34. Acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned or 
customarily used, occupied or claimed by 
indigenous peoples? 

x   Extension of agricultural 
land after UXO clearance 

 
Anticipated project impacts on Indigenous Peoples 

Subproject activity Anticipated positive effect Anticipated negative effect 

6. Small-scale gravity irrigation Less slashing and burning of forest 
Improved food security 
Less soil degradation 
Possibility of agriculture 
intensification and double cropping 
 

No 

7.    

8.    
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9.    

10.    

 
Indigenous Peoples Category (Encircle 1) 

Category Description Subproject Eligibility 

A Significant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Not Eligible 

B Insignificant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

C No impact on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

 
 
Screening Form for Impacts on Ethnic Groups (For village water supply rehabilitation/extension (3 villages) and 
individual latrines (6 villages) in Phouvong district) 
 
Village and population under BCCP-AF programme in Phouvong district and villages concerned by latrine and water supply 
 

District/Village Population House Family Main 
ethnic 
group 

Other groups Latrines Water supply 

Phouvong        
Phouxay 308 60 69 Brao  Yes   
Phouhom 1044 177 232 Brao   Yes  

Vonlakhone 544 90 110 Brao Oy, Sou, Lao Yes   
Vongsomgphou 1276 299 358 Brao Lao, Cheng Yes  Yes  

Namkong 827 156 189 Brao  Yes   
Viengxay 1339 265 349 Brao Trieng, Oy, Cheng Yes   
Vang-Nyang 1227 238 290 Brao Yrou, Oy Yes  Yes  

Total Phouvong 6565 1285 1597     
 

KEY CONCERNS  
(Please provide elaborations on the Remarks column) 

YES NO NOT KNOW REMARKS 

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification     

35. Are there socio-cultural groups present in or use the 
project area who may be considered as "tribes" (hill 
tribes, schedules tribes, tribal peoples), "minorities" 
(ethnic or national minorities), or "indigenous 
communities" in the project area? 

x   Brao ethnic group, forming 
more than 80% of households 
of villages concerned. Other 
minority groups are Oy, 
Cheng, Trieng, Yrou/Sou, Yae 
and Katu. 

36. Are there national or local laws or policies as well as 
anthropological researches/studies that consider 
these groups present in or using the project area as 
belonging to "ethnic minorities", scheduled tribes, 
tribal peoples, national minorities, or cultural 
communities? 

 x   

37. Do such groups self-identify as being part of a distinct 
social and cultural group? 

x   Brao ethnic group is specific 
from Attapeu province 

38. Do such groups maintain collective attachments to 
distinct habitats or ancestral territories and/or to the 
natural resources in these habitats and territories? 

x   Brao have community festivals 
and attachments to their 
ancestral domains. However, 
most villages concerned are 
settled near the road years 
before the starting of the 
project. 

39. Do such groups maintain cultural, economic, social, 
and political institutions distinct from the dominant 
society and culture? 

x   Mostly culture, traditions, 
languages 

40. Do such groups speak a distinct language or dialect? x    
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41. Has such groups been historically, socially and 
economically marginalized, disempowered, excluded, 
and/or discriminated against? 

 x   

42. Are such groups represented as "Indigenous Peoples" 
or as "ethnic minorities" or "scheduled tribes" or "tribal 
populations" in any formal decision-making bodies at 
the national or local levels? 

 x  Following National Ethnic 
Policy in Lao   

F. Identification of Potential Impacts     

43. Will the project directly or indirectly benefit or target 
Indigenous Peoples? 

x   Yes, Brao are the majority in 
the concerned villages 

44. Will the project directly or indirectly affect Indigenous 
Peoples' traditional socio-cultural and belief practices? (e.g. 
child-rearing, health, education, arts, and governance) 

 x  Individual toilets and water 
supply are basic needs 
expressed by these 
households during the 
participatory and bottom-up 
planning stage. This social 
development will not affect 
traditions 

45. Will the project affect the livelihood systems of 
Indigenous Peoples? (e.g., food production system, 
natural resource management, crafts and trade, 
employment status) 

 x  Latrines and water supply are 
social assets that does not 
affect people livelihood 

46. Will the project be in an area (land or territory) 
occupied, owned, or used by Indigenous Peoples, 
and/or claimed as ancestral domain? 

x   Individual toilets will be 
attached to their existing 
houses they occupy, within 
their village boundary 

G. Identification of Special Requirements  
Will the project activities include? 

    

47. Commercial development of the cultural resources 
and knowledge of Indigenous Peoples?  

 x   

48. Physical displacement from traditional or customary 
lands? 

 x   

49. Commercial development of natural resources (such 
as minerals, hydrocarbons, forests, water, hunting or 
fishing grounds) within customary lands under use 
that would impact the livelihoods or the cultural, 
ceremonial, spiritual uses that define the identity and 
community of Indigenous Peoples? 

 X   

50. Establishing legal recognition of rights to lands and 
territories that are traditionally owned or customarily used, 
occupied or claimed by indigenous peoples? 

x   Project initiate the process of 
land certificate for these 
households 

51. Acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned or 
customarily used occupied or claimed by indigenous 
peoples? 

x   Extension of agricultural land 
after UXO clearance 

 
Anticipated project impacts on Indigenous Peoples 

Subproject activity Anticipated positive effect Anticipated negative effect 

11. Construction of individual toilets Individual social enhancement 
Village cleanness 

No 

12. Water supply Improved source of domestic water 
Less water-borne diseases 
Time saving, especially for women 
and girls. 
Opportunity for watering kitchen 
garden and provide water for 
domestic animal 

No 

13.    

14.    

15.    
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Indigenous Peoples Category (Encircle 1) 

Category Description Subproject Eligibility 

A Significant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Not Eligible 

B Insignificant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

C No impact on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

 
 

Screening Form for Impacts on Ethnic Groups (For village water supply rehabilitation/extension (3 
villages) 

 
I. Background information 

 
Village and population under BCCP-AF programme in Phouvong district and villages concerned by latrine 
and water supply 

 
District/Village Population House Family Main ethnic group Other groups Water Supply 

Phouvong       
Phouxay 308 60 69 Brao   
Phouhom 1044 177 232 Brao  Yes 

Vonlakhone 544 90 110 Brao Oy, Sou, Lao  
Vongsomgphou 1276 299 358 Brao Lao, Cheng Yes 

Namkong 827 156 189 Brao   
Viengxay 1339 265 349 Brao Trieng, Oy, Cheng  
Vang-Nyang 1227 238 290 Brao Yrou, Oy Yes 

Total Phouvong 6565 1285 1597    
 
 

II. IP Screening Form 
 

KEY CONCERNS  
(Please provide elaborations on the Remarks column) 

YES NO NOT KNOW REMARKS 

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification     

52. Are there socio-cultural groups present in or use 
the project area who may be considered as "tribes" 
(hill tribes, schedules tribes, tribal peoples), 
"minorities" (ethnic or national minorities), or 
"indigenous communities" in the project area? 

x   Brao ethnic group, forming 
more than 80% of 
households of villages 
concerned. Other minority 
groups are Oy, Cheng, 
Trieng, Yrou/Sou, Yae and 
Katu. 

53. Are there national or local laws or policies as well 
as anthropological researches/studies that 
consider these groups present in or using the 
project area as belonging to "ethnic minorities", 
scheduled tribes, tribal peoples, national minorities, 
or cultural communities? 

 x   

54. Do such groups self-identify as being part of a 
distinct social and cultural group? 

x   Brao ethnic group is specific 
from Attapeu province 

55. Do such groups maintain collective attachments to 
distinct habitats or ancestral territories and/or to the 
natural resources in these habitats and territories? 

x   Brao have community 
festivals and attachments to 
their ancestral domains. 
However, most villages 
concerned are settled near 
the road years before the 
starting of the project. 
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56. Do such groups maintain cultural, economic, 
social, and political institutions distinct from the 
dominant society and culture? 

x   Mostly culture, traditions, 
languages, managed by 
elderly and healers 

57. Do such groups speak a distinct language or 
dialect? 

x   They speak Brao languages 

58. Has such groups been historically, socially and 
economically marginalized, disempowered, 
excluded, and/or discriminated against? 

 x   

59. Are such groups represented as "Indigenous 
Peoples" or as "ethnic minorities" or "scheduled 
tribes" or "tribal populations" in any formal 
decision-making bodies at the national or local 
levels? 

 x   
Following National Ethnic 
Policy in Lao   

H. Identification of Potential Impacts     

60. Will the project directly or indirectly benefit or target 
Indigenous Peoples? 

x   Yes, Brao are the majority in 
the concerned villages 

61. Will the project directly or indirectly affect 
Indigenous Peoples' traditional socio-cultural and 
belief practices? (e.g. child-rearing, health, 
education, arts, and governance) 

 x  Water supply are basic 
needs expressed by these 
households during the 
participatory and bottom-up 
planning stage. This social 
development will not affect 
traditions 

62. Will the project affect the livelihood systems of 
Indigenous Peoples? (e.g., food production 
system, natural resource management, crafts and 
trade, employment status) 

 x  water supply is a social 
asset that does not affect 
people livelihood 

63. Will the project be in an area (land or territory) 
occupied, owned, or used by Indigenous Peoples, 
and/or claimed as ancestral domain? 

x   Water supply will be within 
residential area of the village 
settle along road, within their 
village boundary 

I. Identification of Special Requirements  
Will the project activities include? 

    

64. Commercial development of the cultural resources 
and knowledge of Indigenous Peoples?  

 x   

65. Physical displacement from traditional or 
customary lands? 

 x   

66. Commercial development of natural resources 
(such as minerals, hydrocarbons, forests, water, 
hunting or fishing grounds) within customary lands 
under use that would impact the livelihoods or the 
cultural, ceremonial, spiritual uses that define the 
identity and community of Indigenous Peoples? 

 X   

67. Establishing legal recognition of rights to lands and 
territories that are traditionally owned or customarily 
used, occupied or claimed by indigenous peoples? 

x   Project initiates the process 
of land certificate for these 
households 

68. Acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned or 
customarily used occupied or claimed by 
indigenous peoples? 

x   Extension of agricultural 
land after UXO clearance 

 
Anticipated project impacts on Indigenous Peoples 

Subproject activity Anticipated positive effect Anticipated negative effect 

16. Water supply Improved source of domestic water 
Less water-borne diseases 
Time saving, especially for women 
and girls. 
Opportunity for watering kitchen 
garden and provide water for 
domestic animal 

No 
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17.    

18.    

19.    

20.    

 
Indigenous Peoples Category (Encircle 1) 

Category Description Subproject Eligibility 

A Significant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Not Eligible 

B Insignificant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

C No impact on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

 
Screening Form for Impact on Ethnic Groups (For village water supply rehabilitation/extension (7 villages) and 
small-scale gravity irrigation (3 villages: Dakmouan, Dakyang and Dakley) in Dakcheung district) 
 
Dakcheung villages and population under BCCP-AF programmed and villages concerned by water supply and irrigation 

District/Village Population House Family Main ethnic 
group 

Other groups Water 
supply 

Irrigation 

Dakcheung        
Borong Nyai 355 43 71 Yae  Yes   
Borong Noy 309 55 72 Yae  Yes   
Dak Praneu 231 35 53 Yae  Yes   
Dak Prane May 221 39 49 Yae  Yes   
Mang Ha 382 61 71 Yae  Yes   
Dakyrang 130 22 26 Yae/Kriang  Nyé  Yes  

Dakbou 394 53 63 Yae    
Dakmouan 384 75 87 Trieng Katu, Yae, Lao  Yes  

Dakmy 377 56 74 Yae  Yes   
Daklé 306 50  58 Yae  Yes  Yes  

Total Dakcheung 3089 489 624     

 
 

KEY CONCERNS  
(Please provide elaborations on the Remarks column) 

YES NO NOT 
KNOW 

REMARKS 

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification     

69. Are there socio-cultural groups present in or use 
the project area who may be considered as 
"tribes" (hill tribes, schedules tribes, tribal 
peoples), "minorities" (ethnic or national 
minorities), or "indigenous communities" in the 
project area? 

x   Yae and Trieng ethnic 
groups represent more than 
90% of concerned villages 
and households. Other 
minority groups are Nyé 
and Katu. 

70. Are there national or local laws or policies as 
well as anthropological researches/studies that 
consider these groups present in or using the 
project area as belonging to "ethnic minorities", 
scheduled tribes, tribal peoples, national 
minorities, or cultural communities? 

 x  There is National Policy 
called National Ethnic 
Policy and applies for all in 
Lao 

71. Do such groups self-identify as being part of a 
distinct social and cultural group? 

x   Yae and Trieng ethnic 
groups are in particular high 
proportion in Sekong 
province. 

72. Do such groups maintain collective attachments 
to distinct habitats or ancestral territories and/or 
to the natural resources in these habitats and 
territories? 

x   Yae and Trieng have 
community festivals and 
attachments to their 
ancestral domains. 
However, most villages 
concerned are settled near 
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the road years before the 
starting of the project. 

73. Do such groups maintain cultural, economic, 
social, and political institutions distinct from the 
dominant society and culture? 

x   Mostly culture, traditions, 
languages, community 
decision-making process. 

74. Do such groups speak a distinct language or 
dialect? 

x    

75. Has such groups been historically, socially and 
economically marginalized, disempowered, 
excluded, and/or discriminated against? 

 x   

76. Are such groups represented as "Indigenous 
Peoples" or as "ethnic minorities" or "scheduled 
tribes" or "tribal populations" in any formal 
decision-making bodies at the national or local 
levels? 

 x   
Following National Ethnic 
Policy in Lao 

J. Identification of Potential Impacts     

77. Will the project directly or indirectly benefit or 
target Indigenous Peoples? 

x   Yes, Yae and Trieng are 
the majority in the 
concerned villages 

78. Will the project directly or indirectly affect Indigenous 
Peoples' traditional socio-cultural and belief practices? 
(e.g., child-rearing, health, education, arts, and 
governance) 

 x  Water supply and small-
scale irrigation are needs 
expressed by these 
households during the 
participatory and bottom-up 
planning stage. Water 
supply will not affect 
traditions. Irrigated rice will 
concern some households 
oft three villages 
(Dakmouan,  Dakyang and 
Dakley), in order to reduce 
the pressures on forest 
(shifting cultivation), in lie 
with policy and BCCP-AF 
objective. 

79. Will the project affect the livelihood systems of 
Indigenous Peoples? (e.g., food production 
system, natural resource management, crafts 
and trade, employment status) 

X 
(Water 
supply) 

X 
(Irrigation) 

 Water supply is a social 
asset that does not affect 
people livelihood. 
Irrigated rice fields will 
replace rainfed upland rice 
cultivation and involve the 
change of agricultural 
practices and seeds. 
However, irrigated rice is 
not new for these ethnic 
groups.  

80. Will the project be in an area (land or territory) 
occupied, owned, or used by Indigenous 
Peoples, and/or claimed as ancestral domain? 

x   Water supply and irrigation 
programme will take place 
within their village boundary 

K. Identification of Special Requirements  
Will the project activities include? 

    

81. Commercial development of the cultural 
resources and knowledge of Indigenous 
Peoples?  

 x   

82. Physical displacement from traditional or 
customary lands? 

 x   

83. Commercial development of natural resources 
(such as minerals, hydrocarbons, forests, water, 
hunting or fishing grounds) within customary 
lands under use that would impact the 

 X   
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livelihoods or the cultural, ceremonial, spiritual 
uses that define the identity and community of 
Indigenous Peoples? 

84. Establishing legal recognition of rights to lands and 
territories that are traditionally owned or customarily 
used, occupied or claimed by indigenous peoples? 

x   Project initiate the process 
of land certificate for these 
households 

85. Acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned 
or customarily used, occupied or claimed by 
indigenous peoples? 

x   Extension of agricultural 
land after UXO clearance 

 
Anticipated project impacts on Indigenous Peoples 

Subproject activity Anticipated positive effect Anticipated negative effect 

21. Water supply Improved source of domestic water 
Less water-borne diseases 
Time saving, especially for women and girls. 
Opportunity for watering kitchen garden and 
provide water for domestic animal 

No 

22. Small-scale gravity irrigation Less slashing and burning of forest 
Improved food security 
Less soil degradation 
Possibility of agriculture intensification and 
double cropping 
 

No 

23.    

24.    

25.    

 
Indigenous Peoples Category (Encircle 1) 

Category Description Subproject Eligibility 

A Significant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Not Eligible 

B Insignificant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

C No impact on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

 

IPP Impact Screening Form (For village water supply rehabilitation/extension (7 villages) in 
Dakcheung district) 

 

I. Background information 
 
Dakcheung villages and population under BCCP-AF programme and villages concerned by water 
supply and irrigation 

District/Village Population House Family Main ethnic group Other groups Water supply 

Dakcheung       
Borong Nyai 355 43 71 Yae  Yes  

Borong Noy 309 55 72 Yae  Yes  

Dak Praneu 231 35 53 Yae  Yes  

Dak Prane May 221 39 49 Yae  Yes  

Mang Ha 382 61 71 Yae  Yes  

Dakyrang 130 22 26 Yae/Kriang Nyé  
Dakbou 394 53 63 Yae   
Dakmouan 384 75 87 Trieng Katu, Yae, Lao  
Dakmy 377 56 74 Yae  Yes  

Daklé 306 50 58 Yae  Yes  

Total Dakcheung 3089 489 624    

 

II. IP Screening form for Sub-Project Water supply Phouvong 
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KEY CONCERNS  
(Please provide elaborations on the Remarks column) 

YES NO NOT KNOW REMARKS 

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification     

86. Are there socio-cultural groups present in or use 
the project area who may be considered as 
"tribes" (hill tribes, schedules tribes, tribal 
peoples), "minorities" (ethnic or national 
minorities), or "indigenous communities" in the 
project area? 

x   Yae and Trieng ethnic 
groups represent more 
than 90% of 
concerned villages and 
households. Other 
minority groups are 
Nyé and Katu. 

87. Are there national or local laws or policies as well 
as anthropological researches/studies that 
consider these groups present in or using the 
project area as belonging to "ethnic minorities", 
scheduled tribes, tribal peoples, national 
minorities, or cultural communities? 

 x   
There is National 
Policy called National 
Ethnic Policy and 
applies for all in Lao 

88. Do such groups self-identify as being part of a 
distinct social and cultural group? 

x   Yae and Trieng ethnic 
groups are in particular 
high proportion in 
Sekong province. 

89. Do such groups maintain collective attachments 
to distinct habitats or ancestral territories and/or 
to the natural resources in these habitats and 
territories? 

x   Yae and Trieng have 
community festivals 
and attachments to 
their ancestral 
domains. However, 
most villages 
concerned are settled 
near the road years 
before the starting of 
the project. 

90. Do such groups maintain cultural, economic, 
social, and political institutions distinct from the 
dominant society and culture? 

x   Mostly culture, 
traditions, languages, 
community decision-
making process. 

91. Do such groups speak a distinct language or 
dialect? 

x    

92. Has such groups been historically, socially and 
economically marginalized, disempowered, 
excluded, and/or discriminated against? 

 x   

93. Are such groups represented as "Indigenous 
Peoples" or as "ethnic minorities" or "scheduled 
tribes" or "tribal populations" in any formal 
decision-making bodies at the national or local 
levels? 

 x   
Following National 
Ethnic Policy in Lao 

L. Identification of Potential Impacts     

94. Will the project directly or indirectly benefit or 
target Indigenous Peoples? 

x   Yes, Yae and Trieng 
are the majority in the 
concerned villages 

95. Will the project directly or indirectly affect Indigenous 
Peoples' traditional socio-cultural and belief practices? 
(e.g. child-rearing, health, education, arts, and 
governance) 

 x  Water supply ctivities 
are needs expressed 
by these households 
during the participatory 
and bottom-up 
planning stage. Water 
supply will not affect 
traditions as they are 
used to this social 
commodity. 

96. Will the project affect the livelihood systems of 
Indigenous Peoples? (e.g., food production 

X X 
(Irrigation) 

 Water supply is a 
social asset that does 
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system, natural resource management, crafts and 
trade, employment status) 

(Water 
supply) 

not affect people 
livelihood. 
.  

97. Will the project be in an area (land or territory) 
occupied, owned, or used by Indigenous Peoples, 
and/or claimed as ancestral domain? 

x   Water supply 
programme will take 
place within their 
village boundary 

M. Identification of Special Requirements  
Will the project activities include? 

    

98. Commercial development of the cultural 
resources and knowledge of Indigenous Peoples?
  

 x   

99. Physical displacement from traditional or 
customary lands? 

 x   

100. Commercial development of natural resources 
(such as minerals, hydrocarbons, forests, water, 
hunting or fishing grounds) within customary 
lands under use that would impact the livelihoods 
or the cultural, ceremonial, spiritual uses that 
define the identity and community of Indigenous 
Peoples? 

 X   

101. Establishing legal recognition of rights to lands 
and territories that are traditionally owned or 
customarily used, occupied or claimed by 
indigenous peoples? 

x   Project initiates the 
process of land 
certificate for these 
households 

102. Acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned or 
customarily used, occupied or claimed by 
indigenous peoples? 

x   Extension of 
agricultural land after 
UXO clearance 

 
Anticipated project impacts on Indigenous Peoples 

Subproject activity Anticipated positive effect Anticipated negative effect 

26. Water supply Improved source of domestic water 
Less water-borne diseases 
Time saving, especially for women 
and girls. 
Opportunity for watering kitchen 
garden and provide water for 
domestic animal 

No 

27.    

28.    

29.    

30.    

 
Indigenous Peoples Category (Encircle 1) 

Category Description Subproject Eligibility 

A Significant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Not Eligible 

B Insignificant impacts on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

C No impact on Indigenous Peoples Eligible 

 
 

 Involuntary Resettlement Screening Form for Dakcheung Water Supply activity  
Probable Involuntary Resettlement 
Effects Yes No Not Known Remarks 

     

Involuntary Acquisition of Land     
      

1. 

Will there be permanent/temporary, 
full/partial land X   

Newly cleared agricultural land within village 
boundaries of households concerned 

 acquisition?     
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2. Is the site for land acquisition known? X   
Yes, agricultural land officially included in the land 
use planning by village 

      

3. 

Is the ownership status and current 
usage of land x   Village fallow land and swidden farming 

 to be acquired known?     
      

4. 
Will easement be utilized within an existing 
Right of x   

Villager are agreed donation cause benefited of 
community    

 Way (ROW)?     

      

5. 
Will there be temporary/permanent, 
full/partial loss  x  

The agricultural land cleared does not impact the 
residential area 

 of shelter and residential land due to land     

 acquisition?     

      

6. 
Will there be temporary/permanent, 
full/partial loss x   

Because cleared land will immediately ease the 
agricultural use of the land 

 
of agricultural and other productive assets 
due to     

 land acquisition?     

      

7. 
Will there be temporary/permanent, 
full/partial     

 

losses of crops, trees, and fixed assets 
due to   x  

 land acquisition?    No asset or fruit tree losses  

      

8. 
Will there be temporary/permanent, 
full/partial loss  x   

 of businesses or enterprises due to land     
 acquisition?     

      

9. 
Will there be temporary/permanent, 
full/partial loss     

 

of income sources and means of 
livelihoods due  X   

 to land acquisition?    
These activities will bring positive impact and workload for 
women and child 

        
Involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas  

 
10. Will people temporarily/permanently, No 

fully/partially lose access to natural resources,  
communal facilities and services? 

 
11. If land use is changed, will it have an adverse           No 

impact on social and economic activities? 

 
12. Will access to land and resources owned 
communally or by the state be restricted           No 

 
temporarily/permanently, fully/partially? 

 
Information on Displaced Persons: No displaced people 

 
Any estimate of the likely number of persons that will be displaced by the Project? [ x] No [ ] Yes 

If yes, approximately how many? ______________________       
       

Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks? [ x] No [ ] Yes 
       

Are any displaced persons from indigenous or ethnic minority groups? [ x] No [ ] Yes  
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 Involuntary Resettlement Screening Form for Phouvong) 
 

I. IR Screening from Water supply  
 

Probable Involuntary Resettlement Effects Yes No Not Known Remarks 
     

Involuntary Acquisition of Land     
      

1. Will there be permanent/temporary, full/partial land X   

Newly cleared agricultural land 
within village boundaries of 
households concerned 

 Acquisition?     

      

2. Is the site for land acquisition known? X   

Yes, agricultural land officially 
included in the land use 
planning by village 

      

3. Is the ownership status and current usage of land x   Village fallow land 
 to be acquired known?     
      

4. Will easement be utilized within an existing Right of x   Consultation has been mated  

 Way (ROW)?     
      

5. Will there be temporary/permanent, full/partial loss  X  

The agricultural land cleared 
does not impact the residential 
area 

 of shelter and residential land due to land     

 acquisition?     

      

6. Will there be temporary/permanent, full/partial loss x   

No, because cleared land will 
immediately ease the 
agricultural use of the land. 

 of agricultural and other productive assets due to     

 land acquisition?     

      

7. Will there be temporary/permanent, full/partial     

 losses of crops, trees, and fixed assets due to  X x 

No losses of crops, trees, and 

fixed assets due to land 
acquisition  

 land acquisition?     

      

8. Will there be temporary/permanent, full/partial loss  x   

 of businesses or enterprises due to land     
 acquisition?     

      

9. Will there be temporary/permanent, full/partial loss     
 of income sources and means of livelihoods due  X   
No to land acquisition?    No Income losses  
        

Involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas  
 

10. Will people temporarily/permanently, x 
fully/partially lose access to natural resources,  

communal facilities and services? 

 
11. If land use is changed, will it have an adverse x 
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impact on social and economic activities? 

 
12. Will access to land and resources owned x 

communally or by the state be restricted 
temporarily/permanently, fully/partially? 

 
Information on Displaced Persons: No displaced people 

 
Any estimate of the likely number of persons that will be displaced by the Project? [ x] No [ ] Yes 

If yes, approximately how many? ______________________       
       

Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks? [ x] No [ ] Yes 
       

Are any displaced persons from indigenous or ethnic minority groups? [ x] No [ ] Yes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Annex07: Land Acquisition Donation form for Water Supply Activity Ban Brong (Dakleang Hemlet) 
 
Province:  Sekong  
District:  Dukchueng 
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Village BrongGnai 
CERTIFICATE OF LAND DONATION 

I (in case of single head of HH)/WE (in case of married couple) [MR. HO AND MS. FONG, Age 45+41-Year-old, FARMER], with residence 
located in [BANBRONGGNAI] village, [DUKCUENG] district, [SEKONG] province, certify that I have been previously informed by local 
authorities of my right to entitlement for compensation for any loss of property (house, structures, land and trees) that might be caused 
by BCCP [WATER SUPPLY CONSTUCTION) in village [BRONGGNAI], district ([DUKCHUNG]). I/We confirm that I/We do not request 
any compensation for the loss of [LOSSES OF HOME GARDEN FROM PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION] and would request the local 
authority to consider this as my voluntary contribution to the Project. 
Details of Land Donated 

Type of Land  Area (sqm)  Number of Trees  Unit Rates/Tree or 
M2 

Total Value 
(Kip) 

% Of Total of 
Type of Land 

Comment 

Garden  12 m2 No Loss  5.000 60.000 320 M2=3.75 Permanent 
restriction of 
land     

Total 12 m2  5.000 60.000 3,75%  

Therefore, I/We prepare and sign this certificate for the proof of my/our decision and confirm that I/We have not been forced or coerced 
into making this donation.  
The owner(s) of the land [INSERT NAME AND SIGN AND DATE]  Witnesses: [INSERT NAME and SIGN and DATE] 

1.  Mr. Khamsamai Syyotha 

2. Mr. Somkhuan Souvannasak 

3.                     Mr. Syhuang  
 

Certified by the Head of the Village [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE]  

 
Certified by the Head of DoNRE [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledged by the Governor of [INSERT NAME] district [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
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Province:  Sekong  
District:  Dukchueng 
Village BrongGnai 

CERTIFICATE OF LAND DONATION 
I (in case of single head of HH)/WE (in case of married couple) [MR. MEM AND MS. BIRTH, Age 52+47-Year-Old, FARMER], with 
residence located in [BANBRONGGNAI] village, [DUKCUENG] district, [SEKONG] province, certify that I have been previously informed 
by local authorities of my right to entitlement for compensation for any loss of property (house, structures, land and trees) that might be 
caused by BCCP [WATER SUPPLY CONSTUCTION) in village [BRONGGNAI], district ([DUKCHUNG]). I/We confirm that I/We do not 
request any compensation for the loss of [LOSSES OF HOME GARDEN FROM PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION] and would request the 
local authority to consider this as my voluntary contribution to the Project. 
Details of Land Donated 

Type of Land  Area (sqm)  Number of 
Trees  

Unit 
Rates/Tree 
or M2 

Total Value 
(Kip) 

% Of Total of 
Type of Land 

Comment 

Garden  20 m2 No Loss  5.000 100.000 540=3.70 Permanent restriction of 
land     

Total 20 m2  5.000 100.000 3,70%  

Therefore, I/We prepare and sign this certificate for the proof of my/our decision and confirm that I/We have not been forced or coerced 
into making this donation.  
The owner(s) of the land [INSERT NAME AND SIGN AND DATE]  Witnesses: [INSERT NAME and SIGN and DATE] 

1.  Mr. Khamsamai Syyotha 

2. Mr. Somkhuan Souvannasak 

3.                     Mr. Syhuang  
 

Certified by the Head of the Village [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE]  

 
Certified by the Head of DoNRE [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledged by the Governor of [INSERT NAME] district [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
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Province:  Sekong  
District:  Dukchueng 
Village BrongGnai 

CERTIFICATE OF LAND DONATION 
I (in case of single head of HH)/WE (in case of married couple) [MR. MOT AND MS. LENG, Age 36+36-Year-old, FARMER], with 
residence located in [BANBRONGGNAI] village, [DUKCUENG] district, [SEKONG] province, certify that I have been previously informed 
by local authorities of my right to entitlement for compensation for any loss of property (house, structures, land and trees) that might be 
caused by BCCP [WATER SUPPLY CONSTUCTION) in village [BRONGGNAI], district ([DUKCHUNG]). I/We confirm that I/We do not 
request any compensation for the loss of [LOSSES OF HOME GARDEN FROM INTAKE TANK CONSTRUCTION] and would request 
the local authority to consider this as my voluntary contribution to the Project. 
Details of Land Donated 

Type of Land  Area (sqm)  Number of Trees  Unit 
Rates/Tree 
or M2 

Total Value 
(Kip) 

% Of Total of 
Type of Land 

Comment 

Fallow land (Old upland 
rice) 

16 m2 No Loss  5.000 80.000 1Ha=0.16 Permanent 
restriction of 
land     

Total 16 m2  5.000 80.000 0,18%  

Therefore, I/We prepare and sign this certificate for the proof of my/our decision and confirm that I/We have not been forced or coerced 
into making this donation.  
The owner(s) of the land [INSERT NAME AND SIGN AND DATE]  Witnesses: [INSERT NAME and SIGN and DATE] 

1.  Mr. Khamsamai Syyotha 

2. Mr. Somkhuan Souvannasak 

3.                     Mr. Syhuang  
 

Certified by the Head of the Village [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE]  

 
Certified by the Head of DoNRE [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledged by the Governor of [INSERT NAME] district [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
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Province:  Sekong  
District:  Dukchueng 
Village BrongGnai 

CERTIFICATE OF LAND DONATION 
I (in case of single head of HH)/WE (in case of married couple) [MR. MAE AND MS. PHAI, Age 28+25-Year-old, FARMER], with residence 
located in [BANBRONGGNAI] village, [DUKCUENG] district, [SEKONG] province, certify that I have been previously informed by local 
authorities of my right to entitlement for compensation for any loss of property (house, structures, land and trees) that might be caused 
by BCCP [WATER SUPPLY CONSTUCTION) in village [BRONGGNAI], district ([DUKCHUNG]). I/We confirm that I/We do not request 
any compensation for the loss of [LOSSES OF HOME GARDEN FROM PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION] and would request the local 
authority to consider this as my voluntary contribution to the Project. 
Details of Land Donated 

Type of Land  Area (sqm)  Number of Trees  Unit 
Rates/Tree 
or M2 

Total Value 
(Kip) 

% of Total of 
Type of Land 

Comment 

Garden  35 m2 No losses 8.000 280.000 750=4,46 Permanent restriction 
of land     

Total 35 m2  8.000 280.000 4,46%  

Therefore, I/We prepare and sign this certificate for the proof of my/our decision and confirm that I/We have not been forced or coerced 
into making this donation.  
The owner(s) of the land [INSERT NAME AND SIGN AND DATE]  Witnesses: [INSERT NAME and SIGN and DATE] 

1.  Mr. Khamsamai Syyotha 

2. Mr. Somkhuan Souvannasak 

3.                     Mr. Syhuang  
 
Certified by the Head of the Village [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE]  

 
Certified by the Head of DoNRE [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledged by the Governor of [INSERT NAME] district [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
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Province:  Sekong  
District:  Dukchueng 
Village BrongGnai 

CERTIFICATE OF LAND DONATION 
I (in case of single head of HH)/WE (in case of married couple) [MR. SAM AND MS. MEM, Age 58+49-Year-old, FARMER], with residence 
located in [BANBRONGGNAI] village, [DUKCUENG] district, [SEKONG] province, certify that I have been previously informed by local 
authorities of my right to entitlement for compensation for any loss of property (house, structures, land and trees) that might be caused 
by BCCP [WATER SUPPLY CONSTUCTION) in village [BRONGGNAI], district ([DUKCHUNG]). I/We confirm that I/We do not request 
any compensation for the loss of [LOSSES OF HOME GARDEN FROM PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION] and would request the local 
authority to consider this as my voluntary contribution to the Project. 
Details of Land Donated 

Type of Land  Area (sqm)  Number of Trees  Unit 
Rates/Tree 
or M2 

Total Value 
(Kip) 

% of Total of 
Type of Land 

Comment 

Garden  30 m2 No losses 8.000 240.000 640=4.68 Permanent restriction 
of land     

Total 30 m2  8.000 240.000 4,68 %  

Therefore, I/We prepare and sign this certificate for the proof of my/our decision and confirm that I/We have not been forced or coerced 
into making this donation.  
The owner(s) of the land [INSERT NAME AND SIGN AND DATE]  Witnesses: [INSERT NAME and SIGN and DATE] 

1.  Mr. Khamsamai Syyotha 

2. Mr. Somkhuan Souvannasak 

3.                     Mr. Syhuang  
 
Certified by the Head of the Village [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE]  

 
Certified by the Head of DoNRE [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledged by the Governor of [INSERT NAME] district [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
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Province:  Sekong  
District:  Dukchueng 
Village BrongGnai 

CERTIFICATE OF LAND DONATION 
I (in case of single head of HH)/WE (in case of married couple) [MR. KHAMHOY AND MS. VUNG, Age 46+42 Years-old, FARMER], 
with residence located in [BANBRONGGNAI] village, [DUKCUENG] district, [SEKONG] province, certify that I have been previously 
informed by local authorities of my right to entitlement for compensation for any loss of property (house, structures, land and trees) 
that might be caused by BCCP [WATER SUPPLY CONSTUCTION) in village [BRONGGNAI], district ([DUKCHUNG]). I/We confirm 
that I/We do not request any compensation for the loss of [LOSSES OF HOME GARDEN FROM RESERVOIR CONSTRUCTION] 
and would request the local authority to consider this as my voluntary contribution to the Project. 
Details of Land Donated 

Type of Land  Area (sqm)  Number of Trees  Unit 
Rates/Tree 
or M2 

Total Value 
(Kip) 

% of Total of 
Type of Land 

Comment 

Construction 
land  

16 m2 No Losses  12.000 192 3.500m2= 0,57 Permanent 
restriction of land     

Total   12.000 192 0,57%  

Therefore, I/We prepare and sign this certificate for the proof of my/our decision and confirm that I/We have not been forced or 
coerced into making this donation.  
The owner(s) of the land [INSERT NAME AND SIGN AND DATE]  Witnesses: [INSERT NAME and SIGN and DATE] 

1.  Mr. Khamsamai Syyotha 

2. Mr. Somkhuan Souvannasak 

3.                     Mr. Syhuang  
 

Certified by the Head of the Village [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE]  

 
Certified by the Head of DoNRE [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledged by the Governor of [INSERT NAME] district [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE 
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Province:  Sekong  
District:  Dukchueng 
Village BrongGnai 

CERTIFICATE OF LAND DONATION 
I (in case of single head of HH)/WE (in case of married couple) [MR. BOUNHOME AND MS. SOME, Age 43+38-Year-old, FARMER], 
with residence located in [BANBRONGGNAI] village, [DUKCUENG] district, [SEKONG] province, certify that I have been previously 
informed by local authorities of my right to entitlement for compensation for any loss of property (house, structures, land and trees) 
that might be caused by BCCP [WATER SUPPLY CONSTUCTION) in village [BRONGGNAI], district ([DUKCHUNG]). I/We confirm 
that I/We do not request any compensation for the loss of [LOSSES OF HOME GARDEN FROM PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION] and 
would request the local authority to consider this as my voluntary contribution to the Project. 
Details of Land Donated 

Type of Land  Area (sqm)  Number of Trees  Unit 
Rates/Tree 
or M2 

Total Value 
(Kip) 

% Of Total of 
Type of Land 

Comment 

Old Paddy field  300 m2 No losses  5.000 1.500.000 0,85ha=3.5 Permanent restriction of 
land     

Total 300 m2  5.000 1.500.000 3,5%  

Therefore, I/We prepare and sign this certificate for the proof of my/our decision and confirm that I/We have not been forced or 
coerced into making this donation.  
The owner(s) of the land [INSERT NAME AND SIGN AND DATE]  Witnesses: [INSERT NAME and SIGN and DATE] 

1.  Mr. Khamsamai Syyotha 

2. Mr. Somkhuan Souvannasak 

3.                     Mr. Syhuang  
 

Certified by the Head of the Village [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE]  

 
Certified by the Head of DoNRE [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledged by the Governor of [INSERT NAME] district [INSERT NAME, SIGN AND STAMP and DATE] 
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Annex 08: Lists of activities (livelihood and small scale infra.) under BCC-AF, Phouvong district 

Phouvong

NO Description No of HH No of unit
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2019 2022

I Agroforestry – tree establishment Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

1,1 Fruit trees plantation 240 hh 2400 seedling x x x x x x x x x x Provided 2.490 trees to 7 villages with 249 hhs

1,2 Forage/fooder (full packages) 116 hh 116 packages x x x x x x x x x 17.5 ha was clear in 5 villages with 44 hhs

II Livestock, agriculture and others

2,1 Support cattle for poor families (2 cattles /each) 74 hh/5 Villages 148 cattles x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,6 Poultry 315 hh/ 7 Villages 3150 chickens x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,7 Support vaccination and services 116 hh/ 7 vIllages x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,8 Fish raising in paddy rice 10 hh/ 3 Villages 10 units x x x x x Not yet done

2,9 Promote rice production (Max 1 ha/each) 616 hh 616 units x x x x x x x x x x x Completed study, 9.42 tone of new rice veriety provided to 284hhs in 7 villages

2,10 Home garden and school garden 423 hh/7Villages 430 gardens x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

2,11 New livelihoods support To be identified To be identified x x x x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,12 Small livelihood activities trough VDF 848 hh/7 Villages 7 VDFs x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

III Capacity development

3.1.1 Weaving 15 hh x x

3.1.2 Sewing 34 hh x x x x x x x

3.1.3 Cooking 3 hh x x x

3.1.4 Motor bike fixing 7 hh x x x x x selected 11 people

3.1.5 Electiricty 2 hh x x x

3.1.6 Constuction 1 hh x x selected 4 people

3.1.7 Agriculture 2 hh x x x Selected 11people ( 6 crop and 5 cattle)

3,2 Training / extension service 1368 houses (TA team) 1368 hh/7 Villages 2736 people x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

3,3 Farmer exchange visit 18 person /each Village 126 hh x x x x x x x x x x

3,4 Local study tour or on the job training (LQBI) / cattle farming system 2 

persons / each Village, 2 persons / each Village 7 Villages 170 hh x x x x x x x Not yet done

3,5 On the job training by LQBI company 2 persons (300/person) 170 hh/7Villages x x x x x x x

3,8 LWU training programe for economic activities 7 Villages x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

3,10 Study tour Vietnam on integrated farming system 21 hh/7 Village x x x x x x x x

IV Livelihoods support facilities 

Rice field Development (Developed for land owner) 2 Villages 69 ha x x x 2 villages, 69 ha, 122 hh, Completed

UXO clearance

Temporary Land Use Certificates (with DAFO)

Household conservation agreement

4,4 Water supply (Community water supply) 830 hh/3 Villages 3,00 x x x x x Not yet done

4,5 Sanitation (Toliet for individual HHs) 308 hh 308 toilets x x x x x x x x Not yet done

4,11 Social welfare 105 hh/7 Villages 7 Villages x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

4,12 VDF and social welfare fund management 7 SWM x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x Set up VDF committees

Target villages Time schedule

Progress Status
2020 2021
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Lists of activities (livelihood and small scale infra.) under BCC-AF, Dukchueng district district 
DakCheung 2019 2022

NO Description Unit of hh No of unit
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Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

I Agroforestry – tree establishment

1,1 Fruit trees plantation 486 hh/9 Villages 7290 seedling x x x x x x x x x x x 10 villages with 569hhs received 7.171 fruit trees

1,3 fodder seeds 10 kg / ha / each Village 10 Villages 130 kg x x x x x x x x x x 99 kg and 4,400 seed provided 314hh in 9 

villages

1,4 Fencing  1 ha / each Village 10 Villages 10 Fences x x x x x x x x x x x x provided 220 rolls of barbed wires and 220 kg of 

nails for cattle raising groups in 10 villages 

villages

1,5 Forage/fooder (full packages) 1 ha /each Village 10 Villages 13 ha x x x x x x x x x x x x Land clearance in 10 villages with 11 ha was 

completed.

II Livestock, agriculture and others

2,1 Cattle raising cattles / each Village 10 Villages 110 cattles x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,2 Cattle house 1 / each Village + Vaccinnation 10 Villages 10 pens x x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,3 Fodder seed nursery preparation and 

management by farmers

10 Villages 10 nurseries Not yet done

2,4 Goat raising 4 goats /each house 38 hh/9 Villages 152 goats x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,5 Support pig house model 1 / Village 10 hh/10 Villages 10 pens x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,6 Poultry culture 40 hh/9 Villages 44 pens x x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,8 Fish culture/fish ponds (Provide fingerlings) 32 hh/8 Villages 32 ponds x x x x x x x x x x data collection in 10 villages. 32 hhs interested in 

pond and 21 in rice field. Prepare to procure 

fingerlings and fish feed

2,9 Promote paddy rice production 150 hh/8 Villages 150 paddy fields x x x x x x x x x x Completed study, 134 hh

2,10 Home garden and school garden 46 hh / 7Villages 46 greenhouses x x x x x x x x x x x x Provided seeds, watering cans and shadowing 

net to only 18 hhs

2,11 New livelihoods support (to be defined) 10 Villages x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

2,12 Small livelihood activities trough VDF 10 Villages x x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

III Capacity development

3,1 Vocational training 6 persons / each Village 60 hh 60 training x x x x x x x x x x x x 43 villagers sent to vocational training in Attapeu

3,2 Training / extension service 507 houses 507 hh 1014 people x x x x x

3,3 Farmer exchange visit 18 persons /each Village 180 hh 5 exchanges x x x x x x x x x x x x x

3,4 Local study tour or on the job training (LQBI) / cattle farming 

system 2 persons / each Village, 2 persons / each Village

20 hh x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

3,5 On the job training by LQBI company 2 persons (300/person) 50 hh 1 training x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

3,6 Coffee  expert training 30 hh 1 training x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

3,7 VDC training on activity management 50 hh 10 Villages x x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

3,8 LWU training programe for economic activities 10 Villages x x x x x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

IV Livelihood support and facilities

Rice field Development (Developed the community land and 

sharing to each HH)

x x x x x x Completed construction in 6 villages with total of 

84.33 ha and 244 hhs (Mungha village 10.08 

have not yet distribut to each HHs)

UXO clearance

Temporary Land Use Certificates (with DAFO)

Household conservation agreement

4,4 Watersupply 367 hh 7 Villages x x x x x x x x x x Not yet done

4,7 Dispensary (toilet for healthcare center) 1  toilet 1 toilet x x Not yet done

4,8 Irrigation (Support on water pipeline)  2 Villages (88 hh) 2 schemes x x x x 2 under survey

4,10 Improved bridge (Wooden bridge repairing) 1 Village 1 bridge x x 1 design process

Target villages 2020 2021 Progress Status
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